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IS

INTRODUCTION.

"POR us who, living in the days of th

Great War, see the Map of the World
as we were wont to know it from our child-

hood days, altered daily—almost hourly, for

us who see old civilisations and landmarks

engulfed and obliterated in this great upheaval,

there attaches a singular interest to the pre-

servation and study of even the faintest and

rudest traces of past civilisations.

At the present time when, owing to the

disappearance of Germany's Colonial Empire,

South Africa promises to become one vast

British Territory, a collection of Native Folk

Lore and Folk Tales handed down from

generation to generation, will appeal more

especially to those who remember the South

Africa of the old days and who realise how

rapidly all records of native customs and rites

have been disappearing and must go on dis-

appearing before the advance of civilisation.

Who shall tell how many traces of an ancient

and forgotten civilisation have even now been

completely destroyed among the Native Tribes

who during past decades were subject to the

laws of German kultur and who are now

passing under British rule ?



The Folk Tales which are here rendered

in crude form, mostly as they were written

down from word of mouth, bear not only a

close resemblance to the Folk Tales of West

Africa (of Nigeria and the Gold Coast) but

also to the well-known fairy tales of Europe.

All of us who as children have laughed

and wept over our " Grimm's Fairy Tales

"

will recognise among these Kaffir Stories more

than one familiar friend. Change the Ostrich

into the Stork, the Jackal into Reynard, and

the resemblance becomes complete and we are

once more— all of us, European and native of

Africa alike—children of the great family of

mankind wandering in Fairyland.

" The breast is an intricate net " * (the

heart of man is full of mystery) and to those

who have eyes to see these native fairy tales,

so full of the picturesque imagery of primitive

life, these simple tales of human love and death

are not the rude fancies of primitive man, but

romances of bygone days over which there

hovers the mystery of long lost and forgotten

civilisations.

Odette St. Lys.

* Ancient Kalfir Proverb.



STORY OF LONG SNAKE.
Once upon a time a certain girl left her father's place

and went to the village of Long Snake. Having arrived

at the village of Long Snake she remained there, but the

owner of the place was absent. The only person present

was the mother of the owner of the place.

Then in the evening the mother of Long Snake gave

that girl some millet that she might grind it.

After it was ground she made bread. When it was ready

the mother of Long Snake said " bring this bread into

the house of Long Snake."

A short time after that girl went into the house the

owner of the place arrived. Then she gave him bread

and fermented milk, and he ate. When they had finished

the food they went to sleep. Then early in the

morning Long Snake went away, because in the

daytime he lived in the open country.

The girl went to the house of the parents of Long
Snake. The mother of Long Snake clothed her with a

very beautiful robe. After she was dressed she called

for an axe and went to cut firewood. Having arrived in

the open fields she did not cut the firewood, but she threw

away the axe and ran to her father's place.

Aiter she arrived at her father's place her sister enquired

where she had got that beautiful robe. Her sister told

her, and she said, " I am also going to that village."

Her sister said, " just listen to what I tell you of the

custom of that village." But her sister said in reply, " I

do not want you to tell me anything because you yourself

were not warned before you went."

Then at once she journeyed and went until she arrived

in the evening at the village of Long Snake. When she

sat down the mother of Long Snake gave her millet that

she might grind it and make bread. When it was ready

she took it into the house of Long Snake. Then in the

evening the owner of the place arrived, and the girl gave



him bread and fermented milk. When they had finished

eating they went to sleep, and early in the morning

Long Snake went away.

Then the girl went to the house of Long Snake's

parents. His mother also clothed that girl in the same

manner as she had dressed the elder one. Then she bor-

rowed an axe and went to cut fuel. In doing so she

made an excuse to run away.

On this day, however, the man went after his wives,

and arrived at his father-in-law's place as the sun was

setting.

They went out of the house that the bridegroom might

sleep in it. While he was eating, the people of the

village piled up bundles of grass, and the bridegroom

was burned in the house. In this manner he died.



The fable of the Lion and the Ostrich is one of five

pieces of Native literature in Setshuana, sent down to the
Grey Library by the Rev. A. J. Wookey. In a letter

accompanying the four first of these specimens (dated

Kuruman, May 3rd, 1878), Mr. Wookey says: "I have
"taken down the Secwana from the lips of Natives. It

(Secwana) is very old, and some of it peculiar; so much so

that it is difficult to find words corresponding in English
to the words used, especially in the use of proper names.

In one or two instances I have not given exact transla-

tions, as it would be scarcely desirable. But as a rule I

have adhered as closely as possible to the original.

" Then again two natives will scarcely give the same
tale in the same words ; or, indeed, scarcely the same
version. Each of these I send you has probably several

versions.

" I can propound no theory as to the origin, or meaning
of these fables and very many others in which the lan-

guage seems to be rich. Some treat of the world of

ghosts and monsters and unseen beings, or rather

imaginary beings ; seeming to point to an old belief in

an unseen power, or powers, of an unbenign aspect. But

it is a subject which might well repay research if one

had time to give to it. It seems to me that these things

are dim recollections of light long ago possessed, which

lias well nigh died out ; and has now been revivified and

made brighter by the Gospel of Jesus Christ. That light

may have been only superstition at best, and belief in

a supernatural power, which to-day is ascribed to rain

doctors, and charms, and medicines, &c., in endless

variety."
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THE LION AND THE OSTRICH.

It is said, once a lion roared, and the ostrich also

roared.. The lion went towards the place where the

ostrich was. They met. The lion said to the ostrich,

"Please to roar." The ostrich roared. (Then) the lion

roared. The voices were equal. The lion said to the

ostrich, " You are my mate (or equal)."

Then the lion said to the ostrich, "Let us hunt game
together." They saw some, and surrounded them. The
lion caught only one; the ostrich killed a great many, by

striking them with the claw which was on his leg ; but the

lion killed only one; and they went, and met. When
they had met, they went to the game, and the lion saw
that the ostrich had killed a great deal. The lion also

had young cubs. They went to the shade, to rest them-

selves. The lion said to the ostrich, " Get up and rip

open; let us eat." Said the ostrich, "Go and rip open;

I shall eat the blood." The lion stood up, and ripped

open, and ate with the cubs. And when he had eaten,

the ostrich got up, and ate the blood. They v/ent to

sleep.

The cubs played about. While they were playing,

they went to the ostrich, who was asleep. When he went
to sleep, he also opened his mouth. The young-

lions saw that the ostrich had no teeth. They went to

their mother, and said, " This fellow, who says he is

your equal, has no teeth; he is insulting you." Then the

lion went to wake the ostrich, and said, "Get up, let us

fight;" and they fought. And the ostrich said, "Go to

that side of the ant-hill, and I will go to this side of it."

The ostrich struck the ant-hill and sent it towards the-

lion. But the second time he struck the lion by the liver,

and killed him.



II

The following Setshuana story, lately received from-

Miss J. P. Meeuwsen, of Saul's Poort, in the Transvaal,

appears to be a version of a frequently recurring tale, in

which a bird comes to the assistance of children (or young
people) whose lives are endangered by the attack of one

or more cannibals. It was related to Miss Meeuvi^sen by
" Abraham Ranthogele, of the Batlaku tribe," who had
heard it from his wife and from other old women. The
translation and notes which accompany it were kindly

added by Miss Meeuwsen.

NURSERY TALE.

It happened that some children of old were taken up by

a great hurricane, and brought in the desert. And there

was a little boy, who was called Tsegana-nkokopane.

It happened v/hen the rain came, [that] he told the

girls, he said :
" When I tell the straw hut, ' I say. Build

yourself,' it will build itself." And he did so; and the

straw hut built itself.

It happened, when the night came, there came a

cannibal, and wanted to eat up all the children. Then

there was a large tree, which they climbed ; they fled

right to the top of the tree.

Then the children said to the tree: "Don't fall!"

Then the cannibal said, as he sawed the tree, he said

:

"Re go segeila nioko\ Re go segetla moko\"^ So,

when it was daybreak, the cannibal went away.

Then there came a great thing called Phuku-phuku,

which, when the children saw, they were very glad; and

they said :
" Phukn-fhuku of our fathers ! Come and

walk with the young girls. 'Ntiliea ! 'Ntiliea ! Com.e

and walk with the young girls. 'Ntiliea ! Ntiliea !"

Then Phuku-phicku came, and took them, and brought

them all to their mothers.

* I cannot find the right translation of this sentence, and
have therefore left it as it is.
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He then stood at the gate of the town, when he had
brought them. Out came the mother of Tsegana-nkoko-

fane, and threw some ashes out over him.

Then there came another woman. He asked, and said

to the woman, he said: "Go and tell the people to bring

red earth, and blue stone; and let them spread mats,

beginning from the courtyard, to ihe gate of the town."

And they did so; and he gave \;ach one her child.

He went away v/ith the boy called Tsegana-nkokopane,
because his mother had fthrown] the ashes on him. Then
Phuku-fhuku gave Nkokofane to the cannibal.

The End.

Note.—With regard to the piece of Native literature

printed above, it should be noticed that, in a slip follow-

ing the "Story of the Bird that made Milk" printed by

Mr. Theal at Lovedale in 1877, a Setshuana version of the

latter is given, differing from it in many respects, and

obtained by Mr. Theal in English from Michael Moroko,

a young man of the Barolong tribe, at that time at Love-

dale, " for the purpose of being educated." The end of

this Setshuana story so nearly resembles that now sent

by Miss Meeuwsen, that, as the slip in which it occurs is

very scarce, and inaccessible to most of our readers, the

•concluding portion is given below. Miss Meeuwsen's

version may also be but a portion of a lengthier narrative;

and such may also be the case with regard to another

Setshuana version of the story of " The Bird and the

Children," forwarded by the Rev. A. J. Wookey, to the

Grey Library last year, from Kuruman. From one or

two pieces of Native literature, both published and un-

published, it is evident that the bird who delivers the

children is a personage worth studying.
" When evening set in, the children determined to return

to their home, but there came a storm of rain with heavy

thunder, and they were very much afraid. Among them



was a brave boy, named Mosemanyanamatong, who
encouraged them, and said, "do not be afraid, I can

command a house to build itself." They said, "please

command it." He said, " house appear," and it appeared,

and also wood for fire. Then the children entered the

house and made a large fire, and began to roast some
wild roots which they dug out of the ground.

" While they were roasting the roots and were merry,,

there came a big cannibal, and they heard his voice

saying, " Mosemanyanamatong, give me some of the wild

roots you have." They were afraid, and the brave boy

said to the girls and to the other boys, " give me some of

yours." They gave to him, and he threw the roots out-

side. While the cannibal was still eating they went out

and fled. He finished eating the roots, and then pursued

them. When he approached they scattered some more

roots upon the ground, and while he was picking them up

and eating they fled.

" At length they came among mountains, where trees

were growing. The girls were already very tired, so they

all climbed up a tall tree. The cannibal came there,

and tried to cut the tree down with his long and sharp

nail. Then the brave boy said to the girls, "while I

am singing you must continue saying, " tree be strong, tree

be strong!" He sang this song, "It is foolish, it is

foolish to be a traveller, and to go on a journey with

the blood of girls upon one. While we were roasting

wild roots a great darkness fell upon us. It was not

darkness it was awful gloom."
" While he was singing there came a great bird and

hovered over them, and said, "hold fast to me." The

children held fast to the bird, and it flew away with

them and took them to their own town. It was midnight

when it arrived there, and it sat down at the gate of

Mosemanyanamatong's mother's house. In the morning

when that woman came out of her house, she took ashes
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and cast upon the bird, for she said, " this bird knows
where our children are."

" At midday the bird sent word to the chief, saying,

"command all your people to spread mats in all the

paths." The chief commanded them to do so. Then the

bird brought all the children out, and the people were

greatly delighted."



IS

The following story has been sent to the Grey Library
from the King William's Town Division of the Cape
Colony, by the Rev. A. Kropf, Superintendent of Berlin
Missions. The information contained in the notes
attached to it has likewise been supplied by Mr. Kropf,
to whom no other stories about Vlusanana are known.
A boy deliverer seems to be a somewhat favourite figure

in South African aboriginal literature; and is found in

Bushman, as well as in Bantu folk-lore.

ULUSANANA.

Some girls went to fetch leaves of aloes.* A little

boy, Vlusanana by name, followed them. His eldest

sister said: "Go back." He went nevertheless; he would
not turn back.

They came to a large river; pounded the boy with a

round stonet, crushed him, took him and threw him into

the water, and went away. But the boy, though killed,

rose up. The girls having left, he followed their track,

looking at their footprints, until he found them in the

road. When he came to them, he was nigh to be killed

again by his eldest sister. But his younger sister was
against it, his younger sister wept, and said :

" Let him
alone fojr the present." His elder sister let him alone,

when she saw her younger sister crying.

It commenced to rain very heavily. Vlusanana said

:

" I can make to appear here a house, that we may not get

wet." His elder sister said :
" Do it ! my child (literally,

child of my mother), that we may not get wet." Vlu-

sanana said : " Was it not you, who crushed me ?"

* Leaves of aloes are used medicinally, inwardly and out-

wrardly, by Kafirs, and the dry leaves are pounded for strengthen-
ing snuff.

f The girls pounded the boy by means of a stone, round or oval
shaped; any stone that is fit to pound or grind, on another stone,

•coffee, maize, &c., is called ivihohotwe.
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" Do it nevertheless, my child." Then Ulusanana cut

sticks, put them into the ground, cut grass, and said

:

I can make the house that it thatches itself." Then the

house thatched itself. When the house thatched itself,

Ulusanana said :
" I can make fire coming forth imme-

diately." Then Ulusanana made a great fire. When
he had made the big fire, they felt hungry. Ulusanana
said :

" I can make that food comes forth from home.'"

Indeed there came forth food. When the sun went down,,

they went to sleep.

When they were asleep, there came a hobgoblin*

(literally, anything that does harm), in the night. It

said

:

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;

I shall finish

By eating up Ulusanana"

After having said so, it disappeared. Ulusanana rose

in the night, and roused his sisters ; he had not slept, he

was awake when the hobgoblin arrived and said

:

"I shall eat this, &c., &c., &c.

I shall devour that {i.e., (to be repeated as above.)

girl);"

* The hobgoblin is the same, who appears afterwards as can-
nibal. Inunu is anything, animal, man, especially insect, that
does harm to people.

" I shall eat this,

I shall devour that {i.e.,

girl);

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;

I shall eat this,

I shall devour that;
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After this was done, their mother at home sangt

:

" Show me Uncebengwana Have you not seen Nce-

bengwana
At his home! his place! At his home? his place?

At the stone of Mcoyana. Shall I go to Mcoyana ?"

The girls rose and left the house. In going home, they

came to a full river. Ulusanana said :
" I can pass the

river, though it is full." He jumped, and stood on the

opposite bank, without having touched the water. He
remained there. All the girls (or, All his sisters) com-
menced crying, and said :

" Come and bring us over,

Lusanana \" Ulusanana said: "I shall not bring you

over, for you have crushed me."

There came a cannibal to eat up the girls. Ulusanana,

being on the opposite side, went directly over, and took

two of the girls, and brought them over. He went again

without touching the water, like a bird, and brought over

all the girls.

Then their mother sang

:

" Show me Uncebe- Have you not seen Ncebe-

ngwana ngwana
At his home ! his place ! At his home ? his place ?

At the stone of Mco- Shall I go to Mcoyana?"

yana.

It was said :
" Go farther to see (or, " Then you will see)

a great village, with a great tree that stands at the

kraal."

This fable was given to me by the Rev. A. Johl, as he

heard it. I translated it as near as possible to Kafir, but

so that it might be understood. It seems to me a beauti-

ful illustration of St. Matth. 5, 44.

A. KrOPF.

Stutterheim, January 3, 1879.

t The mother is singing at home, from sympathy vvith the ab-

sent boy. She seems to have some foreboding of his being in

danger; therefore she wishes by her song to see him back at

home.
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With regard to the following story, Mr. Theal remarks :

" An animal which usually lives in water, and which

swallov^s persons and even cattle, all of which remain

alive for an indefinite time afterwards, is one of the most

familiar characters in Kafir tales."

STORY OF LITTLE RED STOMACH.

There was, in times of old, a certain boy by the name
of Little Red Stomach. On a certain day, that boy went

to till the ground. While he was hoeing, he became
thirsty, and accordingly he went to drink water out of a

pool.

Then suddenly his mother came, and said, " Do not

drink that water because you do not know the owner."

He said, " I will drink." Then his mother answered and
said, "You will be killed by the owner of the water."
" I do not care, because I will die alone," he replied.

Then his mother said, " I will go away when you drink

this water."

Accordingly his mother went away. Little Red
Stomach then drank. " Why is it that you have drunk

any water ? Did not your mother tell you not to drink

this water?" said the owner of the water. "I will kill

you, because your mother told you that you were not to

drink this water," said the owner of the water often.

After this, Little Red Stomach closed his eyes, and was

swallowed by this beast. The beast then went away to

the place where it lived, in a large pool of water. When
the beast reached that pool of water, he remained outside

of it, on account of the weight of his stomach.

When this beast had thus remained a while, a large

frog came up out of the pool, and said, "Did I not tell

yoM that you must not swallow that person who drinks

your water, because you will die and then we shall have

no one to take charge of us ?" After this frog had so

spoken, he sank down there, in the pool of water.
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About sunset, that animal said, " I have a stomach

ache." As it was so, all the animals collected at that

pool of water, and he said, " Pay attention to the thing

that I tell you." Then all the little animals that lived

in that pool of water paid attention. He said, " All of

you are left here without a friend." Then accordingly

they all went away to their friends.

After they had all gone away, this animal died. But

Little Red Stomach was still alive in the stomach of the

animal. He pulled out his knife, and cut open the

stomach of the animal, and came out. When he had

come out, he went home.

Having arrived at his home, he said to his mother,

"Did I not tell you that I would not die?" "I did not

know, my child, that you had a plan of safety," said his

mother. Then Little Red Stomach remained at the

village of his parents.
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Although the hero of the story of " Five Heads " is not

here said to be a snake, he is, as Mr. Theal informs us,

well j^nown to the Kafirs to be one. "This" [story],

adds Mr. Theal, " is evidently only a fragment. In

another tale, Makanda Mahlanu is represented as a young

chief who was bewitched, and compelled to assume the

form of an enormous snake with five heads. Ultimately,

he was restored to his natural form by the caresses of his.

bride."

STORY OF FIVE HEADS.

Once upon a time two girls were going to dig wild

carrots. One of them said, " I will not go."

"Why is it that you are unwilling to go with me?"
asked the other girl.

She answered, " I want to be married to Five Heads."
" As you say so, tell father," said the other girl.

Then, after that, she went away to the village of Five

Heads. When she arrived there, the man in charge of

that village enquired where she came from. Accordingly

she told where she came from, and what her business

was at the village of Five Heads.

Then a little old woman went away and told the mother

of Five Heads what was said by the strange girl. When
the mother of Five Heads heard that, she went and

brought the girl into his house. She took a mat and

spread it on the ground. Then, in the evening, Five

Heads arrived from hunting.

She asked that person, "Where do you come from?"

His mother said, " Ask of her."

Accordingly, Five Heads asked her where she came
from. The girl told him why she had come to his village.

Then said Five Heads, " Before I marry you, I will

send a message to your father, that you may know you

are allowed by him to be married to me."

That girl agreed that the message should be sent. An
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answer was returned that they had no objection, if the

girl loved that person.

Accordingly, Five Heads said to the people of his

village, " Are you willing that I should marry this girl ?"

They were willing.

He paid for her twenty head of cattle. The marriage

price was sent to the father of the girl. The parents

were very well satisfied. There came a message to the

effect that they were very well satisfied. After a while,

that girl was made the great wife at the village of Five

Heads.*

* [A " many-headed monster " is mentioned in the story of

Usikidumi Kahlokohloko, which occurs in Bishop Callaway's
•' Nursery Tales," &c., of the Zulus, Vol.' I. Part I. pp. 41—47.]
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From Blauberg, in the north of the Transvaal, and

Saul's Poort, in the west, a little information respecting,

some Betshuana ideas and customs has been accessible to

us. Full of interest as this is, it yet does little more than

reveal the existence of wide fields for further inquiry.

THE GODS OF THE BASUTO.*

(Communicated by the Rev. A. Kropf, Superintendent of

Berlin Missions, from information sent by the Rev. — ..

Stech.)

Hitherto it was always reported that the Basuto had no

Gods, they had only an idea of a Modimo who is called

Ralabepa by several tribes. The more remarkable, there-

fore, is what we find in the diary of the Berlin Missionary,

the Rev. — . Stech, who is stationed at Blauberg, in

Transvalia, among Malebocho's tribe, of about 20,000

people. He writes on the 19th of October, 1877:—
In explaining the articles of our belief, the belief in the

only true God was the chief topic of instruction. I asked

about their Gods, and heard twelve names of twelve

different Gods. At the head of these stands Ralabepa,

the Father of all might and power, to be feared for his

revenge, and power of fire ; he lives behind the land of

Sewase, among the Basuetlas (there he is called Rala-

wimpa). Again there is the God of Water, called

Ramochasoa. He lives on the bottom, from which the

fountains rise, for which reason the Basutos do not like-

digging near fountains. Behind my Station, in the open

field, there is a long stone like a column, in which, they

say, lives Ramaepa, who watches the field, that the enemy

may not cross the boundary. The Basutos frighten their

children by calling Makofatsiloe, Maseletsoane, Mana-

kisoe, Ngoalenkalo. Every district, it seems to me, has.

* The word Basuto is probably used here in its wider sense as.

equivalent to Eastern Betshuana.
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its own God. One that is generally known and feared

very much is Sedatyane, who lives in the middle of the

country in a thick forest near Mareme. In the neigh-

bourhood of his seat, nobody is allowed to cut wood, and

if children come near, they are certainly caught and ill-

treated. Greatly feared by bad characters and such as

wish to lay hands on one of the Chief's family, is the

poisonous snake Toona, the God of Revenge. If the

children and half-grown people are brought to the circum-

cision, which is now done in opposition to the old practice,

when only grown up people, men and women, were seen

at it, they must know most of these Gods, besides the

formulas of prayers and tunes which belong to the

worship of these Gods ; especially they must know the

tune of the little bird Kkohoropo, which is revered very

much. If anybody does not know this bird, he is cer-

tainly to be beaten ; for which purpose some switches are

always ready at hand. They have also a God of Dance,

Lotiloe. Of the celestial bodies, not the sun, but a

large comet, called Modudutsa, is adored.

It will be really worth while to inquire more thoroughly

into this matter, and to ascertain how far this supersti-

tious belief in Gods or demons can be traced.

A.K.
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CUSTOMS AND SUPERSTITIONS AMONG THE
BETSHUANA.

(From information contributed by Miss J. P. Meeuwsen,

in a letter dated Saul's Poort, i6 January, 1878.)

When rain is needed, and the gardens i.e., Native

gardens) are getting dry, a hunting expedition is formed,

and a certain sort of game, fit for the occasion, is sought

for. Only a part of the animal is used, and the sorcerers

are very unwilling to tell what is done with it.

Sometimes, when an ox has been killed, the stomach is

burned towards evening; for they say that the black

smoke will gather the clouds, and cause the rain to come.

Sometimes, when the rain is seen falling at a distance,

an arrow is smeared with some mole.no (the word means

both poison and medicine), and the rain is beckoned to

come to them, in the firm belief that it will do so. When
their sorceries fail to bring rain, it is said that some other

sorcerer who envies them has kept it back.

To avert disease, or prevent it from entering their legae

or town, a pointed stone is planted in the ground in the

middle of the entrance to their town (each town being

enclosed in a hedge of bushes), or a crossbar is put at

the same place '.viz., at the entrance), smeared with some

moleno or medicine. When this is done, they imagine

themselves safe.

Widov/s are most wonderfully treated. When a

woman's husband is dead, shf may not enter a town,

unless she has been under the hands of a sorcerer. She

must remain at some distance from the town ; then a little

milk from every cow is taken to her, which mixture of

milk she mu.st boil with her food. Dung from the cattle

pens is also taken to her, and with this, mixed with some

moleno, she must rub herself. If this ceremony be not

gone through, it is thought that a)' the cattle in the town

will surely die.
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In travelling, when the natives draw near to a town or

location, and are rather hungry, they take a stone, and

put it into the branched of a tree, or some grass, and put

a stone on it in the road, imagining that this will induce

the p>eople, with whom they wish to stay, to wait for them

with their meal.
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THE CEREMONY OF DIPHEKU.

(Contributed by the Rev. Roger Price, L.M.S.)

Among the Bamangwato, living at Shoshong, there is a

ceremony which the natives call Dipheku, and which is

generally performed once a year. I believe it is also

common among other Becwana tribes; but it was at

Shoshong that I more particularly observed it. It may
perhaps be regarded as a kind of yearly sacrifice, which

is intended to protect the town, i.e., the tribe, from all

the ills which might befall it jduring the year, such as

war, external or internal, pestilence, &c. There are often

present on these occasions Doctors {Dingakd) from other

tribes, to assist the Chiefs and Doctors of his own town.

The animal to be sacrificed must be a black bull. It

appears that no other colour will do. The animal is

brought into the town, and has its eyelids sewn together-

so as effectually to blind it. In this state it is allowed

to go wherever it likes for two or three days. Then it is

killed in a particular way. Most of the flesh is cooked

under the superintendence of the Doctors, and is distri-

buted among the chief men of the town. Certain parts

of the animal, such as the blood, gall, &c., are taken and

made into a decoction with all manner of roots and herbs.

Sometimes, I am told that the bodies or bones of twins of

the human species, which were always regarded as of ill

omen and destroyed accordingly, are used for the same

purpose, i.e., for making the decoction. When it is ready

for use, it is taken all over the town. In the Yigotla, or

place of rendezvous, of the Chief, there is a pole planted

in the ground near the spot where His Majesty usually

sits. This pole is daubed with the decoction, and
generally there is besides a bladder or horn, containing

some of the stuff, suspended from the top of the pole.

A similar pole will be found at the Kgotlas of most of

the headmen of the town. All the entrances to the town.
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are guarded by a pole, or, if wide, by two or three poles

spliced together. These poles lie on the ground across

the entrance, and are well smeared with the decoction.

Then again all the footpaths leading to the town from
different parts of the country are similarly guarded.

Sometimes, poles are planted alongside the path, similar

to those at the Kgotlas; or a horn containing some of the

decoction will be suspended from the branch of a tree.

These are sometimes found at a considerable distance

from the town; and it is supposed that at sight of these

things a hostile army coming into the country will nyera

mara-po, or that the marrow will ooze out of their bones

and they will be helpless. Or if it be a Doctor or wizard

from a neighbouring tribe, coming to sow the seed of

sedition or pestilence, or to destroy the com by placing

charms in the corn-land, which will frighten away the

rain, his plans will be frustrated, or he himself will be

caught in the act.

R. P.
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SOME CUSTOMS OF THE OVAHERERO.

In introducing to students of South African Folk-lore an

account of some Herero customs, recently furnished me
by the Rev. G. Viehe, it may not be out of place to say a

few words about the very singular people who practise

them. The Ovaherero, or Damaras, as they are more

commonly called, are the first of the black races we meet

after passing through the yellow races which lie scattered

over that wide tract of country which extends for two

hundred miles north of the Orange River, and includes

Great Namaqualand and a large portion of the Kalahari

Desert. They belong to the Bantu family, are a purely

pastoral people, possessing great wealth in cattle and
sheep, and are not the less interesting because so much
has still to be learnt respecting them. The country they

occupy is of vast extent and varying richness, admirably

adapted to their requirements. Their neighbours to the

North are the group of tribes of which the Ovambo is the

most familiar to us, that should be called the Avare, but

from having first made their acquaintance, we call

Ovambo. These, like our own Kafirs, are an agricultural

people, and seem always to have been so, whilst the

Ovaherero, on the other hand, have no traditions that

point to their ever having been other than pastoral. They
are known to have migrated from the north or north-east,

but the period of their migration is not known. It cannot,

however, be less remote probably than two hundred years.

The name Damara is of comparatively recent origin, and

is applied alike to Ovaherero, Ovambanderu, and

Ovatyimba. The Ovambanderu were originally

Ovaherero, but on separating themselves either acquired

or assumed the name by which they are now known. Many
Ovaherero and Ovambanderu are destitute of cattle and
sheep, and live away from the others, existing very much
by the same means and in the manner of the Bushmen.



These, strangely enough, are not called either Ovaherero
or Ovambanderu, but Ovatyimba*. I am informed, on
authority that I am inclined to accept, that the name
Herero is an attempt to reproduce the whirring sound
made by their broad-bladed assegais in their passage

through the air, and was bestowed by the Ovambo who
had such good reason to remember this formidable

weapon of the stranger race.

If we may be allowed then to conjecture that of the

three names these people are designated by, that of

Ovatyimba, or Watyimba, as it is undoubtedly the oldest,

is that they were originally known by, we are at once led

to consider whether the cradle of the race is not in the far

away land by the waters of the Muta Nzige, in the

country of the Wazimba, recently traversed by the

intrepid Stanley. It is very much to be regretted that he

saw so little of these people, but that little is strong

evidence in favour of a conjecture which, after suggesting

as extremely probable, I leave to the consideration of

those interested in the question.

W. Coaxes Palgrave.

Dondebosch, May, 1879.

* The derivative prefix va-, which in the word O-i'a-herero

follows the demonstrative particle 0-, occurs as ifa- in sonje of

the languages further 'o the north-east, and is a form of the

plural prefix of personal nouns ba- common to all South African

Bantu languages.
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In the following paper only such of the religious and

social customs and ideas of the Ovaherero are described

as are not connected with unusual events, such as wars,

droughts, sicknesses, &c. They are as follows :

I. Customs at Birth {Onoatero); 2. Circumcision

{Osukarekero); 3. Filing of the Teeth {Okuha), Shaving

of the Head {Okukururd), Fastening of the False Hair,

or substitute for Hair {Okuspa); 4. Betrothal {Ombare-

kero); 5. Marriage {Ongu-piro); 6. Death {Ongokero);

7. Burial {Ombakero); 8. Sacrifice for the Deceased

{Ongondyozero); g. Customs performed at the Grave

{Ondyaniberero); 10 Resurrection {Ombendukiro').*'

ehango " small piece of meat (used for certain religious cere-

monies) ;''

etando " simple lamentation for the dead ;"

okuha "filing of the teeth;"
okuJmrura ''shaving of the head;"
ohumakera ''to consecrate food by tasting it;"

oiumalierisa "to cause to okiimakera^^'
oknrangera "to perform religious ceremonies;"
okuruo " place of the holy fire

;"

okuse-pa "fastening of the false hair;"
okutova "to consecrate food without tasting it;"

okutovisa " to cause to okutova ;"

oktizera " to be sacred, not to be used as common food;"
ombakero " burial ;"

ombarekero "betrothal;"
ombendukiro " resurrection ;"

omiiari " a woman who has borne children ;"

omukuru " ancestor, deity ;"

ondoro "the dismal lamentation for the dead (with religious
ceremonies) ;"

ondiiine "stick representing anojittikuru " {i.e., "ancestor,
deity "), with which and the otyiza the holy fire is made;

otidyomberero "customs performed at the graves;"
onganga " doctor, magician ;"

ongoatero "birth, customs at birth;"
origqkero " death ;"

ongondyosero " sacrifice for the deceased ;"

ongufiro, e-pando " marriage ;"

* An explanation of some of the Otyiherero words met with in
the text, together with a few directions regarding their pro-
nunciation, may be of service here.
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x)ruzo " caste, clan," or rather the system of dietaries by
which these clans are distinRuished. The oriizo the

children derive from the father, whereas the eanda is

derived from the mother, and refers more than the oruzo
to the caste or clan. In case of inheritance, the eanda
and not the oriiso decides the right to the property.

osuharekero " circumcision ;"

otyiherero " language of the Ovahererd " (and everything
done in or looking like Herero style)

;

o^yiondo "period of time"' (almost every year is a new
otyiondo)

;

otyisaiginina "anything which represents an omitkurii" (i.e.,
" ancestor, deity ")

;

otyiveiero " place where children are circumcised and sooth-
saying takes place;"

oiiari abstract form of omiiari (i.e., " a woman who has borne
children ").

IN HERERO WORDS.

as a in German, or almost as a in English in

[father.

as e in German, or almost as e in English in

a is pronounced

e is pronounced

i is iDronounced as i in German, or as

u is pronounced as u in German, or as

[let.

i in English in
[^in.

When not followed by a vowel

g is pronounced
y is pronounced
s is pronounced
z is pronounced
ty is pronounced

as g in English in go.

as y in English in VotJi.

as th in English in tkmk.
almost as th in English in than.

very similarly to the Danish kj.

u in English in

full. When followed
by a vowel, u is pro-
nounced almost as
w in English.
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I.

Birth {Ongoaterd).

After the birth of a child, an ox, sheep, or goat is-

slaughtered. The ceremonies performed on this occasion

are the same whether the child be male or female. The
animal must be found by the father of the child; and is-

called oyowari. It can be killed by anyone, and is (as.

are almost all animals) suffocated, its face being turned

to the North. The meat does not zera; that is, it can be

eaten by people of both sexes, and all ages (excepting a

small piece which may be eaten by children only), but it

chiefly belongs to the mother (of the child), who mostly

drinks of the broth. The said small piece of meat

(o'ndendu), is used to rangera, i.e., to perform religious

ceremonies. It is cooked with the other meat, but is

taken out of the pot before the rest, and brought to the

mother to be tovisiita, which she (the omuari) does by

breathing upon it. After this, it must also be tovisina

by the child, for which purpose it is set upon its great

toe. All of the meat may now be eaten, excepting the

ondendu, which i-s put away in a small vessel and kept

there until the navel string has separated, when it is.

given to children to eat.

Immediately after a woman has given birth to a child,

a small house is built for her, at the back of her own
house, where she remains until the navel string has

separated from the child. After this has happened, the

mother takes her child to the place of the holy fire

{okunio), to present it to the Omukuru (forefather, deity),

so that mother and child may be admitted again to her

(the mother's house). On this occasion at the okuruo, the-

father gives the child its name. For this purpose, he

takes the child into his arms, and informs those who

are present about the name that the child is to receive.
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Circumcision (Osukarekero).

Circumcision is a universal custom of the Ovaherero, as

well as of many other Bantu nations. All male children

are circumcised, and this is generally done between the

fourth and seventh year of their age. * * »

The Ovaherero always have a festival when they cir-

cumcise their children, and they prefer to choose for it the

time of some great event, for instance, the death of a

great Chief. If, at such a time, a Chief has a son of the

proper age, he arranges a festival of circumcision, i^

great number of his cattle are brought into his werft.*

Other rich men, who wish to have their children circum-

cised at the same time, take them, as well as some cattle,

to the Chief's werft, and poor people come, for the same

purpose, with their children only; but they must all

belong to the same oruso as the Chief, no others being

admitted. Should it happen that people belonging to

different oiuzo (pi. of oriczo) wish to have their children

circumcised at the same time, and about the same werft,

this must be done at different ovivetero (pi. of otyivetero).

The circumcision is performed with an arrow-point, on

one side of the werft (not in the werft), and this

place is called otyvetero. After circumcision the

children are not allowed to return to the werft,

but must stay at the otyivetero until the wounds

have healed. They may not come into the werft

until long after dark, and even then they dare not go

into a house, but must sleep at the back of the otyizero

(holy house).

At two such festivals which were visited, the Chief was

seen continually sitting at the okuruo, and some women

dancing before him. Hundreds of cattle stood in the

kraals, and once in a while one was driven out to be

* i.e., "place."
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killed. As often as this happened, a number of the

naked blacks made for it like hungry wolves, and caught

hold of it by its tail, horns, legs, or wherever they could.

When they had arrived at the proper place (for every ox
or cow has its own place where it must die), it suddenly

lay upon the ground, with its face turned to the North,

its nose and mouth were closed up, and in a minute or

two it was suffocated. The noise at the werft, caused by
the raging people and the bellowing of cattle at one of

these festivals was really deafening, and one was glad

to find that the otyivetero, now to be inspected, was about

300 yards distant. * * * Between some large rocks

a cowhide was spread upon the ground, and upon this

the children were, one after the other, placed, by two

young men who acted as assistants. * * » The opera-

tion was here performed by an old man, besides whom
and the two assistants only the children and their

mothers were present; the latter trying in vain to keep

back the tears that ran down their cheeks.

The meat slaughtered at this festival is holy [i.e., does

sera). It must be cooked at the ohuruo. The holiest

portion is the left hind quarter (because the cows are

milked on this side), and of this a small piece, which,

when appointed for this purpose, is called ehango. This

ehango is not eaten with the rest of the meat, but is

taken into the holy house {otyizero), and there kept, often

for several weeks. It is eaten by preference when the

Chief is visited by one of his fellow Chiefs; and this is a

very sacred act, which is performed in the following

manner. The ozondume (sticks which represent the

ovakuru, i.e., "ancestors, deities") are taken out of the

otyizero and placed at the okuruo, where the two Chiefs,

the first wife of the Chief of the place, and such of his

children and relatives as are entitled to partake of this

ceremony are also assembled. The ehango is now cut into

small pieces. The Chief of the place takes one of the
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pieces, and presents it to the ozondiime (who are the first

in rank) that they may tova, i.e., consecrate without

tasting it. This being done, the local Chief presents a

piece to the mouth of the other Chief, in order that he
may makera, i.e., consecrate by tasting it. The other

Chief now takes a piece, and in the like manner and for

the same purpose presents it to the mouth of the Chief

of the place; by whom pieces are subsequently presented

to his first wife, and to all others who are entitled to

niakera. These are not very numerous, and can only be

such as belong to the oruzo* of the Chief. Not even

all the children of the Chief are entitled to makera.

When this right is doubtful, the person in question places

liimself after the Chief and bows down. The Chief puts

a piece of the ehango between the toes of one of his feet,

and stretches the foot backwards to the person in question,

who catches hold of the meat with his mouth.

Circumcision is evidently a very important custom to

the Ovaherero. This is to such an extent the case, that

they reckon their age from the time when they were cir-

cumcised, not counting those periods, oviondo) which

they lived before it; and they are even called after the

otyiondo of their circumcision. Almost every year is an

otyiondo. The oviondo (pi. of otyiondo') receive their

names from great events that take place in them. For

instance, otyohange, or otyiondo tyohange (from ohange
" peace "), is the otyiondo when the peace was made; and

the people who were circumcised at that period are the

ovaotyohange, " those of the period of peace." All those

who are circumcised at the same time are called omakura,

"' people of the same age."

Orueo, not eanda.
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III.

Breaking and Shaping of the Teeth {Okuha),

Shaving of the Head {0kukumra), Dressing of

THE Hair (Okusepa).

These three customs of the Ovaherero are of less impor-

tance, but completeness requires that a short description

of them should here be given.

When a child is about eight or ten years of age, its

four lower front teeth are broken out, and the upper

front teeth are shaped in this form, A (oktiha). The
first is done with a stick and a stone, which serves as a

hammer, and the other, by pecking and filing with a

stone. It is not performed by the ozonganga (i.e.,

" doctors, magicians "), but may be done by any person

who understands it. A feast {pmukandi) must always be

made upon this occasion, and takes place a day before the

ceremony itself. The latter must be performed at the

place of the holy fire (okuruo'), which shows that it

belongs to the religious observances. As a rule, several

children (boys and girls) are submitted to the ceremony

at the same time; but they must all be the children of

persons belonging to the same oriizo.

To prevent serious consequences from the operation, a

sort of poultice is prepared from the root of the omiivapii

(a tree which acts a very important part in almost all the

religious ceremonies), and this is put on the heads of the

children. The meat of this festival is consecrated only

like common food, i.e., does not zera, and can be eaten

by people of both sexes and of all ages.*

The two other customs mentioned above are of still less

importance. It is not absolutely necessary that a feast

be made, nor are any particular religious ceremonies con-

nected with them. The shaving of a girl's head

* I'. m;iy be remarked here that the Ovamho have also the
cust'im of breaking the teeth, but they only break two of the
lower teeth.
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{bkukuntra) takes place whfen she is about seven years of
Hge, and the dressing with false hair {pkusefa) some
time later.

The Ovaherero have three different fashions of shaving
a girl's head, which is done with a sharpened piece of

iron. Some shave the head all round, so that only a

small tuft of hair is left on the top {ondomba). Other's

shave only the sides of the head in such a manner that

the tuft of hair is narrow at the top, and widens towards

the brow and the hind part of the head {omuruva). In

the third fashion, the upper part of the head is shaved,

so that only a stripe of hair is left around the head
{otythika).

The false hair is prepared from the sinews of the backs

of animals ; and is nicely twisted, and fastened to the

natural hair. It is about one or two feet long.

IV.

Betrothal {Ombarekero).

Children, especially Ovaherero girls, are frequently

betrothed in the earliest days of life. Special ceremonies,

of a religious nature, are not performed at the betrothal.

All that is required is that the father of a son should go
to the parents of a daughter, and inform them of his

intention to choose their daughter as a wife for his son,

to which they, in most cases, give their consent. An old

man, not seldom, in the same manner, chooses an infant

girl as his own wife. It may even happen that the child

is delivered over to him, at once, for a wife; in which

case, he takes her to his house, to have her brought up

with his own children, and to marry her whenever he

pleases. But, this is an exceptional case. As a rule, the

bridegroom never sees his bride. This is the case when

the father has betrothed him when still a child, as well as

when he has chosen for himself. Nor is the bridegroom

allowed to see the mother of his bride. The Missionary
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Mr. Baumann lately stated, that, when at the place of the-

Chief Kambazembi to preach the gospel, the prospective

son-in-law of the Chief was also present. It unexpectedly

happened that Kambazembis wife (the mother of the

bride) also made her appearance. As soon as this was
noticed, the young man lay flat down upon the ground,

and was completely covered with skins by his friend;,

under which he had to perspire, until the lady had left

the place.

It may hardly seem necessary to mention that the

inclination of the girl is very little consulted.

At the betrothal the young man gives no present to the

parents of the girl. He only presents a small token of
betrothal to the intended, which is, in most cases, an

iron bead. When this bead is accepted, he has a claim

upon the girl as his future wife. The iron bead is

fastened to her apron, where it is left until they can

marry.

The betrothal can be annulled by either party, but the

young man and his parents hardly ever make use of this

right. Should the parents of the bride wish to annul

the contract, they simply return the token of betrothal.

V.

Marriage {Epanda, Ongupiro).

It has already been mentioned, in speaking of the

betrothal, that girls are, in some exceptional cases, given

into a sort of marriage when they are still children. As
a rule, marriage takes place in the earliest time of

maturity. In similar fashion to the betrothal, which is

mostly performed without the girl's even being aware of
it, so is her inclination very little taken notice of when she

is to be married. The business, for as such the marriage
really appears, is effected solely between the bridegroom,

or his parents, and the parents of the bride; but it is not

correct, as has sometimes been said, that parents look
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upon their daughters only as their property, which they
give to that man who pays most for them. This will be
seen when we state that the price (if we may so call it)

which the bridegroom pays to the father of the bride, is

always the same; so that, whether he be rich or poor, a

crown-prince or a herdboy, there is no difference. A
young man who wishes to choose a wife for himself, has,

in most cases, not a very ample field for his choice, as

he is bound by many social circumstances and regula-

tions* which it would take too much space to explain here.

The said price, which is to be paid to the bride's father,

consists of six head of cattle and sheep: viz., one large

ox, one heifer, one large fat sheep, one ewe, with a lamb,

and one young ewe. These six cattle and sheep are paid

before the marriage takes place. It is here presumed that

every young man, when of age, possesses as much
as this; but this is, of course, not always the case; for,

although the Ovaherero are rich in cattle, the young men
cannot dispose of very much, as the riches are to a great

extent common property, under the charge of the Chiefs,

or the head of the family, and young people are allowed

to possess only a limited number of cattle; receiving more

by degrees as they are thought to have proved worthy of

it. Under these circumstances, however, young men,

when they wish to marry and have the consent of their

superiors, can easily be furnished with the necessary

number of cattle and sheep.

Matrimony, among the Ovaherero, is not indissoluble.

A man frequently sends away his wife when he feels tired

of her; or a wife leaves her husband. In the latter case,

her father is to return the cattle which he received from

his son-in-law, in so far as they have not yet been

slaughtered ; but this is, hoXvever, often not done, in which

case the man who now marries the woman must pay the

price to her first husband.

' * Eanda and perhaps oruzo.
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As regards the many ceremonies at an Ovaherero

wedding, only the most important ones can here be men-

tioned. Here, as well as in Europe, the feast {omukandi)

is of course looked upon by many as the chief part of the

whole, nor can dancing be dispensed with. The above

mentioned ox and fat sheep are the first to be slaughtered

at the wedding. To these, the father of the bride adds

as many more as he pleases.

In the beginning of the festival the bride is brought

to the place of the holy fire {okzcruo), where she must sub-

mit herself to different ceremonies. She is here well

greased by her parents from head to foot. When this is

done, her father fills his mouth with water, and spatters

it upon her. When the ceremonies with the bride at the

okiiruo are finished, the slaughtering of the cattle begins.

All the meat is brought to the okicrno, and is here conse-

crated by tasting {makera) by the parents of the bride.

The right fore-quarter of the ox is separated from the

rest of the meat, and is taken behind the house of the

bride's mother. It can be eaten by young girls only, but the

bride herself eats of the other meat with the guests. Other

ceremonies are now performed to the bride. The young

girls dress her head with the " net-fat" {i.e., the fat sur-

rounding the paunch) of the ox. ' She is not allowed to

enter into a house during the wedding days, but sleeps

with the young girls behind her mother's house. After

about four days (when the festival is almost finished), the

young girls tear the fat from the bride's head, and her

mother comes with the hood (ekori), which is worn by

married women only, and puts it upon her daughter's

head.

The bridegroom is not allowed to see his bride, nor

even to come into the werft as long as all these festive

days are enjoyed by the people of the werft. He must

stay somewhere behind the werft, whither the father of

the bride sends him some sheep or cattle for slaughter, in
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order that he may also enjoy himself with his friends

(the people of his werft). When all is finished, he comes
with his friends to receive his bride, and to take her to

his home. Her mother and some other women accompany
them to see the bride safely to her new home, x'^.rriving

here, other ceremonies are performed at the okuruo, which
shows that they are also of a religious nature. The newly
married pair here act the part of a priest, as did the

parents of the bride at the other werft. A sheep is

slaughtered, and the meat is put upon the omupavu
bushes at the okuruo. The newly married pair conse-

crate it, not by okiimakera, but by okutova, that is to say,

a piece of meat is presented to them of which they do
not really taste, acting in the same manner as has been

already described with regard to the ozondume {i.e.,

"sticks representing ancestors, deities"), the newly made
mother, and her infant. In the present case, the meat is

not presented to the mouths of the young couple, but to

"their feet. After this has been done, all the meat may
be eaten by everybody. At the end of all the festive

time, the newly married pair take a walk to visit all the

houses of the werft. The husband goes first, and his

wife closely follows him, taking hold of the after part

of his dress with one hand, and carrying a small vessel

in the other. At every house the inhabitants put some

perfume {otyizumba) into this vessel.

VI.

Death (Ongokero).

If the abridgment of human life were identical with

-murder, then it might be said that murder is done to

almost every Omuherero (sing, of Ovaherero). When a

person is ill, and there appears to be little hope of his

recovery, the Ovaherero feel sure that he will die, and

they are hardly ever mistaken. Let the position of such

.-an unfortunate patient be for a moment considered.
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There he lies, on the ground, in his narrow hut, which is

wanting in all means of ventilation, where the smoke of

a small fire, for which there is no chimney, and from the

pipes of sympathising visitors, envelops everything in,

the thickest darkness ; the small room being crowded with,

friends, who, besides smoking their pipes, are covered with

rancid butter and ochre. This must be almost too much
for sound lungs, even for those of an Omuherero. But

there is still more to increase the poor patient's sufferings.

Not to mention the many religious ceremonies, such as

being carried to the okuruo*, to which he must submit

himself, he is, when not expected to recover, covered, face

and all, with a skin, underneath which he, of course, soon

expires.

Before his death, the man informs his relatives regard-

ing what will happen after his decease.! This may be

good Cokiisera ondaya ombud), or bad {pkusera ondaya-

ombi). The last is done in the following manner: If the

dying man sees a person who is not agreeable to him, he

says to him :
" Whence do you come ? I do not wish to

see you here" (or something to this effect) ; and, so saying,

he presses the fingers of his left hand together in such

a way that the point of the thumb appears between the-

fingers. The person spoken to now knows that the other

has decided upon taking him away {okuiuaererd) after-

his death, which means that he must die. In many cases,

however, he can avoid this threatening danger of death.

For this purpose, he hastily leaves the place of the dying

man, and looks for an onganga (i.e., " doctor, magician ")^.

* A pot is cooking on the oiiinio fire, containing meat killed
for the purpose: and, as the pot boils, the sick man is carried
round and round by the friends, who chant something like the-
foUowing supplication to the Oinuhtiru :

'' See, Father, we have come here.
With this sick man to you,
That he may soon recover," &c., &c.

+ i.e., .sera ondaya.
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in order to have himself undressed, washed, and greased
again, and dressed with other clothes. He is now quite

at ease about the threatening of death caused by the

deceased ; for, says he, " Now, our father does not know
me " {Nambana tate ke ndyi i). He has no longer any
reason to fear the dead, but he is not quite so sure about

those who are alive, for he has reason to suspect that some
one of them may choose to carry into effect the last will-

of the deceased.

The lamentation for the dead begins as soon as it is

thought that he will not recover, although, in many cases,,

by proper treatment his life might be saved. The Chief,.

Christian William, alias Zerana, then thought to be near

his end, was baptized by the Rev. Mr. Viehe on the 15th

of November, 1876. The lamentation for the dead ha4
already begun, and was so loud that it was almost im-

possible to perform the sacramental ceremony. From that

time, however, the patient was properly taken care of by

Mr. Viehe and other Europeans who took an interest in

the old Chief, who had always been a friend to the

Missionaries, and, although there was no hope of re-

covery, he did not die until the 29th of November. But

for the watching, he probably would have died long

before.

The Ovaherero have two different ways of lamentation

for the dead. The simple lamentation, without religious

ceremonies, is called etando; and the lamentation with

religious ceremonies, ondoro* The howling at the lamen-

tations for the dead is often heartrending, although, as

a rule, it does not proceed from the depth of the heart.

In the year 1868 the Rev. Mr. Viehe first had an oppor-

tunity of being present at the lamentation {etando) by

women for the dead, and states that his very heart was

* At the ondoro the writer never had an opportunity of being

present, but says that the Ovaherero themselves give a horrible

(dismal ?) description of it.
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moved when he observed how the tears flowed down the

cheeks of the loudly howling women, who, however, oh

observing him, looked up, some of them even with a smile,

and uttered their well-known To pa o oniakaya (" Please

give us tobacco "). Their lamentation was now seen to

be only a form of duty which they fulfilled, as so many
other ceremonies, simply because it must be done; and it

was not doubted by the observer that many of them would

have been at the same time prepared to laugh, instead of

crying. The greatest lamentation ietando) for the dead

at which the writer was present (with the exception, per-

haps, of one at Otyimbingue after the severe attack by the

Namaquas in 1867) was that at the death of the Chief,

Christian William, in November, 1876. Thousands of

people who were present raised a really deafening howl-

ing. At one place, where an old female mourner dis-

tinguished herself, the following words, repeatedly

uttered in a voice of lamentation, were heard:—
Nainbano ria koka.

Ngiia ri nana arithe

;

Ozongomhe na scpa aruhe,

Aruke ita tyere :

Kamburee i:ri, hambiiree nri

Now he is dead.

He who was always so good

;

.Always he slaughtered cattle,

.A-lways did he say :

" Take only, take only."

It is not intended to be inferred by all this that the

Ovaherero never earnestly mourn for their dead. The
lamentation as a public ceremony is here spoken of. Their

unuttered mourning can also be very intense. This is

especially the case with children when they have lost

their mothers ; but, at their fathers' deaths too. Wives
earnestly mourning the death of their husbands have also

been seen, and husbands the death of their wives, as well

as parents mourning at the death of their children. In

an article on this subject, published several years ago by
a friend of the writer's, it was stated that not infrequently
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children mourn so intensely at the death of their mothers
as to commit suicide. A German traveller, who published
a superior work on the Natives of South Africa, cannot
believe this, and the more so because, according to his

statement, cases of suicide among uncivilised nations very

seldom occur. An experience of twelve years among the

Ovaherero has shown that the first writer was perfectly

right. In the part of the country in which Okosondye is

situated, and which is inhabited by about 7,000 souls, one

case of suicide per annum has, during the last six years,

come under observation. The causes of these appear to

have been as follows : Two were committed by young
men at the deaths of their mothers ; one by a man whose

illegal intercourse with the wife of another v.-as dis-

covered ; one by a man who was in danger of losing his

cattle; one by a woman who, intending to join the

Christian Church, had therefore put away her hood (worn

by all Ovaherero women who adhere to their heathenism

and by them alone), and whose husband, who was against

her conversion, put the hood back on her head by force;

and one suicide took place on account of religious doubts

of conscience. All these acts of suicide were committed

with guns. There are, of course, also cases of suicide

committed by other means, especially by poison, but

they do not so often come to the notice of the Mis-

sionaries

The Ovaherero wear different signs of mourning, the

most remarkable of which are the oiyipiriko (a cap made

of sheepskin), and the otyhnhe {i.e., the cutting off of

some hair on each side of the head). The last-mentioned

is done by women only. The otyipiriko is worn at the

death of a great man by all his relatives. Otyimbe and

otyifiriko is the holiest oath of the Ovaherero (who swear

by heaven, by earth, by the tears the mother shed when

they were born, and by bones). When, at the time of

war in 1867, it was suspected by the Missionaries that;
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•the Ovakerero would withdraw from Otyimbingue and
leave them to the mercy of their Namaqua foes, their

Chief, Kamaharero, was called by the Rev. C. H. Hahn,

and asked if this was the case. The Chief denied it,

swearing by otyimbe notyifiriko that they would not

leave the place. But his oath could not bind him ; shortly

-afterwards he had left, with all his people.

VII.

Burial {Okbakero).

The Ovakerero bury their dead in the ground, from
which rule they only depart when the deceased has deter-

mined otherwise. The grave diggers are old men, who
on this occasion wear an ornament of beads around the

head. It is astonishing in how short a time they finish the

grave with their wooden shovel {otyihupuro) and sharp

stick {epingo). The grave is made v.ery deep, about eight

or ten feet. Sometimes, they make on one side at the

bottom of the grave a sort of niche, where the corpse is

placed; but this appears to be a modern custom, and is

perhaps adopted from the Namaqua. The grave is made
near a tree, and they choose, if possible, a giraffe-acacia

{omumbonde) for this purpose. The omumbonde is on

this account also called omnhiviriktia, i.e., " The praised

one," and omuseramayendo, from omayendo "graves."

As soon as a person is dead, his backbone is broken,*

and he is bent together in such a way that his head is put

between the legs. He is, in this form, wrapped up in

skins, tied fast with skin straps, carried to the grave, and

so laid down (not in a sitting posture, as has sometimes

been stated in print) that his face is turned to the North.

The tree near the grave is adorned with the horns of the

* The Herero say that in the spinal cord lives a small worm
(maggot) which becomes after death the ghost of the deceased.
This can be killed by fracturing the backbone ;—hence the pro-
ceeding here mentioned.
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oxen,* which yond yosa (see ongond yozero) him.
When a person, who was buried in the ground, rises

again, his body is like that of an animal (mostly like a
cat), about the size of a small dog, and his skin has the
colour of the skins in which he was wrapped, which have
become his skin ; and he has his eyes in the hinder part

of his head ; but his capacities and passions are the same
that he had before he died.

It has already been mentioned that not all Ovaherero

are buried in the ground. Some express their wish to be

buried (or rather to be placed) above the ground, in

which case the corpse is put into the deceased's house, or

into his cattle kraal or some other place. In the first case,

the house, which is well shut, gives protection against

wild beasts and dogs. In the second, the place is sur-

rounded with palisades. When buried in this way, the

backbone of the deceased is not broken, and when he

jrises again he appears in human stature, with the excep-

tion that even in this case the eyes are situated in the

hinder part of the head.t

* [With regard to this decoration at or near the grave, it may
be remarked that "Among the Isandra and larindrano the chiefs

were buried, as they still are in the Ibara, in holes in the faces

of the rocks. . . . The body was . . . deposited at the
innermost extremity of the hole, the entrance filled up with
stones, and on the stones were fixed the skulls of cattle killed

during the funeral festivities. In some of the bold, smooth rocky
heights dozens of these tombs may be counted, each with its

bleached ox skulls shining in the sun."—From Mr. G. A. Shaw's
Paper upon the Religious and Social Customs of the Betsileo,

published in the Antananarivo Annual and Madagascar
Magazine, No. IV.—Christmas, 1878. pp. 2—n.]

t [As the Antananarivo Annual may not be generally accessible

10 our readers, it will be of interest to note here that, from the

paper just quoted, written by Mr. Shaw, it appears that among
the Betsileo in Madagascar, the " chiefs of lower rank are sup-

. posed to change into crocodiles," . . . and that it is thought

by them that " the spirits of the common people after death

assume various shapes, of which the commonest are the kinbly,

men with sunken eyes, long arms and legs, but no stomachs;

hako, people covered with haif like a dog and with red eyes;

anakanala, dwarfs; the last two being re-embodied spirits of

those lost in the forests."]
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When an Omuherero dies far from his home, for in-

stance, in a war, the people at his werft select a place at

home, where they make for him a monument of stones,,

which are put together in a peculiar manner, and at these-

monuments they perform the same ceremonies as at the

graves. Such a monument is called oiyisenginina, which

word means something which represents an ancestor or

deity.

It may just be mentioned here that the Ovahercro, like

the Namaqua and Bergdamara, show adoration to their

deities at certain artificial stone heaps.* The Ovaherero

call such a stone heap ombindi (pi. ozombindi), and the-

Namaqua Heiisi-Eibib. At these ozombindi, the same

ceremonies are also sometimes performed as at the graves,

and at the said ovisenginina (pi. of otyisenginina).

* [A. reference to Kafir and Zulu dictionaries will also show the
existence of stone heaps, called by the Kafirs isivivane (Zulu
isiviTa>ie Colenso, and isivivani, fl. isivivani Dohne), regarding
which further information is much to be desired. Mrs. B. L.
Key was informed by a Gvaleka woman, of the name of Elsie
CTi'dxi, that an isiviva?ie is a place of rest. When you throw a
stone, you say, " Isivivane ! Let me have strength until I reach.
that place to which I am going." Another informant, a Fingu
wonian, also said a few words to Mrs. Key on the subject, which
shd has thus translated :

" What I do know is, that stones are
put where there is an isivivane belonging to our old forefathers.
As you are travelling, whether it be a child, or whoever it be,
you throw a stone on it (i.e., on the heap), and while you are
throwing it, say ' Isivivane of our Forefathers ! Take care of
me.'" See also Callaway's Religions System of the Amazulu,
Part I., pp. 65 and 66.

It is curious to note that also among the Betsilee, in

Madagascar (in the paper already referred to), a somewhat
similar custom is said to exist. Mr. Shaw writes regarding this

as follov,-? :
—

" There is another mark of the superstition of the Betsileo
that every traveller will have noticed, in the form of larger or
smaller heaps of stone and rubbish at the cross-ways, aod other
conspicuous spots along the road. These are called tatao, and
have been added to at various times by people carrying firewood
or dried grass, &c., to market. They throw on a piece ' for luck,'
repeating a form of words signifying that if they are fortunate in
getting a good price for their goods, when they return they will
add another piece to help the tatao to grow large. Men driving
cattle or sheep, pigs or poultry, throw on stones with the same-
speech, often spoken mentally only."]
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VIII.
Sacrifice for the Deceased [Ongondyozero).

Some Ovaherero say that okuyondyoza is in itself not
a religious ceremony.* Although this appears m some
sense to be true, okuyondyoza is doubtless one of the most
interesting and important customs of the Ovaherero.
When an Omuherero is asked, "Why do you not sell

or slaughter your old oxen, as they are full-grown and
increase no more in value, and you will probably lose
them?" the following answer is often heard: "We let

them live, in order that they may yondyoza us."

The ceremony of okuyondyoza is performed on the
werft of the deceased, immediately after he is buried,
near his grave. When a man has died far from his home,
or when the place of his death and grave is not known,
the people of his werft choose a place where they
yondyoza for him. Every rich Omuherero has some
favourite cattle {ozohivirikua). These are the first in rank
to yondyoza him. Every animal killed for this purpose
{i.e., to yondyoza) is called ongondyoza. It must be
remarked, as a circumstance of particular importance,

that the cattle slaughtered to yondyoza are not suffocated,

as is the case with all other cattle, whether slaughtered

for a religious purpose or for common food, but are

stabbed with assegais while chased about until they fall.

Then the head is hurriedly cut oif, and the body, without

being skinned, is hastily cut to pieces and cast away. The
meat is not eaten. Poor people and children generally

pick it up and eat it, but this is against the rule. As soon

* As for the question whether a custom is of a sacrificial nature
or not, it may be well to mention here that the christened Ova-
herero are, as a rule, very careful not to eat any meat which
is consecrated f«r a religious purpose. Besides this, it appears
certain that all ceremonies which must necessarily be performed
at the place of the holy fire (ohuruo) may be looked upon as
religious ; and the word okurangera means to perform religious
ceremonies. It is, for these reasons, not difficult to judge whether
a custom is, by the Ovaherero themselves, looked upon as r5^-

ligious or not.
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as the head is severed from the body, the horns are car-

ried to the tree near which the deceased is buried. Be-

sides the ozongondyosa (i.e., "cattle which yondyosa"),

there are other cattle slain on this occasion, which are

called " those of the fat " {ozomaze), because the relatives

of the deceased anoint themselves with their fat. These
" cattle of the fat " are killed in the usual manner, and
their meat is used for food.

Not all of the Ovaherero nor even all of their Chiefs

are yondyozeua (passive form), some determining before

their death that this shall not be done.

With regard to the meaning of the custom of Ongon-
dyozero (which is here called " Sacrifice for the De-

ceased") there are a variety of opinions. The Ovahererd

themselves perform almost all of their religious customs

and ceremonies without reflecting upon their meaning

and design, but it would be of great interest to be able

to show convincingly what their original meaning, and
especially that of okuyondyoza, is. To attempt to decide

this question now, would, however, be premature. Only

a thorough inquiry into and comparison of the customs

and languages of the various Bantu nations, may enable

this to be undertaken. A few remarks upon the question,

as far as it concerns this particular custom, will, however,

not be premature, and may serve to throw some light

upon it. The singular custom that the blood of the

animals is in this instance shed, and that their meat is

not used for food (both of which do not occur on any

other occasion) has already been pointed out. Very re-

markable are also several sentences which are frequently

heard; foremample: ozongomhe titaze yondyoza omukoke
" the cattle yondyoza the deceased "

; omundu ma yon-

dyozeua (passive) i obongombe "man is yondyozeua by

oxen "
; etc., etc., which shew that oknyondyoza is some-

thing which is done for the deceased, and that this is

done by the cattle which are slaughtered to yondyoza^
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With regard to the original and literal meaning of the
verb okuyondyoza, those who are acquainted with the
Otyiherero language are of different opinions. Okuyon-
dyoza is the causative form of another verb, which ap-
pears to have been okuyondya, -za being the causative

suffix, but it is not impossible that the original has slightly

varied with time, or that it no longer exists, or that it now
is represented (as has been supposed) by the noun ondyo
" debt, moral debt, sin." It has also been supposed that

okukoza "to torment to death," is the original verb; but

the letter k, after the prefix okii-, undoubtedly shows that

this cannot be the case; and it would give to the above

sentences an almost absurd meaning. Nor, for the same
grammatical reason, can the opinion be adopted that

okukondya " to trouble one's self," or " to labour hard

for something," is the original verb. The suggestion that

the noun ondyo is the essential part of the verb okuyon-

dya has already been mentioned. In this case the ori-

ginal meaning would appear to have been that the cattle

which are slaughtered for the deceased are given in his

place to release him from his sin {ondyo). Such was the

opinion of the Rev. J. Rath, who possessed a great

lexicographical knowledge of Otyiherero. Although this

opinion would give a meaning to the ceremony of

okuyondyoza almost too profound and spiritual to be

expected to be met with among a nation like the

Ovaherero, it must be acknowledged that the Otyiherero

grammar allows of it, and that the singular customs and

sentences mentioned above would support it. For these

reasons this opinion was also adopted by the writer and

believed to be correct, until another, now preferred, was

found. It has already been mentioned that, if the verb

okuyondyoza is regularly formed, and if time has not

altered the essential part of it, then this was the verb

okuyondya, which means "to go on, to lead the way,"

and okuyondya [ok?iyo7idyosa?] means "to make to go
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on," or " to accompaii}'." 1 here can be little doubt that

this is the meaning of the verb, and thus the above-men-

tioned sentences might be understood to mean that the

favourite cattle of the deceased are slaughtered to make
him go on, or to accompany him, after death.

IX.

To Approach the Ancestors or Deities*

(Ondyamberero).

When an Omuhererd is asked regarding the meaning of

okuyambera, he often replies that okuyambera means to

approach the ovakiiru. The above definition has there-

fore been given, as it is very difficult properly to define

this word. The ceremony is performed at the graves of

great men, long after their death, when the general

opinion has styled them ovakuru.

When a person has died in a werft, the place is left,

and the werft built on another place. If the person has

been a great man, he is generally buried in the cattle

kraal. When, after a length of time, the people return

to build the werft again on the old place where a great

man is buried, they always yanibera; but they also yam-
bera at other times ; for instance, in time of war ; of great

sickness ; or drought ; etc.

When the Ovaherer6 return to the said old werft, the

holy fire of the werft where they have been 'living is ex-

tinguished, and, as a rule, they take no brand of the holy

fire with them to the old werft whither they return, but

holy fire must now be obtained from the omukiiru. This

is done with the ondume and the otyiza. The meaning of

these two words plainly shows that the first represents

the omukurii, and the other his wife. When the people

have arrived near the werft, they make the dismal lamen-

tation for the dead, called ondoro. Arriving at the grave,,

they speak to the omiikuru, beginning in this manner

:

* Ovakimi.
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" See, Father ! we are here, we, thy children. See, we
have done as thou hast ordered us. We have brought the
cattle thou gavest us here," and so on. When the fire is

made on the old okuruo (place of the holy fire), a sheep
is slaughtered near it, which is called "that of the fire"

{oyoimtriro), of which persons of both sexes and all ages
are allowed to eat.

It must be remarked here, that, in the werfts of the
Ovaherero, the houses of the Chief are on the eastern

side. Next to these, towards the west, follow, one after

another, the holy house {otyisero), the place of the holy

fire {okuruo), and the kraal [oiyunda); thus the otyizero

is on the east, and the otyiinda on the west side of the

okuruo.

Every son of the man buried in the otyunda approaches

the okuruo with a branch or a small tree, for which they

prefer the tree called omusaona. These they set up in a

row, on the south-west side of the okuruo, about half way
between the okitruo and the otyunda. An ox (or sheep)

is then slaughtered for each of the sons. The meat of

these cattle is tovisina at the grave; that is to say, it is

presented to the omuknru that he may consecrate it, for

which purpose it is put on the grave. Then it is taken

to the okuruo, and makera (consecrated by tasting) by

the sons of the omukuru. Only married men, who have

children, are allowed to eat of this meat. As long as the

ceremony of okuyambera goes on, all milk must also be

tovisina at the grave, in the same manner as the meat;

and a little of the milk is always left standing on the

grave, in a milk pail (ehord).

It is only to be expected that the leaders of the people,

especially the magicians (osonganga), will make use of

the time, when all the people are assembled to yambera,

to carry out their plans. In the time of the war of

emancipation, the ozonganga caused Kamaherero and his

people to remove, in 1868, from the Mission Station
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Otyimbingue to Okahandya, to yambera at the grave of
Katyamuaha, the father of Kamabarero. When they were

assembled at Okahandya, the ozonganga knocked on the

grave to awaken the omukuru, Katyamuaka, and then they

declared that he (Katyamuaka) had told them that he
was no longer here, but had withdrawn from Okahandya
to the Omaheke, because his feet had been burned by the

fire which had been set to the grass about his grave. They
would find him in the Omaheke. It is most likely that

the grass had been set on fire by the ozonganga them-

selves, for the purpose of leading the people away from

the seat of war, and the Mission Stations.

Many intrigues are played out when the Ovaherero

yambera, and persons, especially such as are rivals of the

Chiefs, are then often doomed to death. To show how
this is done, a few remarks are here added regarding an

ondyamberero which took place not far from Okozondye
last year. When all the people were assembled at the

grave of the omukuru, his eldest son placed himself at the

grave, to act the father's part. He first acted as if

angry, and began to throw stones at the people, who
showed very frightened faces, and began to call out

:

Tate ua tu omazenge ! Tate ma nt (" Our father is

angry ! Our father fights ! ") and they all fled from

the grave. They soon, however, regained courage, and

returned to the grave with stones in their hands. They
shouted, and howled, and threw the stones at the grave,

as if they were fighting. They ran away and returned

again several times in the same manner. At last they

called out : Tate nambano ua uoka (" Now our father

is quiet!")- The man, standing at his father's grave,

now began to speak in his father's name. He asked

about the cattle, calling one after the other by its name

or colour, and the people answered all the questions.

Then he inquired about many of the people, and to every

question the people answered : Ome ri (" He is. still there,"
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i.e., he is alive). At last he called out the name of a
man who was also present, but the people answered : Ke
fo (" He is no more "). He then asked : Ua pandyara
(" Is he lost ?" i.e., has he died) ? They answered : Ua pan-
dyara ("He is lost"). The man in question now knew that

his death was decided upon, viz., that the people had given

him over to the omukiiru to take him away,* i.e., to cause

him to die. In such a case, the person who is doomed
to die will try to withdraw himself from the multitude,

and when they have all departed, he will return alone

and place himself at the grave, in order to present him-

self to the omukuru, to prove that what the people said

is not true. He now feels at ease with regard to the

danger of death, caused by the dead ;
" For," says he,

"the omukuru has now seen me, and knows that I am
not dead "

; but he is on his guard, respecting those who
are alive, lest some one of them should undertake what

the omukuru himself will not do now.

X.

ReSURRECION {Ombendukiro).

* * * The religious customs and ceremonies of the

Ovaherero are all rooted in the presumption that the

deceased continue to live, and that they have a great in-

fluence on earth, and exercise power over the life and

death of man. This influence and power is ascribed

especially t to those who have been great men, and who

become avakuru after death.

The numerous religious customs and ceremonies are

a worshipping of the ancestors. If the Ovaherero be asked

whether they really believe that the deceased continue to

live, most of them will answer " No " ; others will say

:

" We do not know "
; and a few will confess that they feel

* Okumutuaerera.

t [From this it would appear that all dead ancestors do not

become oz'akuru.']
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sure that they [i.e., the dead] do continue to live. But

daily experience shows how indubitably sure they all feel

about the influence of the ovakuru, and how much this

influence is feared by them. When a dying man speaks of

evil that will befal one of his relatives, then, no

Omuhererd will doubt, that, after death, he will fulfil his

word, provided that the threatened person be not able to

guard against it by disguising himself. When one Omu-
hererd insults another and the insulted one says to the

other : Maa munu (" He," namely the omukuru, " will see

it "), or Alee tyi tyiti (" He will do it "), then he has cursed

the insulter; that is to say, he has delivered him to the

wrath of the ormikurn, and nobody will doubt that the

omttkuru will take vengeance on him for. the insult.

Concerning resurrection, it has, in speaking of burial,

already been mentioned that the Ovaherero believe some

dead to rise again ; and it has likewise been stated that a

person who was buried in the ground, when he rises

again, does not appear in stature as a human being, but

is almost like a cat, but bigger, about the size of a little

dog, and is called otyiruru. This ghost has its eyes on
the hinder part of the head; its hairy skin is of the same
colour as the skin in which the corpse was wrapped ; for

it is this very skin which has grown to be the skin of

the ghost. Those who have not been buried in the

ground, when they rise again, appear in stature like

human beings; but their eyes are also situated on the

hinder part of the head.

The ghost, although appearing like an animal, has the

same passions and abilities which the person possessed

before his death. He speaks to the people; goes into

their houses ; drinks their milk ; takes the meat of their

cattle that have been slaughtered, from the trees; steals

sheep and lambs out of the kraals, etc. The ghosts are

also believed to be very fond of waylaying * * * women
and girls; and they even marry, without the latter being
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aware that their husband is a ghost. An extract from
one of the many ovimbaharere* [which touches on the

subject of ghosts] is here given.

A man marries, and both he and his wife die in the

same werft, before their first child is born. After some
time they both rise again, with their child, which has

in the meantime been born. About the same time the

people of their werft have made an omiikandi (have

slaughtered cattle for a feast). The two aviniru now go

out by night to steal from the meat which is hung on

trees. The man, seeing that his wife has left the child

alone, goes and finds it crying, and takes his wife and
child and hides them. Then he goes and steals a whole

sheep, and returns with it to his wife and child; where-

upon they all return into their hole {i.e., grave). Here

the man eats the meat', but refuses to give any of it to

the woman, and finishes the whole sheep alone. The
wife, being refused a share of her husband's meat, goes

and steals meat for herself, brings it to their home (i.e.,

to their grave), and eats it alone with the child. Upon this

the man becomes angry, takes his ombani (the long
" kirrie"), and pounds the woman to death.

In conclusion, a few remarks are added regarding a

conversation with Kaonua^ a small under-chief, belonging

to the so-called Kaoko Ovahcrcro, v>'ho has had little or

no intercourse with Missionaries, or other Europeans. In

1876 he lived for a while near Onyati; and was here

visited by the Rev. Mr. Viehe and his colleague, the Rev-

Mr. Dannert, to whom he told many things concerning

the religious ideas of the Ovaherero, which were new and

interesting to them, and some of which were even new to

Mr. Viehe's Ovaherero servants. Kaouua, for instance,

said that, very far from here, beside the country of the

Ovatyaona (Betshudna)^ is a very high mountain, on one

side of which there is a hole in the ground. Through

this hole all good people who have died, rise again, and
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ascend on the mountain into heaven. When asked what
would become of those who had been bad, Kaouua either

did not know, or would not tell. When asked about

Karunga* he said that Karunga is the father of all Ova-
kuru. When asked who had been the father of Karunga,.

he answered that Karunga is supposed not to have had a

father. Kaouua put many questions to the Missionaries,

which showed that he reflected more on religious ques-

tions than do the generality of the Ovaherero.

* The Rev. Mr. Viehe states (with reference to the OvakuruY
that " the Ovaherero have a slight idea of another being
(Supreme being?) which differs s^reatly from the Ovakuru, is

superior to them, and is supposed never to have been a human
being. It is called Karunga." . . . Mr. Viche further adds,
that the Ovaherero ..." sometimes permute Karunga and
Eyuru, which last means heaven ;" also that " Karunga does only
good ; whilst the influence of the Ovakuru is more feared than
wished for; and, therefore, it is not thought necessary to bring
sacrifices to Karunga to guard against his influence." He is, says
Mr. Viehe, situated so high, and is so superior to men, " that
he takes little special notice of them ; and so the Ovaherero,
on their part, also trouble themselves little about this superior-
being."
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THE STORY OF A DAM.

(Contributed by Mr. Thomas Bain.)

There was a great drought in the land; and the lion

called together a number of animals, so that they might
devise a plan for retaining water when the rains fell.

The animals which attended to the lion's summons were
the baboon, the leopard, the hyena, the jackal, the harCj

and the mountain tortoise.

It was agreed that they should scratch a large hole

in some suitable place to hold water; and the next day
they all began to work, with the exception of the jackal,

who continually hovered about in that locality, and was
overheard to mutter that he was not going to scratch his

nails off in making water-holes.

When the dam was finished, the rams fell, and it was
soon filled with water, to the great delight of those who
had worked so hard at it. The first one, however, to

come and drink there was the jackal, who not only drank,

but filled his clay pot with water, and then proceeded

to swim in the rest of the water, making it as muddy
and dirty as he could.

* The fable called here " The Story of a Dam " has been sent
us by Mr. Bain, in fulfilment of a kind promise to write down
some of the Hottentot stories picked up by him in childhood.
It appears to be a somewhat modernised version of an older,

or already existing tale. In a letter which accompanies it (dated
Woodside, Rondebosch, isth May, iS/g) Mr. Bain speaks of the
great difficulty experienced by him in " conveying the exact ex-
pressions used by the Hottentots in telling these stories in their
peculiar half Cape and half Hottentot Dutch;" adding, that
" the stories lose their zest and force by translation," and ought
to be written down in the v.ay in which they are told. With
regard to this, it should be mentioned that folk-lore written down
in Cape Dutch, from the dictation of trustworthy Nativ« or
European informants, and accompanied by a carefully executed
translation into English, would be of much value in the study
of South African folk-lore.
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This was brought to the knowledge of the lion, who
was very angry, and ordered the baboon to guard the

"Vv'ater the next day, armed with a huge knobkirrie. The
baboon was concealed in a bush close to the water; but

the jackal soon became aware of his presence there, and
guessed its cause. Knowing the fondness of baboons
for honey, the jackal at once hit upon a plan, and march-

ing to and fro, every now and then dipped his fingers

into his clay pot, and licked them with an expression of

intense relish, saying, in a low voice, to himself, "I

don't want any of their dirty water, when I have a pot

full of delicious honey." This was too much for the poor

baboon, whose mouth began to vi'ater. He soon began to

beg the jackal to give him a little honey, as he had been

watching for several hours, and was very hungry and
tired.

After taking no notice of the baboon at first, the jackal

looked round, and said, in a patronising manner, that he

pitied such an unfortunate creature, and would give him
some honey, on certain conditions, vis., that the baboon

should give up his knobkirrie and allow himself to be

bound by the jackal. He foolishly agreed; and was
soon tied in such a manner that he could not move hand
or foot.

The jackal novv? proceeded to drink of the water, to fill

his pot, and to svv'im, in the sight of the baboon; from

time to time telling him what a foolish fellow he had
been to be so easily duped, and that he (the jackal) had

no honey. or anything else to give him, excepting a good
blow on the head every now and then with his own
knobkirrie.

The animals soon appeared, and found the poor baboon

in this sorry plight, looking the picture of misery. The
lion was so exasperated that he caused the baboon to be

severely punished, and to be denounced as a fool.
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The tortoise* hereupon stepped forward, and offered
loan was so exasperated that he caused the baboon to be
thought that he was merely joking; but, when he ex-
plained in what manner he proposed to catch him, his
plan was considered so feasible that his offer was ac-

cepted. He proposed that a thick coating of "bijenwerk"t
(a kind of sticky black substance found on bee-hives)

should be spread all over him, and that he should then
go and stand at the entrance of the dam, on the water
level, so that the jackel might tread upon him, and stick

fast. This was accordingly done, and the tortoise posted
there.

The next day, when the jackal came, he approached
the water very cautiously, and wondered to find no one

there. He then ventured to the entrance of the water,

and remarked how kind they had been in placing there

a large black stepping-stone for him. As soon, however,

as he trod upon the supposed stone, he stuck fast, and
saw that he had been tricked ; for the tortoise now put

his head out, and began to move. The jackal's hind feet

being still free, he threatened to smash the tortoise with

them if he did not let him go. The tortoise merely

answered, "Do as you like." The jackal thereupon

made a violent jump, and found, with horror, that his

* In a fable existing in the Ot>'ihprcr6 or Damara language
at the Grey Library, contributed by the Rev. J, Rath, and con-
sidered by Dr. Bleek as "probably of Hottentot oricin " (See
Preface to " Reynard the Fox in South Africa," London, 1S64,

pp. x.wii. and xxviii., on pp. 27-2Q, of which work a translation
of the fable itself is given), the Tortoise, ordered b^- the Ele-
phant, remains at a lagoon, and successfully guards it from
various animals in succession, until overcome by the Lion. In
this case, the water in the lagoon resulted from rain which had
been made by the Crow, who "cast lots." It will be observed,
that, in 3ir. Bain's fable, the artificial dam replaces the lagoon,
and the rain appears to have fallen in an ordinary m.anner.
Compare also Mr. Theal's " Story of Little Red Stomach," given
in Part II. of this Journal, with fables 14 and 15 in "Reynard
the Fox," above cited.

+ i.e.. Bee-glue.
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hind feet were now also fast. " Tortoise," said he, " I

have still my mouth and teeth left, and will eat you

alive if you do not let me go." " Do as you like," the

tortoise again replied. The jackal, in his endeavours to

free himself, at last made a desperate bite at the tor-

toise, and found himself fixed, both head and feet. The
tortoise, feeling proud of his successful capture, now
marched quietly up to the top of the bank with the jackal

on his back, so that he could easily be seen by the animals

as they came to the water.

They were indeed astonished to find how cleverly the

crafty jackal had been caught; and the tortoise was

much praised, while the unhappy baboon was again re-

minded of his misconduct when set to guard the water.

The jackal was at once condemned to death by the

lion ; and -the hyena was to execute the sentence. The
jackal pleaded hard for mercy, but, finding this useless,

he made a last request to the lion (always, as he said,

so fair and just in his dealings) that he should not have

to suffer a lingering death.

The lion inquired of him in what manner he wished

to die; and he asked that his tail might be shaved and
rubbed with a little fat, and the hyena might then swing

him round twice, and dash his brains out upwDn a stone.

This being considered sufficiently fair by the lion, was
ordered by him to be carried out in his presence.

When the jackal's tail had been shaved and greased,

the hyena caught hold of him with great force, and
before he had fairly lifted him from the ground, the

cunning jackal had slipped away from the hyena's grasp,

and was running for his life, pursued by all the animals.

The lion was the foremost pursuer, and, after a great

chase, the jackal got under an overhanging precipice, and,

standing on his hind legs with his shoulders pressed

against the rock, called loudly to the lion to help him,

as the rock was falling, and would crush them both. The
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Jion put his shoulders to the rock, and exerted himself
to the utmost. After some little time, the jackal pro-
posed that he should creep slowly out, and fetch a large
pole to prop up the rock, so that the lion could get out
and save his life. The jackal did creep out, and left

the lion there to starve, and die.*

* A slightly different version of the concluding incident in the
-above fable will be found in a paper upon " African Folk-lore "

by the late Dr. Bleek, on pp. 168-182 of the Cafe Monthly
Magazine for September, 1870. It was communicated by Mr.
John Sanderson, of Natal, and had been related to a friend of

his by a Hottentot wagon-driver.
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THE ROMANCE OF UNYENGEBULE.

(Contributed by the Right Rev. Henry Callaway, M.D.„

D.D, Bishop of St. John's.)

Unyengebule had two wives. They went to fetch fire-

wood. When they reached the forest, , they collected fire-

wood. The younger discovered some honey. They took it

out of the hole; when they had finished, both sat down
and ate it. The older one went on eating, and at the same

time set some aside. When they had done eating, they

went to their firewood. When they rose up, the younger

wife saw that the elder one had some honey in her hand;

she said, "Why did you not ask me permission to eat and
set some aside?" The elder said, "Yo!(i) as you have

only a husband for a child,(2) do you ask, why I did not

seek your permission ? It was you who should have re-

membered your husband. As for me I am conveying-

honey for my children." So they tied up their firewood.

The elder one tied up the honey in small branches with

her firewood ; they put it on their heads and went home.

On reaching home, the elder went to her house and the

younger to hers ; they threw down their burdens. The
elder went indoors, and found the husband there; she

gave him the honey. He ate and said "Thanks, thanks !(3)

My own wife!" He said this although he was thinking

of his beloved Inqandamate.(4) He went on eating till

he had finished the whole.

He immediately went out and ran quickly to the house

of the younger wife. He was full of hope, saying in his

heart, " Since this woman brought me honey, she will

have brought much more; for she knows I live in her

house. "(5)

He went in and sat down. He remained sitting a long

time; but Inqandamate did not bring forth any honey.

At length he asked " Where is the honey ?" She replied :

"I have not brought any." He started up with a stick
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and beat her; the blows resounded.(6) It happened,

because she was preparing to be a diviner, she had an

Isala(7) on her head. The Isala fell. He beat her, and
so killed her. He buried her.

When he had buried her, he at once went for his sticks,

thinking to go to the friends of the wife he had mur-

dered, hastening to recover his cattle. The Isala, which

fell from her head when he was killing her, turned into a

bird ; and, as he was on his way, came to him and said,

" I am the little Isala of the diligent wood-bearer,
The wife of Unyengebule

;

It is I who was wilfully killed by the head of the house.
When he was asking me about the honeycomb."

The bird continually came to the path; sometimes he

threw his sticks at it. It constantly did so, until at

length he hit it with a stick and killed it; he threw it

down and went on his way.

After a time it came back again; and again sang the

same song. He was dead with passion ; he threw at it and

killed it; he buried it, and went on his way.

As he was travelling, it came again to the place where

he was, and said,

" I am the little Isala of the diligent wood-bearer,
The wife of Unyengebule ;

It is I who was wilfully killed by the head of the house,
When he was asking me about the honeycomb."

He was perplexed now, and asked, " What can I do to

the bird ? It constantly annoys me by this thing which I

do not like." He thought in his heart, and said, " I will

kill it now, and put it in my bag." He threw at it and

killed it, and put it in his bag, and fastened it firmly

with the string, and went on his way.

At length he reached his wife's village. When he

arrived, they were dancing. Oh ! he forgot that about

which he was in such a hurry. He went up to his wife's

female relations, and was in a hurry now to join in the

dance. His wife's relations asked him for tobacco. He

at once said, " Untie my bag yonder." He had forgotten
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the bird, which he had placed in it. As soon as they had
untied it, the bird came out ; for his part he was engaged

in dancing. It made a whir, and went and pitched on

the poles of the entrance to the cattle kraal ; where it

sang the same song, saying,

" I am the little Isala of the diligent vvood-bearer,
The wife of Unyengebule

;

It is I who was wilfully killed by the head of the house,
When he was asking me about honeycomb."

He heard it, and many heard it. He hastened to run

away. The people rushed on him and seized him, and

asked him what he was running from. He replied, " For

my part I was coming to the dance. I do not understand

what is said by the bird."

The bird again sang the song, hovering over the people

who had caught him; it said,

" I am the little Isala of the diligent wood-bearer,
The wife of Unyengebule

;

It is 1 who was wilfully killed by the head of the house.
When he was asking me about honeycomb."

They said to him, " What does the bird say ?" He
replied, " I do not know." They killed him.

NOTES TO UNYENGEBULE.
(i) Vol An interjection, expressive of contempt.

(2) That is, As you have given birth to no children, and have
only a husband to think of. She reproaches her for her child-

lessness, and for her neglect of her husband.

(3) Eh—is iheir most expressive word for expressing thanks.

(4) Inqandamate Literally, she who prevents the flow of
saliva; it means, she who satisfies desire by gratifying it; as the
mouth overflows with saliva in the presence of savoury odours,
but ceases on partaking of the food.

(5) "I live in her house." That is, she is my best beloved. I

live with her, and not with the other. She was his Rachel ; the
other his Leah.

(6) Nkauti is intended to represent the thud of the stick on her
body. We might translate it, " He beat her, thud, thud, thud."

(7) The Isala is a bunch made of feather or other material,
vyorn on the head by a person who is passing through the pre-
liminary stage of becoming a diviner.
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NEWS FROM ZULULAND.

(Contributed by Mr. W. G. Stanford.)

At one of the camps of the white people in Zululand,

as the white men were lying comfortably about, there

came a decrepit old man, a Zulu. He was unarmed, and
appeared broken down with age.

He said he had come to ask the white people for food
and employment. They replied, "Where is your family ?"

The old man said, "I have left them behind." Then
they said, " Go and fetch it, and we will receive you."

The old man then went oft. When he was out of the

camp, the white men saw that the old man was playing

(dancing), having his shield and stabbing assegai. He
now lost the decripitude of old age, and danced with

the vigour of youth, making feints towards the camp,

singing the praises of his Chief Cetywayo.

The Englishmen began to &re at him hotly; and the

* The legend here given is believed to refer to the event which
look place on the 22nd January, i87g, in Zululand, a few miles
from Rorke's Drift. In a letter dated Engcobo, Tembuland,
29th April, 187Q, Mr. Stanford writes re.sfarding it as follows:

—

" The other day . I heard a Native relating the enclosed story

of the ' SandElwana ' tragedy. There was so much of the super-
natural introduced into the account that I thought it worth pre-
serving, especially as it may become traditional in time." In a
subsequent letter, dated Engcobo, 21st May, 187Q, Mr. Stanford
kindly supplies us with, the following information regarding the
narrator :

" The name of the man who related the story I sent
you is ' Jamujamu.' He belongs to the Zizi clan of Fingoes, and
is living at this place, serving as a policeman. He is about
forty years of 'age, uncivilized. He had been sent on duty to a
place some forty miles from here (Slang River). He heard the
story related there amongst the Natives, and on his return I

heard him give the account of it to some of his companions. I

then took it down from him, translated it, and forwarded a copy
to you."

An educated Native, belonging to a section of the Amaxosa,
who read the story at Cape Town, said that the Kafir used in it

appeared to him like that which is employed by Fingvis, and
differed in some respects from that spoken by themselves. He
also kindly supplied certain alterations, which, in order not to

interfere with the orig-inal text, are separately printed at the end
of the legend.
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reports of the guns and whistling of the bullets were alf

that was heard at that place. Mother ! The old man
played with them ! And not a bullet touched him !

After a time, the old man went away, and entered a

forest near by. A little time elapsed, not long, and a blue-

buck* was seen coming out of the same bush, and running-

in the direction of the camp.

The blue-buck ran into the camp amongst the white-

people. They shouted " Game ! Game !" and tried to kill

it. It could not be done.

Some fired at it, some threw stones at it, and there were

others who at last threw dishes at it, but no one hit it.

In the confusion they suddenly saw [that] the blue-buck

had become a young man, a Zulu, with a shield and

stabbing assegai. This young man attacked them with

his assegai, and stabbed them. While he was killing

them, they not being able to do anything to him, Cety-

wayo's army came in sight. The white people did not

know it; but this army was close by.

The white people begin to be on the alert; the army
is amongst them, it killed them all ! Not one escaped

!

That is the news from Zululand.

I must tell you [that] the Zulus have medicines !t

* We learn from Mr. Trimen that the proper name of the
Blaauwbok is Cefhalo-phiis fygmoeiis, and that the animal is.

much the smallest of the South-African Antelopes.
t i.e., Charms.
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THE STORY OF NGANGEZWE AND
MNYAMANA.

In olden times there was a king who had many cattle

and many wives and many people in his country. He
had two children who were boys; the elder was Mnya-
7nana* the younger Ngangezwe.^ The king loved

Ngangezwe very much; Mnyaniana he loved but a little;

therefore the mother of Mnyamana was jealous, because

.her child 'was not loved as much (as Ngangezwe) ; also

she was the 'Nkosigazi.X She thought, " When the king

is dead, the people will choose Ngangezwe, and he will be

king ; and his mother will have power because she will be

the 'Nkosigazi, the mother of the king ! And I shall just

sit (be a nobody)."

One day when Mnyaniana and Ngangezzve were going

out to herd (cattle) with their people, for this one had
his people, and that one his, the mother of Mnyamana
called him, and said, " Come here, my child." Then he

went to his m.other's hut. His mother said, " My child,

you know indeed that your father loves Ngangezwe more.

than he does you ; therefore, it will be that on the day he

dies, he {Ngangezwe) will be king, although it is known
that you are the son who is over him (the heir). Now, I

tell you, kill him. Take this little stone; I have rubbed it

with medicine. It shall be that when you are in the veldt,

you must send your people to go to the cattle. Yea

!

when you are alone, you shall say, ' Ngangezwe, let us

play with small stones, so.' You shall gather small stones

and mix with them this one which I give you ; then you

* In a letter dated Kruis Fontein, Klip River County, Natal,

i8th June, 187Q, Mrs. Carbutt informs us that the story of

Ngangezwe and Mnyamana was written down by her nearly ten

years ago, " on first hearing it from a pure Zulu girl, who was
the daughter of an old soldier of Mi>a7ide."

* 'Mnyamana lit. "Little-black [-onej.''

t Ngangezwe lit. " As-great-as-the-world."

X 'Nhosiganzi, the great wife of a king or chief.
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must take one, and place it on your lower lip, and tell

hini to do the same; but give him this one, which I give

you. Then you will see
!

"

Mnyamana took the stone, and hid it on his person,

thinking that thus the others might not see it as they

walked.

When they got to the cattle they saw that they were

scattered abroad. Then Mnyamana said to their people,
" Go ye and gather the cattle together ; I wish to see

them. My brother, let us sit in the shade here until they

bring them." Ngangezwe said, " So be it. Child of my
Father!" And they sat down.

It was when their people were out of sight [that] Mnya-
mana gathered small stones, occasionally tossing them as

if he were playing, before he said to Ngangezwe, " Pray
put one on your lip, so." He {Mynamana) takes one,

showing him by placing it on his own lip; but to

Ngangezwe he gives the one which he had got from his

mother. Then Ngangezwe placed it as he had .-jhown him.

Just as he placed it, it jumped into his mouth and went

into his windpipe ! He coughed, but it would not come
out ; he gaped, but it refused to come out.

Now they came, their people with the cattle. They
found Ngangezwe merely sitting, he was no longer able to

speak; and they asked what was the matter with him.

Mnyamana said, " We were playing with stones, and one

has gone into the windpipe of Ngangezwe."

They cried—the people of Ngangezwe—throwing them-

selves down with great sorrow, because they loved him

truly ; they saw that he was going to die now, because

the stone would not consent to come out. The people of

Mnyamana rejoiced in their hearts, for they saw that

Mnyamana alone would have power.

That was all. They arose and went home. Mnyamana,

he walking in front with his people, they with gladness

;

Ngangezwe, he following with his, they with sadness, and
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much weeping. It was that when they arrived at home,
Ngangeswe stood with his people at the gate of the

(cattle) pen ; one person spoke to the king, and said, " Here
is Ngangezwe, standing at the gate. He is silent, but his

people, they are weeping.'" The king came out, and said

to Mnyamana, " What is it ?" He said, " We were playing

with stones with Ngangezwe, and one went into his wind-

pipe ; it will not now consent to come out."

The king then mourned, because he saw that Ngangezwe
would not recover; for now he could not even take his

food. Therefore, he (the king) saw that he would merely

have to be thrown into the hole where it was usual to

throw (bury) the people of that country. Because there,

in that country, when a person was ill, and it was evident

that he would not recover, he was thrown with a little food

into that hole. The hole was very deep ; at the bottom

it was dark, nothing being visible.

And so he, Ngangezwe, went to be thrown in. His

people took his dogs, and his assegais, and all his pro-

perty, mats, and pillows, and sticks, everything. All

these things they moved to the hole, and he followed

them; also Mnyamana and his people. But the king, he

never went (did not go).

It was that, when they came to the hole, they all sat

down. The people of Ngangeswe handed him snuff; he

took snuff, and they also took snuff, weeping a great deal.

They finished taking snuff. Then they took his asse-

gais, and all his things, and threw them into the hole.

They finished by (throwing) him (in). They threw him

in gently. They all returned home; Mnyamana, he now

with great joy.

Ngangezwe remained alone in the hole with his dogs.

It happened that when they had all gone, the dogs took

a pot, and looking round the sides of the hole, they came

upon a fountain of water, good and clear; they dipped

into it, and brought it, and poured it in the mouth of
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Ngangezwe; then the medicine that was on the stone

melted, and it came out of his windpipe

!

The dogs then dug a path to go out by. When they

had finished the path, they returned, and carried all the

property of Ngangezwe, and put it above the hole; then

they went back again and brought him out; and he saw
the sun again !

Now he wondered, saying, " Shall I indeed go back to

my father, or shall I go away ?" He thought ; one heart

said, "Go back"; another said, "Do not"; until his in-

clination led him to go away. Then he went that very

day, and his dogs with him. He walked many days, his

dogs occasionally catching an antelope for him, when he

was hungry. He walked until a moon was finished, and
then he came to the country of another king. He went to

the king of that place, and said, " Receive me, O king!"

The king consented, and he stayed, and became his

servant.

And so he stayed ! That king saw that he was a person

who was clever, and who worked well ; his dogs also were

clever. The king, he loved Ngangezwe, and gave him
cattle; after that he advanced him, and he was a headman
to that king. Afterwards he gave him his child, so that he

got a wife. His cattle increased and became many, and
he got more wives. Indeed, he became a small king him-

self ! The king at last built him a large town (kraal),

beside his own. Ngangezwe also got a regiment. His

children, moreover, were many.

One day, after he had stayed a long time in that

country, he remembered his home, and said, " I wish to go

and see [my] Father; I wish to go and see our country."

The king at first refused, because he did not wish that

Ngangezwe should go away ; truly his child was the wife

of Ngangezwe. He {Ngangezwe) begged greatly to go

to his home, until at length the king consented. As soon

as the king consented, Ngangezwe gathered his cattle
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together, and called up his soldiers, and took his wives
and children, and bade farewell to the king, and went
forth.

Ngangezwe went with his people many days, as he did
when he left his own country; until he came to the great
rising ground where was situated the kraal of his father.

Then they built his kraal there. He told his people also

that they must never tell anyone who he was. Then the

kraal was built.

One day Ngangezive heard that there was to be a bear

drinking at his father's kraal ; so he went with a company
of his people, who said that they were going to drink beer

and see the girls also.

So they went ; and found Mnyamana sitting in the

,cattle) pen with his people, together with the people who
formerly belonged to 1^1gangezwe. Mnymnana was talk-

ing and laughing with his own, but those who were

formerl)' Ngangezwe's were sitting quite silent. He saw
that they had not forgotten him, and he rejoiced.

He saw [that] his mother and sister, for he had a sister,

were sitting outside the kraal ; their bodies were white

with ashes; for they were still mourning for him; every

one who passed by them threw ashes on them. The hut of

his mother, too, he saw was now removed from where the

queens' houses fhuts) are placed ; it was among the other

huts at the sides of the kraal. He saw that this was

•done owing to the envy of the mother of Mnyamana.

When the girls came forth. Ingangezwe never spoke to

them; he went to his mother and sister (they not knowing

who he was), and talked with them. The girls laughed,

and said, " Ha ! He, who is a great king, talks with a

girl of the woman who was removed with her hut from

where the queens' huts are placed ; also (a girl) who does

not even wash her body !

"

Ngaizgezwe did not care when they laughed ; he just

talked with her until the sun turned round. When he was
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leaving he spoke, and said that she should be his friend.

She consented, his sister saying " Yes," not knowing
indeed that this king was Ngangezive. Ngangeswe invited

his mother and sister to see him, and then he went away.

When the light of to-morrow morning appears, his

mother and sister go to wash, and they oil their bodies,

and go to the kraal of Ngangeswe. He gave them beef,

and beer, and other food. When it was evening, and
they were returning, he accompanied them a short way,

inviting them to visit him again. On the days that they

did not go to see him, he used to send them things, giving"

them (a present). .She began now, his sister, to grow fat;,

her body shone, and she was truly beautiful. The other

girls became jealous.

Ngangezwe went a great deal to the kraal of his father,

to drink beer, and his father's people used to go to his

kraal ; and they all became fond of each other. But

they never knew that he was Ngafigeswe.

One day he went with all his people to his father, going-

now to tell the people of his home who he was. He found

all the people who were formerly his, while he was still a

young man, standing alone at the gate of the pen. He
spoke to them, saying, "I am Ngangezwe \" They were

startled, they wondered, and then they rejoiced; they

laughed, they danced, they sang. Of a truth they rejoiced

with a very great joy.

Now they appear, his father and Mnyamana, being-

attracted by the noise. He again said, " I am Ngangezwe !

"

The strength of the king was finished (forsook him); he
was unable to speak. I also am unable to tell you of
the gladness of the king. That was all.

Mnyamana (almost) died of fear when he saw that it

was indeed Ngangeswe; until 'Ngangezive spoke with-

gentleness to him, and said that he was not to fear, for

he should not be killed. Mnyamana was at length glad

to find that 'Ngangezwe was still here (still lived).
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The king said [that] he was now old ; Nganezwe must
therefore be king himself. He consented; and Mnya-
mana was his great headman. His mother's house was

brought back to its place, and his sister was married to-

a great king of another country.
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A Manuscript on forty-two pages quarto, containing

•six pieces of Native Literature in Zulu, accompanied by
a translation into English, side by side with the original

text, has lately been sent to the Grey Library by the Rev.

O. Stavem, Norwegian Missionary. In a letter dated

Umvoti Mission Station, 'Natal, August I2th, 1879, Mr.

Stavem writes regarding this collection as follows:—
" According tp my promise, I send my Zulu tales to the

Grey Library. They are all collected in Zululand, where

I had been working some time before I became aware of

the existence of tales among that people. No one of the

Zulus but women and children are willing to relate tales.

Consequently white p>eople will seldom have an oppor-

tunity of hearing the traditions of the Zulus, if they are

not making special inquiries.

" Some years ago I was told about the Nursery tales

collected by the Rev. Dr. Callaway, now Bishop of St.

John's, an dbeing anxious to learn the pure Zulu language

I at last succeeded in persuading one of the more intel-

lectual Zulus to tell me tales and historical reports, that

he knew. What he related, I carefully wrote down from

his own mouth with the purpose of getting hold of the

native idiom, and, therefore, these tales may be considered

as pure Zulu tongue.
" The informant of these tales belongs to the Umbo-

nambi tribe in Zululand. He lives near the Norwegian

mission station Umbonambi, some twenty miles south of

Lucia Bay. Ideas and the language of people living so

far into the country are, of course, not yet mixed by

foreign elements."

In a later letter dated Umvoti, Seftemher i%th, 1879,

the following additional particulars have been com-

municated by Mr. Stavem:—
" The name of the native man who related to me most

of the tales ... is Ukolekile, and he is one of the

most clever Zulus. He had been a Zulu diviner previous
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to my acquaintance with him, but he learned to understand

the folly of the " smelling " and he gave up that practice.

The mythological story about ' Uvelinxangi,' the first

man, however, I was told by a very old Zulu woman. She

is from the time of the Zulu King Tyaka. I have for-

gotten her name. She also told me the historical report

of the Umtetwa King, Dingiswayo, which has been in-

serted into the small Zulu paper " Ubaqa," edited by Miss

Hance. The last short tale about the Cannibal I heard

from a young man, Usodaka. I considered that tale only

to be a fragment."
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In Mr. Stavem's most welcome gift the following pieces

are contained :
—

PAGES.

I. Uvelinxangi, the First Man of the Earth... i & 2

II. UDemane and uDemazane 3— 9

III. USomamekutyo ... ... ••• ••• lO

—

ij

IV. Umamkabamaqula, the Bewitched King ... i8—25

V. UDumase and her Daughter 26—39

VI. The Cannibal 39—42

Of these pieces, No. IV., Umambakamaqula,* The Be-

witched King, is here given.' It is a more complete version

of the story of the' Serpent Bridegroom than any one of

the other South African versions which have at present

reached us, and appears to shew not only that the burning

of the bridegroom, referred to in Mr. Theal's " Story of

Long Snake " (see pp. 5—9 of this journal), was probably

not done with any evil intention, but that the real end of

the story was probably not known to those through whom
it reached Mr. Theal's ears. (See also Mr. Theal's " Story

of Five Heads," on pp. 28—31, and the story of TJntom-

binde, in Callaway's " Nursery Tales," &c., of the Zulus,

Vol. I., Part II., pp. 55—60.)

THE BEWITCHED KING.

It happened that a King of his tribes begot female

children. They grew up, until they were old girls, and

they heard that there was a King, uMambakamaqula,
The elder one, she that was the Crown Princess, left, and
she went to be married to uMambakamaqula.

She went out and she came there. Being at the river

of that place, she found a cripple fetching water and
carrying on her hips, and she (the cripple) said, " Where
are you going. Mother? Come here, and you shall put

the burden upon me." She asked and said, " Where are

* The translation of the title Umambakamaqula is, Mr. Stavem
tells us, " The Umamba (a kind of snake) of Maqula."
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you going?" The princess answered, "I am going to be

married to uMambakamaqula." She said, " Alas ! Sit

down and let me tell you "
; and she proceeded, " He is a

snake, thou Child of Man"; she went on, "Don't be

frightened, don't be seized by fear; if you do [are] he

will kill you. When you have come to the kraal, take

out upoko (a kind of small corn), and crush and grind.

He has already heard of you, because he is herding ; it is

he who is herding. You shall go and pour sour milk from

the large pots, and put some at both sides of the kraal,

and some into the cattle path, and then he will come,

and they will hear him by the whistling. Then they (the

cattle) are returning. And he will commence with the

sour milk on the path. The cattle are entering the kraal."

The cripple told her, saying, "You shall go into the hut

and sit down. He will come through from above (from

outside) ; but don't be afraid, else he might hurt you and

kill you, as he is going to wind round you."

She came to the kraal, and did what the cripple had

told her. So he ate, and came to the kraal, and he crawled

along one side (of the kraal). Then he bent over to the

hut, discovered the bride, came and pierced the top of the

hut, wound round her body and embraced her again and

again, and he put his head just at her heart, the woman
being perfectly quiet all the while. He unloosened him-

self from her body, and he went to creep alone, and he

lay by himself. Then the snake went out, and he slaugh-

tered cattle for his wife. He summoned his tribes

together, as he was going to have a dance. Then the

woman danced her bridal dance. The bridal dance was

ended. Then he rubbed clothing for her at the river,

making her to begin by putting on a skin of a goat ; then

he rubbed her petticoat, a hide of a cow, and trimmed it

with brass and the skin of the goat. Then she started,

saying, " Now I shall go home." On her arrival [at]

home, people, as they did not know to whom she had gone
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to be married, began praising her garments, which she-

had on.

When their younger girl saw the splendour of her sister^

she ran away to get married, without asking to what kind,

of a man she (her sister) had been married. She came to

the river of that place and met with that cripple. The
cripple said, " Come here, and put my burden upon me."

She refused, saying, " You are carrying on your hips, and
you think that your burden should be put upon you by
me ?" She (the cripple) said, " Go on, my mother, as I

was only about to tell you something."

She went on, came to the kraal, and found the snake

gone out to herd. He returned; he heard of her when
with the cattle in the field. As he was coming in the

afternoon, he found her sitting in the hut. At the

moment she heard him piercing the hut, she started and
ran away from the kraal. People belonging to the kraal

said, " Why do you run away from your husband ?" He
went out and chased her. And although he reached her

body, he did not bite her.

She ran until she arrived at her own home, while the

snake followed her all along. When arriving, her sister

asked her, saying, " Where do you come from ?" She
answered, " I come from my wedding. The man I was
going to be married to is a snake." She (the elder sister)

said, " Indeed ! Do you come from playing with my
husband ?" The snake had now come near the kraal, and
he was crawling at the river. Then the girl went out

;

she was going to fetch water from the river, and she dis-

covered the snake. He said, "Why did you jump, and
jump, and stop at once? Did you happen to see the

matter of your sister?" She returned to the kraal, and
on reaching it, she said at the kraal, "There is something-

great at the river." Then her sister said, " O ! The king

who is at the river is my husband." And so she told her

father that he should be brought to the kraal. Then'
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down and were slaughtered. At the kraal there was

cooked food. He went up to the kraal.

Then his wife said that the things should be taken out

of the hut, since he was not a man, but a snake (he had
been a man, but he became a snake ; I think his own rela-

tions were using witchcraft). He was brought into the

hut ; and then he was crawling along at one side of the

hut. Now all the people of the kraal went inside, and

they sat down at one part of it. Food was brought inside,

and he ate. They were sitting until it became dark. His

wife said that he was asking them to bring wood for her,

that she might make a fire for her husband. A big fire

was made in the hut, and the people walked out; he was

left lying alone in the hut. His wife shut the door,

having gone outside ; she drew branches from the fence

of the kraal ; and she gathered grass and piled up heaps

of such things at the hut; then she filled even the holes

of the hut; and she put fire to the material, and it burned.

Then even the hut burned ; lo ! how it burned ! it burned !

When it was quite consumed by the fire, the bones re-

mained, and she said, "Leave them to cool."

When everything was cooled, she took her medicinal'

herbs, and she bruised them over and over again ; she

caused skins of game to be bought, and gave them to her

brothers, saying that they should cut a back dress and a

front dress for a man. She gathered the bones carefully,

and ' she dug a deep hole outside the kraal. She put

[i.e., poured] down the medicinal herbs, and made a fire

in the hole. A fire blazed and was burning. She put

down the bones, and placed many medicinal herbs above,

filled the hole with soil, and remained there.

In the afternoon, the ground burst, where she had buried

the bones. She saw him coming out, first appearing with

his face, then with his chest, and so he came out with the

whole body. Then the woman asked, saying, " Halloo ?
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Where are you coming from ?" He said, " Ha ! Do I

know?" She gave him the dress; and so she said, " Put

it on." She helped him to wash, and made him limber by

[means of] fat. Then she returned, and they went into

the kraal. Cattle were now slaughtered inside; he was

presented with them by the father of the girl. Then she

said, " Go and leave for your village, as you are now a

man." But he refused, saying, " We shall both leave

together." Then they left. And he said, " Now it is you

who shall give birth to my successor." The father of the

girl started and went to his daughter. And then all his

tribes started, too, when much cattle had been buried.* At

last, places were cleared for the kraals of her father.

* The meaning of this statement is not yet clear. Mr. Stavem
tells us that the Zulu word qiba (which means " to bury " or " fill

earth into a hole ") may also be translated " to hide," because a
buried thing is hidden. Mr. Stavem hopes, however, to inquire
further upon this point from the native narrator.
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KGOLODIKANE.*

It [is] said that maidens, having gone to the river to

fetch water, hid their beads in the sand. To one of their

companions, who had delayed coming up, they said, " We
have thrown our beads into the river ; do you the same."

She took them off, and threw them into the river. As soon

as she had done so, they unearthed theirs, and laughed at

her, saying, " She has thrown her beads into the water

;

where will she find them again ?" They took their pitchers

on their heads and went home, laughing at her.

She went down the river, saying, " Pool ! Pool ! Shew
me my beads that have passed this way !" The pool said,

"Pass on !" She went along until she became tired, and

then came to a large, deep pool. She said again, " Pool

!

Pool ! Shew me my beads passing this way !" The pool

was silent. She spoke the second time, and the water was
disturbed. She spoke the third time, and the pool

opened, and said, " Enter ! Your beads are here
!"

She entered, and found an old woman, covered with

wounds, who was half eaten up by Dimo.t She had only

one arm and one leg! As soon as the girl appeared, the

old woman hopped in front of her, and said, "Laugh at

me, laugh at me, my little sister." The girl had com-

passion, and would not laugh. Then the old woman
said to her, " Come here, and lick my sores." She went up
to her and licked them. The old woman said, " You

* In transmitting the story of Kgolodihane, accompanied by a
very interesting version of that of Masilo and Masilonyane and
tAvelve Setshuana Proverbs, Mr. Edwards tells us (in a letter

dated Bank Drift, May i,th, 1875) that the narrators belong to the
Batlaping Tribe, under the Chief Mankorane, and that he was
assisted by Mr. Agenor Daumas in collecting and translating.

* Kgolodikane, a large bead. [S. H. E.]

+ Mr. Edwards tells us that the Dimo of this story is a kind of
supernatural being, and also that the word itself, which is the
singular of madimo " cannibals," should properly be ledimo.

A note regarding the words modimo (pi. medimo) and ledimo
(pi. madimo) supplied by the Rev. Emile Rolland during a recent
visit to Cape Town will be found on pp. 104-107.
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young maid, that are so beautiful, have also a compas-

sionate heart; you have pity on a thing like me; I shall

preserve you. I am living with Dimo; he has gone to

hunt for human beings that he may eat them. You will

know when he is coming by a light wind which will blow,

and a few drops of rain will fall. Take and eat, and,

when you have finished, hide yourself behind this wall."

When she had hidden herself, m very truth a light

wind did blow, and a few drops of rain fell. Dimo
appeared and looked awful. He had long hair; his

mouth was red; his teeth looked like the tusks of a wild

pig. He ran round the house, saying, " I smell a human
being! I smell a human being!" He took fire, and

burned the sores of the old woman, saying, " I smell a

human being!" The old woman replied, "There is no

human being here. You may kill me, as you have always

killed me." Dimo wished to devour her, as he was

hungry, not having been successful in hunting that day.

But he was loth to do it, because he would have no

one to cook for him. He then went to sleep. The next

morning he arose early and went to hunt for human
beings.

The old woman then took the young maiden and
decorated her with beads, anointed her head with sebilo,X

put brass rings on her legs, and rings on her arms, and
adorned [her] with elbow bracelets and anklets of beads.

She dressed her in a new kirtle, a pretty one, and an apron

of kid skin ; also a copper fringe. She gave a robe of

Vaal jackal skins, and a mantle of the silver jackal skins.

She then gave her a small round stone, and said, " This

round stone, as soon as you have emerged, take and rub

your armpits with it. You must not look back. As soon

as you have rubbed your armpits, throw it back over your
shoulder into the pool. It will return to me. Before you

+ Sebilo is a kind of very shining mica, which the natives mix
with grease, and rub on their hair. [S. H. E.]
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may look back, one will give you water to drink. If you

do as I instruct you, Dimo will not catch you. Go in

peace, my friend, and may rain fall upon you !" Verily,

this child did as she was instructed, and arrived at the

place where she had thrown her beads into the river. Her
younger sister found her there. " Are you my elder sister?

Where do you come from ? Where did you get all these

pretty things? Believe me, you have been sought for

again and again!" She [the elder sister] replied, "Give

me some water to drink!" Her sister gave it. They then

went home.

Her parents and people of the village crowded round

her, inquiring where she had been, and where she had
obtained all the beautiful things she had on her person.

She told them all. Some were pleased, others were

jealous, and said, " It is like her fortune; if it had been

any of ours it would not have happened."

Her uncle's children went to the place where she had
been, but did not follow her instructions. They laughed

at the old woman. When she said, " Come and lick my
sores," they replied, " What ! Are you mad ? Shall we
lick such a thing as you ? What has become of us ? Give

us beads ! We are going, we have not come to delay. We
came for beads !" The gain for which they had travelled

they did not obtain. The old woman, being angered,

gave them over to Domo, who devoured them.

NOTE BY THE REV. EMILE ROLLAND.

Modimo in Sesuto means the spirit of your ancestor or father,
who is looked on as a tutelary god. He possesses unlimited
power, and protects or punishes. He is vindictive unless propi-
tiated, and never forgives unless the propitiatory sacrifice and
ablution has been performed by the " Malome " (maternal uncle)
who IS the family priest. The term Modimo has been adopted
"by the Missionaries to translate the word God, and appropriately
-so, as the ultimate ancestor or father is necessarily the oldest God
or God of gods. The plural of Modimo is Medimo.
Ledimo pi. Madimo means cannibal or cannibals. These were
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also called Majahatho [*] (ja = to eat, 5a<Ao = meii) or men eateri,
The connection between Ledimo and Moiimo is not very obvious..
Some think that cannibals were so called on account of the super-
natural terror they inspired ; others says they were so called from
a supposed chief called " Dimo," a name which exists here and
there still. Others, again, connect the term with the war cry
of the Basutos, constantly used at parades of their regiments :

—
Hi ! Hi ! Hi ! Hi

!

Re Madimo

;

Re ja batho:
Re tla gu ja;
Re ja bokwana ba bana

;

Le bokwana ba dinchana.

Hi! Hi! Hi! Hi!
We are cannibals

;

We eat men

;

We will eat you.
We eat the small brain of children

;

And the small brain of little dogs.

None of these explanations are satisfactory. The first is the-

most plausible.

[* Majabatho :—The following extract from Dr. Emin-Bey's^
" Journal einer Reise von Mriili nach der Hauptstadt Unyoro's,"
&c. , found on page 222 of Petermann's Mittheilungen, Part VI.,.
i87g, will be of interest here :

—
" Fiir Anthropbphagen, die mil

dem allgemeinen Namen ' valiabantu " (Menschenfresser)
bezeichnet werden, existiren eigenthiimlicher Weise sowohl in
Kinyoro als in Kig^nda eigene Ausdriicke ; msseri dort und
mluggu hier. Solite das auf wirklichos Vorkommen dieser Sitte
deuten ? "]
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SETSHUANA PROVERBS.*

The baboon is a climber, but does not forget that he
may fall. (9.)

In the dark, hold on to each other by the robe. (10.)

The mother of the child wards off the knife, (i.)

There are many dawns (or daysprings). (11.)

The " Kameel " thorn tree is climbed by its knobs, (j^,

Overfilling the pot with meat, breaks it. (2.)

The child of the saviour is not saved. (5.)

The bitter heart eats its owner. (12.)

The well ahead is not to be depended on. (8.)

The breast is an intricate net (or mystery). (3.^

The lion which kills, is the one which does not roar. (4.)

The first lame, is not the first to die. (6.)

* For greater convenience in reference, the above Proverbs
are here given in alphabetical- order. The numbers which follow
them indicate their position in Mr. Edwards' manuscript.
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STORY I.

[Translation.]

There was once a man who went and married a very

beautiful girl, and they loved one another very much.

Till when they were in their house the husband said to

the wife, " I love you dearly ; the day I die I will appear

to you." The woman said the same to him. After many
days the husband fell sick and died. And many people

came, and wept much. And the wife wept, feeling con-

fidence in those words which they had promised one

another. He who had died was buried, but the wife

would not consent to return with the people. When the

people returned she was left by herself at the grave, just

singing by herself. And she saw the earth of the grave

split, and he came out to her. The young woman, when

she saw him, rejoiced much, and they went away to their

house.

The woman's mother went on grieving till the evening,

and heard the young woman laughing with great glee.

Her mother came and cried out at her, and said to her,

" What are you laughing at ? And your husband is

dead." And she answered, " He is not dead, he is

inside." And her mother went in and saw that it was
true.

After a little while the young woman fell sick and
died. All the people wept, but the man did not weep ; he

just kept quiet. Till they went and buried her. When
they returned, the young man did not come back. And
he testified as he sang, and he saw the grave split open,

and the woman came out to him, and they went away to

their house. Till in the evening that same mother of the

girl came, and found them both, and they sat in the door.

And she went away in joy. And the people, when they

saw it, rejoiced. This is the end.
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STORY 2.

[Translation.]

There was a man, and he had two children, elder and
younger. And their father and mother died. So all the

water of that land dried up; there was plenty to eat, but

no water. And there were children who were playing,

-carrying flour and little cooking pots. The child who
had no mother said to her companions, " I will tell you
something, but don't you tell anybody." And they said,

" We will say nothing." And she said, " Bring your

water jars here," and they brought them. And that

child stood in the midst of them, and looked up to the

Jieavens. And she saw a little cloud, and they gathered,

and ram fell just there where they stood. And they

-cooked their food. And they ate, and half they carried

into the town.

And their fathers asked them, " Where did you get

water?" And they said nothing; they just held their

tongues. The second day they went and met just in the

same place. The girl asked them, " Who was it went and

told?" And they said, "Nobody." And she said,

"Bring your water jars." And one girl was very cunning,

and she brought two water jars. The girl stood again

in the midst of them and looked into the heavens, and

saw a thick cloud coming, and it rained very much just

there, but it did not reach to the town. And that cun-

ning child, when it was raining, put one water jar to

catch it and went and hid it in the jungle. When they

"had done coming, they went away. Till when it was

night, everybody went to sleep, and she called her mother

and said to her, " I will tell you something ; don't you tell

anybody." And she answered, " Tell me, my child."

And they set out and went to where she had hidden the

jar of water, and she carried it, and came into her house.

And this one sent to that, and that one to her friend.
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till it came to the Sultan. The Sultan called his Wazir^
and asked him, "Where does this water come from?"
And he answered him, " From that child of the poor

man." And all the whole town dug wells, till when
they were finished, the Sultan sent for that child who
brought water, and adorned her with golden ornaments,

and took her to the Council. All the people were
gathered there. And the Sultan said to her, "Bring the

rain." The child answered him, "Withdraw to a dis-

tance." And they all refused. Till the child looked

into heaven, and saw many abundant clouds, and there

fell a great rain. And it thundered with lightning and
thunderbolts, and that child was carried into the

heavens. [*] And those who were there saw that the-

child was gone, and there was left to them very much
water. This is the end.

These two stories were told in Swahili by a girl in the

School of the Universities Mission at Zanzibar, who was

brought as a slave from the country near Lake Nyassa;

she describes herself as an Mkipeta, apparently a branch

of the Nyassa nation, and said she had heard these tales

in her own old home.

Edward Steere,

Missionary Bishop.

[* It appears not unlikely that the rain may here be supposed
to have become angry, when the people refused to withdraw-
to a distance in obedience to the child's wish. In a piece ot
Bushman native literature, related by Did.'hwdin, a maiden who
had aroused the wrath of the rain is carried up in a whirlwind^
and becomes a great serpent, the name of which is uttered with
reluctance by Bushmen.]



USOMAMEKUTYO.
Usomamekutyo went out into the field in order to culti-

vate his garden. A bird came, sat down, and said, " It

belongs to my father, this ground, which he says that he-

will keep, and which you persisted [in] intruding into;

O ! that only grass may peep out from the ground, the

small picks break, and the little seed be spilt!" It came'

the second time, spoke, and said, " It belongs to my
father, this ground, which he says that he will keep, and

which you persisted [in] intruding into; O! that only-

grass may peep out from the ground, the small picks

break, and the little seed be spilt!"

He drove it away, and it flew into the pool ; it set out

and flew into the bush; it set out again, and flew into the

grove of palms. He came and caught it, and it said,.

"Don't kill me; I am a bird, who excretes sour milk."

He (the man) said, " Just make and let us see." It did,

it poured out for him, it squeezed out whey for him. He
said, " Make clotted milk." It shook out ; it said, " Tucu

tucu." He ate. And then he tied up the bird to the

palm.

He started, went on, and arrived home. He said to the

woman, " I return with a bird ; it says that it is a bird who

excretes sour milk." He said, " Cleanse the large pot, and

put it into it, that it may fill the large pot, as we have

now already eaten." When the sun had set, it became

dark, and mealies were cooked and ground. She went to

wash the vessel, and she ladled milk. They passed

over to each other, and they ate. In the morning they

went out, and came back in the afternoon, and cooked

mealies. She ground, and went again to wash the vessel,

as she was going to ladle sour milk into it. They passed

it over to each other and ate.

But it occurred one day, that a small boy, when remem-

bering that he had seen his father and mother taking off

the cover from the large pot at the back of the hut, said,.
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"Cook mealies, girl, and grind and pass it over." She
went to tighten round the cover of the pot, and she

ladled out of the vessel. He called the other children.

The bird said, " Don't lick me behind ; I might die." He
licked it, and it died. He continued squeezing out sour

milk. He called for other children; and he ate sour

znilk, and threw away.

At the time when cattle were returning, he said, " Let

us go out and hide, because they will come now." They
both went out. Their father and mother came. Their

mother entered the hut, and she called her husband,

Usomamekutyo, saying that he should come and see.

They summoned the other children. The children said,
"' We were called, we were called by them. They told us

to come and eat."

Then the man went out searching for them. While he

was searching, he found the girl. Then he asked the girl

about [it], where her brother was. She pointed at him,

and said that he was to come, returning with the cattle.

He arrived in the afternoon. He (the father) called him,

and he came. His father asked, saying, " Who has

eaten my food ?" The boy answered, " It is eaten by us."

He (the father) started, and took a stick. And the boy,

too, started, and ran away; and he was followed up until

the sun set. Then his father ran fast. When the boy

saw a steinbok in front of him, he threw a stick at it.

Then his father said, " Do this, my boy, and I will not

teat you." He took the steinbok and went back with it;

and he came home. On arriving home they both skinned,

cooked, and ate t.

Next morning the father went out to hunt. He came

upon a bushbuck and followed it. He saw a man,

standing, and he cried to him, " Turn back my game
there!" He came nearer, and said, "You only stay

grinning with your teeth !" The man was standing dead;

he thought that the man was alive, although he was dead.
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He struck him on the teeth. The teeth came out, and
placed themselves upon his face, and made a circlet. He
started and went home. He came to the kraal, to his

wife. His wife said, " USomamkutyo, what is it you
have got on your face .'" He answered and said, " I came
upon a bushbuck; it passed by a man, who was standing

dead. I came near, and struck him, saying, ' Why does

my game pass, while you stand grinning with your

teeth ?' " Then his wife cooked fat, and she poured the

fat into his face, saying, "Leave off!" The man
answered that he should not leave off going to hunt.

Next morning he went out to hunt. He found a child

of the fast-sticking people, and he said, " Get up, and let

us go home." Then the child of the fast-sticking people

answered, " I don't get up." He said, " You don't get up ?

What is the matter with you ?" He took and went on

home with it.

As his home was far off, he rested under a shadow,

saying, " Get down !" It refused, and said, " I told you

that I was a child of the fast-sticking people." When he

had left the shadow and gone on, he came to the kraal.

He entered the hut, but he did not find his wife there.

Then he again said " Get down ! " It refused, saying, " I

told you beforehand I v.ras a child of the fast-sticking

people." USomamekutyo laid himself on his back. Then

the child of the fast-sticking people moved over to his

stomach. He took a spear, thinking that he should stab

it. The child of the fast-sticking people went to his

back. His wife arrived and said, "Where did you get

that child to-day?" USomamekutyo was silent. The

wife again cooked fat, and she poured it on to the child

of the fast-sticking people. It became loosened, and got

down. The wife asked, saying, " Are you going to take

back this child, which you have taken ?" He lay down to

sleep. Next morning he went out with the fast-sticking

one. He went and put it away.
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When he was returning, he came back through the

.garden, and he found his wife there, at work, digging out

a plant; it was nice, and, seemingly, fit to be eaten. He
came and asked his wife, saying, " Can that be eaten ?"

The wife answered that it could not be eaten. He went

homewards to the kraal. In the afternoon he went out,

saying, " I am going to burn weeds." His wife said,

" Don't try to eat that plant, which I have cultivated in

the garden."

He came to the garden, gathered weeds, and burned

them. He sat down, gathered the plant in the grass, and
put it into the fire on the fireplace and roasted it. It

was thoroughly roasted. He took it out, ate, and finished

it. In the afternoon he started and came to the river.

Coming there, he washed his hands, and thought that he

would drink with his hands. But the water disappeared.

He retired, and there was water. He then resolved to

drink with his mouth. But the water disappeared again,

and it became sand. He started, and went to the large

pool. He came there and dived, thinking that he should

drink under the water. But the water disappeared, and
he lighted on the sand.

He started and went on, and came to the kraal. Hav-
ing seen him, his wife said, "To-day what shall I do?

Because to-day when I went out, I told you that you

should not eat that plant." She squeezed out whey from

the vessel, and gave him. He drank. She gave him
water. Then he drank it, and it did not disappear any

more.*

* Of the story of the Bird that made Milk, contained in the
first part of the story of USomamekutyo , as here related, three
other versions, at least, are known to us. One of these is in
Kafir, accompanied by a translation into English. It is con-
tained in a sample sheet and slip issued by Mr. G. M. Theal, at
Lovedale, in 1877, intended by him to form part of a volume to

be entitled " Stories of the Amaxosa;" an undertaking which was,
however, not proceeded with, on account of the very little en-
courafiement held out. A Zulu version, also accompanied by
translation into English, was given in 1866 by the present Bishop
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THE ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF THE ZULUS.*
The Zulus have their festival every year. The month

when the festival is celebrated is uniandulo (this month
begins about the middle of December). But, if the

mealies have become ripe speedily, the festival can be
celebrated before this month begins. And so, if the

mealies delayed to become ripe on account of dryness,

the festival is to be postponed.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS FESTIVAL ?

The purpose of this festival is of great importance.

The Zulus, if the mealies are ripe, are not permitted by
themselves to eat them. The King must always give

them the permission, before they can do so. If some-

body is eating new mealies before the King has given

ills permission, he will be killed entirely. The white men
are wondering about it, and say, " Is a man not allowed

to go in his own gardens for harvesting food, which he

had planted himself, and to eat it?" But the Zulus are

not wondering about that, saying, " We are all the King's

men^ our bodies, our power, our food, and all that we

have is the King's property. It is quite right, that we

do not commence to eat new mealies, unless the King has

permitted it." The celebration of the festival is the

King's permission -per factum, that his people commence

to eat new mealies [and] other new fruits.

* The manuscript of the above account, kindly forwarded to

the Rev. Dr. C. H. Hahn by the Rev. K. Hohls, General Superin-

tendent of the Hanoverian Mission in South-Eastern Africa, has
been deposited in the Grey Library, Cape Town. A few lines,

written by Mr. Hohls, dated Hermannsburg (Natal), 7th August,

187Q, informs us that the writer is the Rev. H. Kiick, for the

last seventeen years a Missionary in Zululand.

of St. John's, in Vol. I., Part II., of his Zulu " Nursery Tales "

(pp. cg-104). A Setshuana version, in English only, was also

given by Mr. Theal, on the slip already referred to. In both the

Kafir and Setshuana version, many subsequent adventures of

the children are narrated, which do not form part of the two
2ulu stories given, or referred to, here.
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IN WHAT MANNER IS THE FESTIVAL CELEBRATED?

The festival has two parts. The first part is called
" The Little Festival," and the other part is called " The
Great Festival."

1 . THE LITTLE FESTIVAL.

If the moon of the festival is full, the King sends men
to the sea to draw sea-water. And the great men go to

the King to celebrate the festival. When the men are

back with sea-water, the festival begins. The great men
(perhaps some common people, who are just serving the

King) and the King assemble in the cattle kraal. Then
comes the King's doctor, and takes the uswele (a kind of

onion plant) and crushes it, and mixes it with sea-water

and sprinkles this mixture upon the King's body, in order

that he may be powerful to conquer other kings. With
this act the Little Festival is finished. Whilst uMpande
reigned, the Zulus were already permitted to eat new-

mealies and other new fruits; but uCetywayo said [that]

they should wait, not yet eating until the Great Festival

also should be over.

2. THE GREAT FESTIVAL.

A few days after the " Little Festival," all the King's

soldiers have to come up to the King's kraal, to celebrate

the " Great Festival." To the Little Festival the great

men only were assembled, but, to the great one, all the

regiments of the soldiers must be assembled. If one man
stays behind at home he will be asked, " For what reason

did you stay behind ?" If he cannot answer for himself

sufficiently for justifying, he will be killed indeed. If

the regiments are going up to the festival they put on

their armour, and take their shields and arms; they (to

say it in a few words) go up being prepared, just as if

they are going to fight with the enemy. As soon as the

soldiers have reached the King, the Great Festival begins.
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The first day, as soon as the soldiers have risen in the

morning, they go to the river to bathe, singing this song

:

"Come! Come, King! Come! Come, King!" and so

on. The bathing is for preparing themselves for the

celebration. At midday, the soldiers go into the cattle

kraal, in order that they [may] sing and strike the

shields (a Zulu custom to pay respect to the King), whilst

the King is sitting down and looks on. This is the fes-

tivity on the first day. On the second and third days

the soldiers are resting. The fourth day is the greatest

of all [the?] festival days. On this day all the men
are assembled in the cattle kraal and sing this song:
" Come ! Come ! They hate him, him, the King ! Come

!

Come ! They (his enemies) hate him, the King !

" When
the song is over, a bull is brought in, and the King
orders a certain number of soldiers to seize the bull, and

to tear him, and when torn, to burn him wholly, together

with the skin. After this, the King proclaims this and

that. Perhaps he may say that a certain regiment is to

be put on the head-ring, and has to marry then, or that

another thing is to be done. That which the King pro-

claims at the festival is called umteto (which means

"law"). The day after this, the men are already going

back to their kraals.
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MASILO AND MASILONYANE.
It is said that once upon a time Masilo and Masilon-

yane went to iiunt. They arrived at a place where two
roads parted. Masilo said to his younger brother, "Take
that road; I shall take this one; and this evening we will

meet here again."

Ivlasilonyane then walked, and walked, until he was
tired, when he saw a village, into which he entered. He
went into the first hut and found it deserted; he entered

the second with the same result. When he was about to

despair, he found a number of pots, reversed. He went
to this one, and turned it over; he went to the next and
turned it over; then he went to the largest of the number,

and tried in vain to turn it over. His girdle parted. He
sat down and mended it. Again he tried; again his

girdle parted. He sat down and mended it. Then he

once more tried with all his might, and turned it [the

pot] over, and found a small old woman underneath,

grinding snuff.

The old woman spoke and said unto him, " Put me on

your back. Child of my Child !" He put her on his back,

and walked until he arrived at a pool of water. There

were springbucks there.

Masilonyane [said], "Grandmother! Let me put you

down, that I may go and kill a springbuck from among
these, to procure a skin in which I can carry you on my
back." The old woman agreed. He put her down on the

ground; after which he called to his dogs and set them

on to the springbucks, and followed them. No sooner

was he behind the rise than he recalled his dogs. Seeing

an antbear's hole, he crept into it, and hid himself from

the old woman.

While in hiding, he suddenly saw the old woman
appear, saying, " Here is the footmark of the child of my
child, and here is the other!" Then [she] said to him,
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" Put me on your back !

" And he put her on his back.

He walked, and walked. They saw hartebeests. " Grand-
mother ! Here are hartebeests ! Let me kill one, and
obtain a skin to carry you in." He put the old woman
down, set his dogs on, and followed them. No sooner

was he out of sight than he hid himself. Again he saw
the old woman suddenly appear, who ordered him to put

her on his back, which he did.

Masilonyane was now out of patience and tired. At
that moment he saw a leopard. " Grandmother ! Let

me kill this leopard, that I may prepare a pretty skin to

carry you in!" He left her and gave chase to the

leopard. He ran a long distance, and then hid himself.

While in hiding again, as heretofore, the old woman
came, saying, " Here is the footprint of the child of my
child, and here is the other!" Masilonyane: "What?
I shall see a good many things ! My dogs ! Seize her

and kill her !" The dogs then seized her and killed her.

He ran towards her with his battle-axe ; and, her big toe

being very large, he chopped at it. Cattle came out. He
chopped again. Cattle came out. The third time he

chopped there came out a beautiful, beautiful beast of

many colours—colours unknown.

He then drove the herd of cattle to the meeting place

agreed upon with Masilo, where he found him. [Said]

Masilo, " Where did you get all these cattle ? I have been

all over the country, but have seen nothing. Oh ! Give

me, please, that many-coloured beast, my younger

brother!" Masilonyane [said], "No, my elder brother!

Take all the rest ; but this one is my fate ; I will not give

it to you." Notwithstanding all Masilo's entreaties, he

Temained obdurate. There being a pit close at hand, a

thought came to him. " Here, Masilonyane, hold me by

my legs while I drink, and I will do the same for you."

After he had drunk, he held his younger brother by the

legs until he reached the water, when he let him loose, aqd

Tie was drowned in the pit.
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He [Masilo] then drove the cattle homewards; whilst

driving them he was startled by a bird settling on the-

horn of the many-coloured beast, whistling and saying

:

" Masilo has killed Masilonyane for the sake of the

many-coloured beast of his cattle (or herd), The many-
coloured beast of his herd !" He took a stone and killed

it, and went a little way. It came to life again, and did

as before. Again he killed and ground it to dust, drove

on his cattle, and reached home.

The people all crowded round him [saying], " Hail

!

Son of a Chief ! Hail ! Son of a Chief ! Where is

Masilonyane ?" " Nay, Masilonyane, since he and I

parted at the pit, I have not seen. I thought he was
already at home." They went to the cattle. Oh ! Look !

What a beautiful beast that is! Look at its colours!"

said the people.

While they were still standing admiring, the same

bird came fluttering, and settled on the horn of the

many-coloured beast, whistling, " Masilo has killed

Masilonyane, for the sake of the many-coloured beast of

his herd ! The many-coloured beast of his herd
!"

Masilo took a stone and attempted to knock it over.

It avoided the stone and slipped aside. The people

said, " Leave the bird ! and let us hear ! It again said,

" Masilo* has killed Masilonyane, for the sake of the

many-coloured beast of his herd ! The many-coloured

beast of his herd!" The people [said], "So you have

killed your younger brother!" Masilo only hung his

head. The people dragged him out of the village, and

killed him.t

* The word masilo means, Mr. Edwards tells us, " fools," and
masilonyane " little fools."

t A version of the stop' of Masilo and Masilonyane, entitled
" Le Meurtre de Maciloniane," is given, m French, by the Rev.
Eugene Casalis, on p)». g3-Q7 of his " Etudes sur la Langue
Sechuana " (Paris, 1841), and appears in an English dress on pp.
339-343 of "The Basutos," by the same author (London, 1861).

The most striking differences between the version formerly pub-
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HERERO SAYINGS OR PROVERBS.*
(Contributed by the Rev. Dr. C. H. Hahn.)

Aeke ngu niave hungire mae yaruka mu o oveni. (2.)

All they say will return to themselves.

Meaning, If one speaks evil, he may be sure of hurting

himself.

Eyova kombanda, nozondunge'\ moukoio. (5.)

Stupid outside and clever inside.

Meaning, Do not judge a person by his outward ap-

pearance.

Mu nomutoneoa ngu ma ton' omutone, mu nomurongua
ngu ma aruk' moniuronge. (4.)

There is a beaten one, who will beat the beater; there

is the admonished, who will admonish the admonisher.

Meaning, To-day you and to-morrow I.

[* The above Proverbs, the numbers attached to which refer
to the order in which they stand in the Rev. Dr. Hahn's manu-
script, originally appeared, unaccompanied by translation, in a
Herero Primer by the Rev. C. H. Hahn, entitled Omahongise
Uokulesa Motyiherero, printed at Gutersloh, in Westphalia, in
1862.]

t 3, excepting- in foreign names, always to be pronounced as
the th in " though."

lished by Mr. Casalis, and that lately sent to the Grey Library
by Mr. Edwards, appear to be the following :—Firstly, accord-
ing to Mr. Casalis, the brothers go out to become rich, instead
of to hunt. Secondly, the supernatural being, found under the
pot, is a monstrous man pounding ochre, instead of a small old
woman gnnding snuff, and possesses, instead of a large toe, a
great leg. from whence the cattle, later, make their appearance.
Thirdly, the coveted animal is white, instead of many-coloured.
In Mr. Casalis' version, there is the additional and somewhat
remarkable incident that the bird announces itself as the heart
of the murdered man, to his sister, and tells her whereaboutsi his
body is lying. Also, the execution of the murderer, contained
in the version communicated by Mr. Edwards, does not form
part of that published by Mr. Casalis. What appears to be
another version of this story, is given, in Zulu (accompanied by
translation into English), in the "Nursery Tales," &c., pub-
lished by the present Bishop of St. John's. It is there entitled
Iselamani (The Two Brothers), and occurs in Vol. I., Part IV.,
on pp. 217-220. A comparison of this story with the two others
XQentioned above, will be found of great interest.
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Omambo ye tu tuarere tyike, ngu mave hungire?'

Omakuao nombandye ndyi mai vandara kooma. (3.)

Why are we carried away by that which they speak ?"

It is like a jackal which howls at something grewsome.

Meaning, Why should we lose our temper, when people

speak evil of us? There is as little ground for it as a

jackal has to fear, when he howls at the " ooma."J

Ye se% ve hungire ete; nanga ve tu hungire outuku

nomutenya, ka fe nokupohoka otyihongo. (1.)

Let them speok of (or about) us; although they speak

of us night and day, a boil (carbuncle) will not break

out.

Meaning, Although people may speak of us continu-

ally, it will cause us no harm.

+ Ooma is a plural noun, having the prefix of nouns referring
to persons, like ootate " fathers," oomama " mothers," and
appears to mean the manes of the departed.

§ J always to be pronounced as the sharp tk in "think."



A DRAUGHT SKETCH FOR AN ANTHROPO-
LOGICAL INSTITUTE.

CBy W. H. I. Bleek, Ph.D.)

[The following draught sketch for an Anthropological

Institute (possibly still unfinished) was written by the late

Dr. Bleek within the last few months of his life. Al-

though circumstances at that time prevented the realisa-

tion of his idea, it is hoped that, under favourable

circumstances, it may one day still be carried out. In

the meantime, an effort has been made to gather up and
publish in an easily accessible form, in the pages of this

journal, a small portion of the mass of floating material

alluded to by Dr. Bleek. The task, although surrounded

with difficulties of all kinds, has not been without

encouragement, particularly in that which ha^ been

afforded by the assistance and co-operation of Mission-

aries and other residents among the Native Races.]

South Africa, so rich in its varieties of natural products

and in its diversity of animal life, is most interestmg in

the contrasts of human developments to be there met

with. There is, perhaps, no other country in which such

distinct races of man have been found from old times

living together; and these races are here represented by

the most primitive types of their kind, and therefore the

most instructive.

Firstly, Kafirs, Betshuana, and Damara, each with a

distinct, though kindred (euphonious polysyllabic Prefix-

pronominal) language, agricultural, pastoral, poly-

gamous, living under hereditary chiefs, addicted to

ancestor worship, eminently prosaic in their ideas and

literature, are the least advanced of the Bantu nations

who are spread over almost the whole of South Africa,

and to whom the great mass of the Negro race through-

out Africa seems to belong.

Secondly, the Hottentots, speaking in several closely
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resembling dialects one clicking monosyllabic, Sexdenot-

ing language, pastoral, occasionally polygamous, organ-

ised in tribes under chiefs, originally worshipping the

moon, &c., with poetical ideas, and a traditionary litera-

ture full of myths and fables, and with a decimal system

of counting which is of easier application than the Bantu

(Kafir, &c.) one—are certainly the lowest known repre-

sentative of those nations possessing Sexdenoting lan-

guages which fill North Africa, Europe, and part of

Asia, and among which are found the most highly

cultivated nations on earth.

Lastly, the Bushmen, as far as is known, speaking only

dialects of one harsh clicking and guttural monosyllabic

language of the Genderless (Max Miiller's Turanian)

Class, which is phonetically more primitive even than

that of the Hottentots, a hunting nation, worshippers of

the moon, &c., generally strictly monogamous, poetical

in their ideas, with an extensive original folk-lore mostly

of a mythological character, and resembling in this the

Hottentots, but destitute of any minerals beyond the

third, and very deficient in any political organisation,

and notwithstanding that in artistical faculties and
inclination they exceed the other aboriginal South

African nations, yet far inferior to them in all points of

civilisation.

Besides these three distinct aboriginal races there are

also not only those who have been introduced in historical

times, either natives of the Indian Archipelago, or

Negroes from tropical Africa, and different European
nations in their various physical and moral habits as they

develop themselves in South African ground, to be

studied. Of no small importance is further the mixture

of the different races, and its effects on the formation of

body and mind, and in the habits and customs produced

by such mixtures.

There is thus a richness of ethnological and anthropo-
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Colony, a richness without parallel perhaps in any other

quarter of the globe. The importance of this material

-has also been practically acknowledged by its being

selected as a most eligible field of observation by more

than ope scholar who has made it the special object of

his study. Especially Dr. G. Fritsch must here be men-

tioned, who has given us a work on the Natives of South

Africa, which, by the diligent scholarly digestion of the

great mass of materials collected by him, exceeds prob-

ably every other anthropological work. In fact, we do
not know any other part of the world which can show

a similar complete description of its native inhabitants.

Yet, of course, the subject is far from exhausted, and

-it cannot be expected that an Author who has only had
three years of personal experience in South Africa, could

be either on all points correct, or could in any way achieve

to penetrate thoroughly many sides of his important

subject. But by furnishing a valuable text book he has

supplied the want of a comprehensive manual, which

shows us at once what is generally known, and what has

still to be further inquired into, and on what points,

especially the researches, ought to be carried on.

There are a great many people in and on the borders

o fthis Colony, who, by their circumstance or profession,

have necessarily a good deal of valuable information

regarding the natives, either on special points as, e.g.,

doctors of their physical constitution, or of special races,

with whom they continually come in contact, as the Mis-

sionaries, Government agents, and special Native

Magistrates, or .even as travellers or traders. All this

information, which in many cases is based upon the

experience of a great number of years, is in itself exceed-

ingly valuable; but there is a great fear of a great deal

of it being lost to science if no organ is found by which

it can be collected, and made public property. And at
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later periods it can never be replaced, as with the vast

strides which South Africa is making in the progress of

civilisation, the native races will either be swept away, or

so altered as to lose many of their ancient habits,

customs, traditions, or at least greatly to modify them.

At the same time, the different ethnological and anthro-

pological Societies established all over Europe are con-

stantly pressing for such information and help as it is

not in the power of a single individual to give, and they

and the Museums also are desirous of all sorts of objects

which can serve to illustrate the ethnology and anthropo-

logy of South Africa.

It is therefore proposed to invite all those who take

an interest in the anthropology and ethnology of South

Africa, and those particularly who have any special

knowledge of the Natives, be they Missionaries, Govern-

ment Officers, medical practitioners, or others who con-

tinually come in contact with the Natives, to join in the-

formation of an Anthropological Institute. This is to-

hold meetings once every month at Cape Town (with

branches, if possible, in the country) to issue a periodical,

and to establish in connection, if possible with the

Museum already existing, an Ethnological Museum,
which is mainly to be dedicated to the Natives of South

Africa, but from which also other types of mankind are

not to be excluded, in so far as this is practicable, hy
a system of exchanges with other Societies and Museums..
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THE STORY OF UMSHALISHALL AND
UMLOMO'SIBUCU.*

(Contributed by the Rev. William Ireland.)

Once upon a time, there happened to be two petty-

chiefs, whose names were Shalishali and 'Mlomo'sibucu.

Each of them had his own men.

One day they saw a flock of birds passing. UShalishali

said to 'Mlomo'sibucu, " Let us go, and follow them, and.

we shall see where they will sleep, and catch them."

They went, they and their men. They (the birds)

reached the reeds, and slept. At night they (i.e., the men)
went in, and caught very many indeed. When they had
finished catching them, they saw a Are, a little way off.

Said Shalishali, " Over yonder is our home." Umlomo'-
sibucu said, "No; it is not our home." But UShalishali

said, "Hush up ! You rotten mouth !"* So Umlomo'sibucu

hushed up.

Then went on, and came to that same house; in they

went, and roasted the birds, and eat them. When they

had finished them, they went to sleep. That house hap-

pened to belong to some cannibals. The heads of the

birds they placed so as to surround the fireplace.

In the middle of the night, the cannibals arrived.

They ate up the heads of the birds. They said :
" We

will eat them in a rain, even in a regular downpour. We
will eat this one, then that one, and finish off with these,'"

—meaning that they would keep 'Shalishali and 'Mlomo'-

sibucu for the last. Umlomo'sibucu heard them saying so.

The cannibals went off. On the morrow, 'Mlomo'sibucu

told them what he had seen ; they said, " You lie." So,

he said, " Let us sleep another night." They took a cord,

and tied their toes together; all did so, and went to sleep.

The cannibals came in the night, and said, " We will eat

* The above story was furnished to the Rev. William Ireland,

of the American Mission in Natal, by Jeremiah Mali, a Native-
Teacher. The translation and notes here given are by Mr..

Ireland.
* Such is the interpretation of the name.
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them in a shower of rain, even in a regular downpour.

We will eat this one and that one, and wipe up with this

one." M'lomo'sibucu shook them, and they saw the can-

nibals. Very early the next morning, there collected a

large number of cannibals at that house. They said,

" Stop it up above, stop it up below, and they will not

know where to get out."

One of the people of 'Mlomo'sibucu sang, as follows

:

"I was made by Shalishali of EMbo; he said, 'Here is

a house,' and forsooth it is the house of wild beasts." They
(the cannibals) let him alone and he went out; again

another said the same, and him they let alone, and he went

away. Still another repeated the same thing, and he also

they let alone, and he went out; all said the same, and
went out.

The Chiefs remained alone. Then 'Mlomo'sibucu said,

"I was made by 'Shalishali of EMbo, he also said, ' There

is a house,'* and lo ! it is the house of wild beasts. "t They
let him alone, and out he went. So also said Shalishali;

they refused to let him out; again he said so, again they

refused. He took a stone from the fireplace, saying, " I

am going out now ;" having said this, he threw it outside.

The stone rolled along, the cannibals chasing it, suppos-

ing it was he. The stone rolled on. While the cannibals

were detained by the stone, he got out, and went on,

and overtook his people.

He told them how he came to get out. 'Shalishali for-

got his stick in the house. 'Shalishali took another, and

stuck it in the ground; and said to his people, "If this

stick shakes, take it as a sign that I am coming; but, if it

falls, then understand that I am dead."

He went, and found the cannibals still detained, chas-

ing the stone.

He went into the house, and took the stick, and went

•off with it.

Thus ends the tale of Shalishali and 'Mlomo'sibucu.

* Or, "Yonder is a house."
t Or, " the abode of wild beasts."
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SOME MINOR SUPERSTITIONS AND CUSTOMS
OF THE ZULUS, CONNECTED WITH

CHILDREN.
(Contributed by Mrs. Hugh Lancaster Carbutt.)

Although many of the superstitions and customs of
the Zulus have already been described, I venture to hope
that some among the following may have remained
hitherto unnoticed.

ZULU CHARMS.

I believe that the first charm to which a newly-born

infant is subjected takes place when it is about ten days
old; it consists in partly burying the child at a spot, or

beneath some tree, that has been struck by lightning. The
hole in which the child is laid need not be more than

two or three inches in depth; and when the mother puts

it in, the " doctor " chews some medicine root, and squirts

it over the child, muttering an incantation as he does so.

The child is not allowed to remain long in the hole. It

is usual for the father to be present at the ceremony as

well as the mother, and when the parents and doctor leave

the spot with the child, it is imperative that none of the

party looks back; for, by so doing, the entire efficacy of

the charm would be destroyed. This operation is sup-

posed to instil courage into the unwitting little heart of

the future man or woman^such courage, that even when
lightning, the most fearful of all silos (beasts), is flashing

on every side, and the thunder roars as if the very earth

would burst, he or she may not even momentarily close-

an eye.

The temporary burying of children at a later age is

thought to be a deterrent of disease, more especially of

fevers and colds. Mothers of children take their little

ones, from any age reaching to five or six years, early in

the morning some little distance from home, and dig holes

wherein each child is placed separately, and into which:
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earth is thrown, until the child is unable to move any
part excepting the arms, which are left free; the body
being in an upright position. The mothers then walk
away, and behold them from afar; and, after a short

time, return, and remove them.

Another charm to prevent sickness is one which is some-

times called XJmtagati, and at others Umtshofi. Girls

are here the actors. When Umlagati is to be " played,"

they rise early in the morning, and go to some convenient

brook or river by the edge of which grows a kind of

broad-leaved soft rush, which they pull, and fashion into

a fantastic kind of dress. This is made in the form of

fringes, a rope being plaited first, equal in length to the

circumference of the waist of the girl who is to wear

it; on the rope, she works on the rushes, making a fringe

that will touch the ground as she moves. Another is made
to fasten round the chest under the arms, and a third,

thickly worked, is worn as a cloak round the neck, thus

concealing the arms. A hat is then made in the same
manner, the rushes, however, instead of being bent over

the foundation string or rope to make the edge of the

fringe, are allowed to stand upright, thus giving a girl in

this green costume the appearance of a moving bunch of

grass. Each girl being thus arrayed, they set out on a

round of calls to the kraals of the neighbourhood, at

each chanting a weird song, and dancing, and gyrating

in a most fantastic manner, frequently increasing the

effect of their grotesque appearance by wild whoops and
unearthly yells, until the smaller children begin to scream

from sheer fright; for now the mothers forcibly lay

down on the ground all the younger ones who cannot

be persuaded into doing so, and an Umiagi jumps over

each one, from the tiny mite, just learning to crawl, to

urchins of from twelve to fourteen years of age. After

all the little ones of the neighbourhood have been
" jumped," the performers go off and kindle a fire to
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burn their Umtagati, and as it is always made of the

.greenest rushes, it takes some time before it is consumed.

Any garment, or ornament, which a girl happened to wear

whilst playing Umtagati, must also be burnt, otherwise

the efficacy of the charm is quite destroyed.

Among the charms to prevent sickness from visiting a

kraal, is the umkuba or custom of the girls herding the

cattle for a day. No special season of the year is set

apart for this custom. It is merely enacted when diseases

are known to be prevalent. On such an occasion, all the

girls and unmarried women of a kraal rise early in the

morning, dress themselves entirely in tlieir brothers' skins,

and taking their " knobkerries " and sticks, open the cattle

I>en or kraal, and drive the cattle away from the vicinity

of the homestead, none of these soi-distant herds return-

ing home, or going near a kraal, until sunset, when they

bring the cattle back. No one of the opposite sex dares

go near the girls on this day, or speak to them.

CUSTOMS.

The Zulus, I believe, never allow hopelessly deformed

children to live, but I do not think that they actually kill

a deformed child, in cold blood. The following incident,

which came under my own observation, illustrates, prob-

ably the usual mode of putting such a child out of the

world.

A young married woman, living on my father's farm,

had a baby born to her; but it was shortly discovered that

there was something wrong with the little one, and when

it was about a month old, the mother found that she could

Tiot place it in a sitting posture on her lap;—it seemed,

indeed, as if it had no hip joints ; and, moreover, it never

took notice of things as other babies do; nor did it cry

after the usual manner of babies, only occasionally mak-

ing a kind of croaking and choking noise. The mother

-was naturally greatly distressed about it, but always
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hoped it would " grow strong and come right." At the

end of a year, however, the child had grown very littloj

and was as helpless and deformed as on the day of its.

birth. Meeting the mother about this time, I was surprised

to observe that she had not the usual little helpless

bundle tied on her back; but, as she appeared more de-

pressed and mournful in her manner than ever, I re-

frained from asking her what had become of her baby.

Some time afterwards, I learned from other natives that

the child was no more; although no one said it was dead;

and I found, on further inquiry, that the father had, a

few weeks before, gone away at daybreak one morning,

with the baby, and a kid, to a large forest in the neigh-

bourhood, which was known to be the hiding-place of a

leopard. He tied the kid to a branch of a bush, and
placed the unhappy little bundle of deformity close be-

side it. The kid would bleat, and then—my informant

chose to leave the.equal fate which would doubtless befall

the two helpless little creatures to my imagination.

A child very often has a name assigned to it long be-

fore it is born; probably because it is not considered'

etiquette for the people of the bridegroom's kraal to

speak to, or of the bride, by her own name, and she is,

therefore, frequently known as " The mother of So-and-

so," before even the marriage ceremony has taken place

;

although women more correctly take the name, or sur-

name, of their father, on their marriage. Thus a woman,
whose father's name is ]iba, is known as oka-Jiba, literally^

"She of Jiba" {i.e., Daughter of Jibd). But, should a

woman be known as "The mother of Nobatagati" at her

marriage, her first child will receive that name, if it be a

girl. If a boy, the masculine form 'Mtagati would be

used.

There seems to be no special ceremony when the child

is named ; the father, or grandfather, merely stating before
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a few people, when the little one is a few weeks old, that

it is called So-and-so,—giving it a name referring to

something which may have happened either during the

marriage negotiations of its mother, or at its birth. This

is known as its " great " or true name ; for, it will receive

many nicknames, or names of butshinga (mischief), before

it reaches the sere and yellow leaf. This year, for instance,

many children will receive the name of Cetshwayo, or of

some battle field, or imfi; already I know three babies

who are thriving under the respective names of Cetshwayoy

Sikuku* and Ngobamakosi.

E. G. CARBUTT.

* This is the Zulu, aad, I believe, the real name of the Ghief

whom the newspapers call Secocoeni.
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MUCH SEARCHING DISTURBS THINGS THAT
WERE LYING STILL.

[ = Quieia non movere.'\

(Contributed by the Rev. W. Henry R. Bevan.)

A man went out to cut wood; he tried the trees as he

passed along, but they were all bad; so he climbed up a

rock, and at last he saw a good tree. So then he took a

rock, and rolled it down from under the tree; the rock

rolled down, and went into a bush, and disturbed a duiker.

The duiker ran, and got into a bush. A buffalo happened

to be lying in the bush. The buffalo ran away, (for) it

was afraid of the duiker. The buffalo met a man who
was hunting, and it killed him. But when people saw the

vultures, they ran, and found the man dead. They did

not know what had killed him. So then they stood and
asked one another, " What was this man killed by ?"

Then they saw a hoof (-print). " A fine hoof (-print) of a

buffalo !—When the buffalo went out for to kill the man,

where did it come from?" They followed it by the hoof

(-print); they found it came out of a bush. They said,

" When the buffalo came out of the bush, what disturbed

it ?" They looked for what had disturbed it." They
saw the hoof (-print) of the duiker. They asked one

another, "When the duiker went for to disturb the buffalo,

where did it come from ?" and they, too, followed it by

the hoof (-print) ; they said, " The duiker came out of

this bush. But when the duiker went for to come out of

this bush, what disturbed it ?" They saw the rock ; they

said, " This rock when it went for to disturb the duiker,

where did it come from ?" They said, " This rock came

from those rocks." They followed it (up), and said,

"What pushed this rock?" They found the rock had

come from under a tree. They said, " Oh ! it was a man
who moved the rock, in cutting down this tree." And so

then they went, and said, " Whatever did that man want?
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There were plenty of trees ; he went and disturbed things

that were lying still."

So this is how the saying began ; and people said, " The
man went out for to cut wood, and disturbed things that

were lying still ! Much searching disturbs things that

were lying still
!"

Thus (the saying) became established.
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Notes on Jlhotlha logolo e cosa li letseng.

(By the Rev. Henry W. Bevan.)

This is an old Secoana saying.

Another form of it is Tlotlo-logolo lo o phage lo cosa li

letseng, which I cannot translate.

I do not understand the grammatical construction of

the proverb in the first form of it which I have given,,

although I have guessed at the general sense of it. I shall

be very glad if someone who knows more Secoana than I

do will explain both forms in the Folk-lore Journal.

The story upon the proverb is in modern Secoana. It

was very well told by a clever young man, who seemed to

repeat it accurately from memory, just as he had heard it

;

and I have written it down verbatim from his lips.

It is full of auxiliary verbs, which are as baffling to a

translator as the Greek particles. One recurring phrase I

have rendered by the provincialism " for to." I did this

just to indicate the redundancy of the orignial : . . . .

The Phuti is a small, mouse-coloured buck. I am told

it is called in Dutch duiker.

In a letter dated Molepolo, Oct. 21st, 1879, the Rev.

Roger Price writes as follows :
—

" I was deeply interested in Bishop Callaway's paper*

which first appeared in the Cape Monthly Magazine . .

" In a foot-note Bishop Callaway says, " It would be

very desirable to know if the Wagzmda have a word cor-

responding to Unkulunkulu." Having a slight knowledge

of the dialects of Eastern Africa, especially of the

Kiswahili, it occurred to me that there was a very striking

correspondence between the very word ' Kintu ' mentioned

by Stanley, and Unkulunkulu. The prefix Ki in Kiswahili

[* The paper here referred to by Mr. Price was entitled " Some
Points of Correspondence between the Folk-lore of Central
Africa and that of the Kafirs, and Chaldea," and appeared in the

Cafe Monthly Magazine for March, 1879.]
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like the prefix Se in Secwana, is frequently used to express

what belongs to or represents or distinguishes the radical

part of the word to which it is prefixed from others. For
instance, Secwana not only means the language of the

Bacwana, but anything and everything which is peculiar

to that people : it is Secwana as distinguished from what
is peculiar to people of other nations. The same is true,

I think, of the prefix Ki in Kiswahili. It strikes me,

therefore, that Kintu would mean a representative man or

person (a kind of abstract humanity). If I am right in

my surmise, it seems to me that it would have a very

striking correspondence to the Unkulunkulu of the Zulus.
" Of course, both the Se of Secwana and the Ki of

Kiswahili have, as well as the more limited use which I

have pointed out, also a much wider and general applica-

tion."

[The Rev. J. Rath (formerly in Hereroland), who read

the above remarks, has added to them the following note:
"' Compare otyiherero, otyindu."]
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMALS, &C., &c.,

AFTER THE CREATION, AS RELATED
BY A KAFIR.*

(Contributed by Mr. Thomas Bain.t)

A very intelligent old Kafir once told me, in a conversa^

tion about the Creation, that the Kafirs fully believed in

a Supreme Being or Te.co (click on the c),t and that their

version of the distribution of animals, &c., &c., after the

Creation was thus :
—

Teco had every description of stock and property.

There were three nations created, viz., the whites, the

Amakosa or Kafirs, and the Amalouw or Hottentots. A
day was apointed for them to appear before the Teco to

receive whatever he might apportion to each tribe. While

they were assembling, a honey bird.ll or honey guide, came

fluttering by, and all the Hottentots ran after it, whistling

and making the peculiar noise they generally do while

following this wonderful little bird. The Teco remon-

strated with them about their behaviour, but to no pur-

pose. He thereupon denounced them as a vagrant race

that would have to exist on wild roots and honey beer,*

and possess no stock whatever.

[* Whether this story is originally a Kafir one, is not yet clear.

A Bayeye version, given to the Rev. C. H. Hahn by Mr.
Edwards, will be found on page 34 of the present number.]

t With regard to the above, Mr. Bain, in a letter dated
Rondebosch, i^th February, 1880, writes as follows:

" Enclosed is a Kafir version of the distribution of animals
after the creation, which I have a distinct recollection of,

although it is many years ago since it was related. It struck
me at the time as being rather a good version, and perhaps on
that account I have such a good recollection of it."

+ [Probably ii'Tixo.']

II
The Hottentots look upon it almost as a sacred duty to follow

the honey guide. I have known them to neglect important
duties, while I have been out Roadsurveying, on the sudden,
appearance of a honey bird, regardless of consequences.

* This is a most intoxicating beverage.
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When the fine herds of cattle were brought, the Kafirs

became very much excited, the one exclaiming, "That
black and white cow is mine !" And another, " That red

cow and black bull are mine !" and so on, till at last the

Teco, whose patience had been severely taxed by their

shouts and unruly behaviour, denounced them as a restless

people, who would only possess cattle.

The whites patiently waited until they received cattle,

horses, sheep, and all sorts of property. Hence, the old

Kafir observed, " You whites have got everything. We
Kafirs have only cattle, while the Amalortw or Hottentots

have nothing."*

(Signed) T. Bain.

* [Apparently the Kafir who narrated the above to Mr. Bain
can only have had impoverished specimens of the Hottentot race
before his eyes.]
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THE OX WHICH RETURNED TO LIFE.

(Contrfbuted 'by flie Rev. William Ireland.)t

Once upon a time these was a king, who Jiad very many
catbtle,; amd among them an 'OX .that was very large. His

oacttle were herded by his son, even the only son, the only

one of his father.

It baippened oae day AMhdle he was herdii^, there came

&n army, and took off those cattle, tqgBther with the boy

;

while they tried to drive thai ox, he refused to .go, and
t-hey said (^or while they say) to !the boy, if he did not

make him go, they would kill him.

So the boy began singii^, in these words :
" Semkuya,

Semkuya, we are going to Magaguye, go on, then, go on,

then, we are killed, the world is dead, just dead." And
truly the ox went on.

They went on, the boy still repeating the same words,

and the ox did not stand still till they arrived at home.

When he was at the entrance (of the kraal understood) he

stood still, the boy repeated, the boy :
" Semkuya, Sem-

kuya, we are going to Magaguye, go in then, go in then, we
are killed, all nations they see that we are killed, the world

is dead, just dead"; the ox tried to go in but was unable,

because the gate was too small ; the kraal being broken

down, he went in.

It happened on the morrow, the king said, let him be

slaughtered. All his people gathered together ; when any-

+ [This and the following piece of Native literature in Zulu
were originally written down by Jeremiah Mali, a Native
Teacher belonging to the American Mission in Natal, and were
sent to the Grey Library by the Rev. William Ireland in 1878.

The latter gentleman has recently been so good as to forward a
second copy of these tales, accompanied not only by the trans-
lation here printed, but also by a literal interlineary one, both
executed by himself. A third version of the story of the boy
and the wonderful ox (given in two versions in the present
number oi the Folk4are Journal) will be found in the Zulu
" Nursery Tales," &c., by the present Bishop of St. John's (Vol.
I.—Part IV., pp. 221-237), entitled Uhongo-pa KtmttngadTiltiLa.'^
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•one tried to stab him, he stabbed himself, up gets another
one, and he stabs himself; they return to the boy, he still

repeating, " Semkuya, Semkuya, we are going to Maga-
guye, be stabbed then, be stabbed then, we are killed, the

nations all see that we are killed, the world is dead,

just " ; so it was stabbed, and died ; they went on skinning

it, until they had finished.

The boy said [that] he must not begin to be eaten by
anyone, but everybody must go and get firewood, in the

bush far away; no one must remain at home, not even a

dog or a fowl ; there must remain himself alone ; and sure

'enough they all went.

When they had gone, the boy remaining behind took

all the pieces and put them, each in their proper places,

and took the skin and covered it (the flesh) and sang,
" Semkuya, Semkuya, we are going to Magaguye, be stuck

'together, then, be stuck together, then; we are killed, the

nations all see, they see that we are killed, the world is

dead, just. And sure enough the ox got stuck together,

and he [the boy] said, go, and the ox went on his way, and
"the boy went along, singing as he went, until he reached

home; he was sought for until they had given him up.

All the people wondered to hear his story.

When they arrived at home with the firewood, those who
^had stolen him found him gone.

And so ended the matter.
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THE STORY OF UMKUYWANA.

(Contributed by the Rev. William Ireland.

J

There was once a king who had an ox that was very

large indeed. He also had some sons. It happened that

after a time there was bom to him another son, whose-

name was Umkuywana.
The king told the boy to sleep with the large ox. And

sure enough the boy slept in the kraal with that ox, until

he grew up.

It happened when the boy grew up his father said he-

must herd the cattle, for he was afraid, he said, lest his

brothers come and wrest from him his inheritance; and
sure enough then the boy herded. It happened while he

was herding, he was overpowered by sleep, and went fast

to sleep. It happened, while he slept, there came thieves ;.

said one of them, " Let us kill him." But another said,

"No; the child, even if he wakes up, he can't do any-

thing." So they left him alone, and drove off the cattle,

and away they went with them.

However, that large ox remained, and it also slept.

When the ox waked up he went to the boy and shook him,

but the boy did not wake up, and so he left him and fol-

lowed the other cattle. So on he slept and slept, this same-

boy, and then awoke. When he had awakened, he could

no longer see the cattle. He then searched and searched,

until he discovered their tracks; he followed after them.

At length, climbing up a little hill, he saw them on the-

other side of a river; he went on down to the river.

When he reached the river it was full ; he threw his

snuffbox on the other side; after that, he threw his

walking-sticks ; after that he threw his unutya, but never-

theless the river did not go down, so then he threw himself

in. It so happened that, when he was in the middle of

the river, it went down, so he crossed over; he went on,

and followed the cattle; they still waiting for him, those-
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same thieves, and went along with him, together with the

cattle, going homeward.
It happened when they were just reaching home, there

came out women, and shouted, saying, " To-day there is

eaten up even the herder of them ! Hurrah !" The chief

of that kraal then called that same boy, saying he wished

to see him. When the chief saw he vi'as a pretty boy, he

said he must be his second son. So they grew up together,.

he and the chief's son.

It happened, when they had become young men, it

happened that the ox, that same large one, was
slaughtered. They tried to slaughter the ox, but he

would not fall down until the sun became hot. Then
the chief called the herder of those cattle. Said the

herder, "When it (the ox) is dead and skinned, it must

not be roasted or eaten ; let it be just put together in a

pile, in the house, in one house ; then the people must

all go and bathe, in a river, far away. And truly, when

the ox died, it was done unto him according to the saying

of the herder, but he went and lay down (slept) in his

house.

When all the people were gone, the Ancestral spirits

came and eat up all the meat, and when the people

returned from bathing, they found all the meat eaten up.

They inquired of the herdsman. He replied he did not

know; perhaps in bathing they had left some spots, and

the meat had been eaten by the Ancestral spirits.

There the matter ended.
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[HOW] THE CHILDREN OF THE BAFURUTSI

SEPARATED FROM THEIR FATHERS.

(Contributed by the Rev. W. Henry R. Bevan.)*

Long, long ago, the boys and girls were at play in the

evening. They were playing outside of the town; they

were not inside it. And so, while they were at play, one

[of them} said, " Pulungoane\* PulungoaneV—bleating

like a Pulungoane, " Ao—o—o—o—o—o ," and made
them flee. There were a number in front, and they ran,

those who were behind followed; and he who was laet

[of all], [the one] who did the Pulungoane, he too fol-'

lowed and ran after them. So then they ran hard; they

ran away ; and they never came back again.

They went to live at Choenyane, and built a town there

towards the West, at Motlhoare. They became very rich.

Their rubbish heaps are very high; they are equal to

mountains; they are enormous.

When the Batlhoaro went to hunt, they found them, and

asked them, "Who are you, and where do you come

from?" And they said, "We are Bachoeng." And they

said, " When did you come here ?" And they said, " We
* [The above Setshuana story was given to Mr. Bevan by one

of the Batlhoaro. In a letter, transmitting the story and accom-
panying Notes, dated Kimbeley, May 2yth, 1879, Mr. Bevan
writes with regard to the Native narrator as follows :

—
" I do not

think he speaks very good Secoana, but you have the language
verbatim as it fell from his lips. I have taken the liberty of
arranging his story a little, since he did not give it me in a
consecutive statement, but in answer to questions."]
The Batlhoaro (or Batlhwaro), Mr. Bevan tells us, " live about

Kuruman, Dr. Moffat's mission station." He adds that their

name is said to be derived from Motlhoare, an olive tree."]

[t In this and the following piece of Native Literature, an ng
has had to be substituted for the « with the mark " over it,

used by Mr. Bevan.]

* The narrator says that the Ptiliingoane is a black buck, with
horns bent in the middle, like a man's elbows. He says that the
game of Puhingoane is a common one among the Becoana
children.
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came when we were still children." So then they (the

Batlhoaro) arrived (at home), and told their (the

Bachoeng's) fathers ; but they were prevented by the sun

;

they did not go to see them. In that land, there is no

water; they were prevented by thirst from going to see

them. But it was the Batlhoaro who found them, for

they drink the kgengoe* As for the Batlhaping, they

cannot manage the kgengoe. If they drink the kgengoe^

they will die.t

* The Kgengoe I make out to be the wild melon.

t The narrator explains that since they are not accustomed to

it, it will not relieve their thirst; and. so they will die of thirst

in the desert just as though they had not drunk anything.
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SOME BELIEFS CONCERNING THE
BAKGALAGALL*

(Contributed by the Rev. W. Henry R. Bevan.)

The Bakgalagali put their things in the veldt in the

Camel-Thorn tree ; they make a house aloft to keep (their)

things safe there.

The things that are hung up (in the trees) have deadly

poison (on them). They keep their skins of wild animals

safe (in this way), in order that their masters may not

take them.

If anyone shall climb up there, and take them, they

do not kill him with (their) hands : he will die in the

veldt. Sometimes a lion kills him ; or a thorn pierces his

foot, and he dies. Sometimes he enters his home, greets

his children and all his friends and his wife, goes into

the house, takes his gun, and kills himself. Sometimes

as soon as he first perceives the tops of his houses, and
while he is still far off, he falls down dead (lit. " he dies

only ").

A man whom I knew [said the narrator], a Motlhaping

(named) Sebekeli, who had been to hunt in the Kgalagali,

and had beaten a Mokgalagali—just as he was returning

to his home^he had others with him, his comrades—as

the tops of the houses were just coming in sight, fell

down dead. The waggon turned back, they took him to

the burial place; they went and buried him.

[* With regard to the above (given by the narrator already
mentioned on page 30), Mr. Bevan remarks :

" It is rather
interesting to see how the Bakgaiagali, a weak and timorous
race, are protected by the notion that it is uncanny to meddle
with them."
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The following notes regarding Betshuana tribes, also kindly
sent by Mr. Bevan, in answer to inquiries, will be of interest
here.

"ANSWERS TO QUERIES ABOUT BECOANA TRIBES."

"We are very much in the dark as to their history. I am
learning to believe that there are two main branches now extant
from a primeval Secona stock —the Batlhafing and the Bafu-
rutsi. The SetUiaping language seems to me to be in a very
unaltered state.

" The habitat of the Batlhaping is to the West; that of the
Bafurutsi to the East.

" I cannot find out the derivation of the name Bafurutsi.

" The Barolong and the Bakoena are both said to be offshoots
of the Bafurutsi.

"The Ba.kwena and the Bachweng are quite distinct subtribes.

" The Batlhwaro live about Kuruman, Dr. Moffat's mission
station. Their name is said to be derived from Molthoare, an
olive tree.

" The Bakgalagali, ' people of the desert ' (Kgalagali), are said
to be degenerate, half-starved Batlhwaro. They have flocks of
sheep and goats ; but no large cattle. They live mainly by
hunting. They are serfs to the Batlhwaro at present; but they
have serfs under them, Masoroa, some sort of Baroa (Bushmen).

" The Bakgalagali are said to speak a distinct dialect of
Secoana. Their habitat is far to the westward of this (i.e.,

Christiana, Kimberley, whence Mr. Bevan writes). I have never
seen any of them. The Missionaries at Kuruman would be able
to tell you more about them."]
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" TRADITION OF THE BAYEYE."*

(Written by Mr. Edwards.)

Towards the sunrising, where the clouds meet the earth,,

Urezhwa, the great Being, created men and animals. He-

formed them first of clay, and then put life into them.

The Bayeye claim to he the firstborn of mankind and.

received their present name of Bayeye, which signifies

men, or people; or perhaps it may stand for "human," as

they often apply the singular Moyeye to any stranger,

whether of their tribe or not. After the Bayeye, came the

Bushmen, Becuana, and other black tribes. The white-

men were formed last.

At the creation, each tribe received the different arms

and implements, which still distinguish them—as the

Bushmen their bows and ariows, the Becuana the spear

and shield, &c., &c. The Bayeye received a small model

of a canoe, formed partly of wood and partly of clay.

They were told [to] fell a large tree [and] work it into

the shape of the model, and it would float upon the

water, and with it they could traverse the rivers. They
account for the white men being so much richer and wiser

by saying the whites were not so greedy as the black.

At the creation, the black men were impatient, and cried

* The above curious account is contained in part of a manu-
script formerly given to the Rev. Dr. C. H. Hahn by Mr.
Edwards, the remainder of which appears to have been lost

through the fire which occurred on board the steamer " Windsor
Castle" in 1874. The Rev. Dr. Hahn, in a letter dated St.

Martin's Parsonage (Cape Town), February 14th, '80, writes
regarding it as follows •

" The other day * * * I found the enclosed paper, which is a
part of Mr. Edwards' account of Bushmen and Bayeye Traditions)
&c., of which I told you before, that it was lost, when we had
the fire on board the " Windsor Castle." I cannot account for
it, how this sheet strayed between my papers, which were not
affected by that catastrophe. Looking it through I thought that
it might be worth while to give it a place in the Folk-lore
Journal, giving some of the customs. and ideas of a remarkable
tribe the Bayeye on the banks of the Tioghe and Ngami, of
<vhose history as yet nothing is known."
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out, " Give us our things, and let us go." The whites

were patient, and waited, and so received all the best

gifts, wisdom, riches, &c., &c.

Urezhwa, after creating men, lived with them for a

time, and took a wife. This wife, once upon a time, fell

sick, and he set off in a canoe to procure medicine for

her, leaving orders that, in case she died during his

absence, she was not to be thrown away. Shortly after

his departure she died, and, becoming putrid, the Bayeye
threw her away. When Urezhwa returned, he was very

angry when he found they had disobeyed his orders. So
he told them that, if they had kept her, he would have

restored her to life again ; and, in the same manner, when
they died, they should have returned again. But now
they should die and never return again. He then left

them and went up above into the heavens, where he is

often seen to pass, and his voice also heard. When
passing over the heavens, he passes very rapidly and

with a great light. This is most probably a meteor.

The Bayeye have the remains of a system of worship

still amongst them. In every village, a place of sacrifice

(or, perhaps, altar, is found). It is a circular enclosure

—

sometimes with a stage in it—occupying the centre of

the village. Here the priest—who is always the head-

man or chief—presides. No women are allowed to enter,

neither young men. All the skulls of game killed are

placed here. When an animal is killed, the priest selects

certain parts, and exposes them on the stage for certain

days, for the benefit of the Batottee, or departed spirits.

They are afterwards taken down, and eaten by the priest

and some of the old men who are initiated in the

mysteries. A great quantity of different kinds of medi-

cine, fat of snakes, &c., is always found in these places.

The Batottee are propitiated, upon all occasions, by

offerings of meat. Should anyone fall sick, the Doctor

is called, to " divine." This he does by burying an axe
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handle in the ground, and beating the ground firmly

all around it. He then runs his thumb and fore&nger

along it—the other fingers resting upon it—as if trying

to force it out. After a great deal [of] hissing, with

which he accompanies the effort, the axe handle flies out.

He then communicates his discovery, which is invariably

the same in every case. The sick man's fathers are angry

with him for neglecting them. He is told to take a piece

of meat, offer up a prayer, and place the meat on the

hedge round his hut.

Another curious custom amongst the Bayeye is the fact

of no chief being succeeded by his sons. His successor

must be the son of a brother, or, rather, the son of a sister.

This must be one cause of [Here the fragment

abruptly ends].
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BUSHMAN FOLK-LORE.

L

'(Contributed by a member of the Working Committee of

the South African Folk-lore Society.)

The following translations of two short pieces of

Bushman folk-lore are here given in accordance with a

wish to this effect which has been expressed from Europe.

As no type as yet exists in South Africa by which the

Bushman language can be suitably represented in print,

it is not possible, on the present occasion, to give the

original texts side by side with the translations. The
latter have, however, been made with the assistance of

the narrator, and adhere as closely as practicable to the

original ; the slightly varied repetitions which occur in

the original text having usually been retained, at the

risk of wearying the reader, so as to convey a more faith-

ful representation of the style. The narrator of the

following pieces, a Bushman named jkan kass'o, from

the so-called Bushmanland to the South of the Orange

River, is the son-in-law of Dr. Bleek's excellent old

Eushman teacher, // kabbo, now dead.
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The Son of the Wind.

(Related by jhan kass'o.*)

The windt was formerly still. And he rolled (a ball)

to !nd-ka-ti.* He exclaimed, " Oh, Ind-ka-ti ! There

it goes!" And Ind-ka-ti exclaimed, "Oh, comrade!

there it goes!" because Ind-ka-ti did not know his (the

other one's) name. Therefore, Ind-ka-ti. said, "Oh, com-

rade ! There it goes !" He who was the wind, he was the

one who said, "Oh, lnd-ka-ti\ There it goes!"

Therefore, Ind-ka-ti went to question his mother about

the other one's name. He exclaimed, " Oh, our mother

!

Utter for me yonder comrade's name; for comrade utters

my name; I do not utter comrade's name. I would also

utter comrade's name when I am rolling (a ball) to him.

For I do not utter cofnrade's name; I would also utter

his name when I roll a ball to him." Therefore his

mother exclaimed, " I will not utter to thee comrade's

name. For thou shalt wait; that father may first shelter

for us the hut;t that father may first strongly shelter

the hut;+ and then I will utter for thee comrade's name.

And thou shalt, when I have uttered for thee comrade's

name, thou must, when I am the one who has uttered for

thee comrade's name, . . . thou must scamper away,

thou must run home, that thou mayst come into the hut,

* fhan kass'o had the above story from his mother, / abbi-
an, daughter of Tsd-tsi and kammi.

+ The narrator explains that the Son of the Wind is here
meant. " The Young Wind," explains the narrator, " blew,
while the Young Wind felt that its parents seemed formerly to

have blown ; for they were the wind. Therefore, they blew.
For (my) people were not those who talked to me about the
Wind's parents ; for, they merely talked to me about the Young
Wind."

* The name of fnd-ka-ti my informant appears to be unable
to explain, as well as the two names of the Wind's Son, which
are given later. It seems, however, probable (for reasons which
it would take too long to state here) that the two latter names
may bear reference to noise.

t They possessed a hut, probably a mat hut ; the hut was small.

ti.e., make a strong shelter of bushes over the mat hut.
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whilst thou feelest that the wind would blow thee away."
Therefore the child went away ; they (the two children)

went to roll (the ball) there. Therefore, he {'.nd-ka-ti)

again went to his mother, he again went to question his

mother, about the other one's name. And his mother
ex.c\2i\m^d," Ihriien-\kuan-\kuan it is; \gau-'\gaubu-ti

it is. He is /drriien- I kuan-\ kzian; he is \gati-\gaubu-ti,

he \erriten-\kuan-\kuan'

Therefore, \na-ka-ti went away. He went to roll (the

ball) there, while he did not utter the other one's name,
because he felt that his mother was not the one who had
thus spoken to him. She said, " Thou must not at first

utter comrade's name. Thou must, at first, be silent,

even if comrade be the one who is uttering thy name.

Therefore, thou shalt, when thou hast uttered comrade's

name, thou must run home, whilst thou feelest that the

wind would blow thee away."

Therefore, \nd-ka-ti went away. They went to roll

(the ball) there, while the other was the one who uttered

his 'ylnd-ka-tis) name; while he felt that he {'.nd-ka-ti)

intended that his father might first finish sheltering the

hut, and (when) he beheld that his father sat down, then

he would, afterwards utter the other one's name, when he

saw that his father had finished sheltering the hut.

Therefore, when he beheld that his father finished shel-

tering the hut, then he exclaimed, " There it goes ! Oh
jerriten-\kuan-\kuan\ There it goes! Oh, \gau-\

gaubu-ti ! There it goes !" And he scampered away, he

ran home ; while the other one began to lean over, and the

other one fell down. He lay kicking (violently) upon the

flat ground. Therefore the people's huts vanished away;

the win dblew away their sheltering bushes, together with

Ihe huts, while the people could not see for the dust.

Therefore, his (the wind's) mother came out of the hut*

* Her hut had remained standing, while it felt that they
themselves were the wind.
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{i.e., out of the wind's hut); his mother came to raise

him up; his mother, grasping (him) set him on his feet.

Therefore the wind became still ; while the wind had,

at first, while it lay, made the dust rise. Therefore, we
who are Bushmen, we are wont to say, " The wind seems,

to have lain down, for it does not gently blow ( = it blows

very strongly). For, when it stands (upright), then it is

wont to be still, if it stands; for it seems to have lain

down when it feels like this. Its knee is that which

makes a noise, if it lies down, for its knee does make
a noise. I had wished that it might be gently blowing

for us, that we might go out ; that we might ascend

yonder (hill), that we might look at yonder (dry) river-

bed behind (the hill). For we have driven away the

springbok from this place. Therefore, the springbok

have gone to yonder (dry) river-bed, behind (the hill).

For we have not a little shot springbok here (i.e., at this

place); for we have shot, letting the sun set, at the

springbok here."
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The Wind.

(Related by jhan kass'o.)

The windt was formerly a person. He became a

feathered thingj (i.e., a bird). And he flew, while he no

longer walked as formerly ; for he flew, and he dwelt in

the mountain (that is, in a mountain hole). Therefore,

he flew. He was formerly a person. Therefore he

formerly rolled (a ball) ; he shot ; while he felt that he

was a person. He became a feathered thing; and then,

he flew, and he inhabited a mountain hole. And he was

coming out of it, he flew about, and he returns home to

it. And he comes to sleep in it ; and he early awakes

(and) goes out of it ; he flies away ; again, he flies away.

And he again returns home, while he feels that he has

sought food. And he eats, about, about, about, about,

he again returns home. And he again comes to sleep in

it (that is, in his hole).

[That this curious belief (i.e., that the wind now wears

the form of a bird) was even lately in active existence

among the Bushmen, the following will suffice to show.

1 1gob ka \kui (i.e., "Smoke Man," the only son of

I jkabbo's, and brother to the narrator's wife) saw the

wind, when a child, at mountains at a place called by

the Bushmen , and by Europeans, " Haarfontein."

Believing it to be only a certain kind of bird (the Bush-

man name for which is ! kuerre- ! kuerre, he threw a

stone it it. And the wind burst, blew very hard, and

raised the dust, because he (j j
g6d-ka-\kui) had intended

to throw a stone at it. The wind had (previously ?) in-

tended to fly away. It went into a mountain hole, and

t The wind's son is meant here.

t " The wind was formerly a person ; he became a feathered
thing. Therefore, he is tied up in stuff." The word .' i, here

translated " stuff," is used by the Bushmen in conversation with
Europeans to indicate cloth, calico, &c., &c., and the narrator

explains that the shin of the wind is that which they (here)

call .' i.
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burst, blowing very hard. The boy, being afraid, and
unable to see his master's sheep for the dust, went home,

and sat under the hut's sheltering bushes, wishing that the

'dust might settle; and the sheep returlifed by themselves.

The narrator (who has himself acted as shepherd, adds,

that "Africander" sheep will do this, but notthe " Va'r-

land " sheep, which remain where they were left.]
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The Lost Sons (or Children) of God.

(Translated from the Rev. L. Dahle's Specimens of

Malagasy Folklore, by Miss Cameron.)*

This is a tale which was common to the ancients long
ago, when they met together for conversation. The Sons
of God, said they, descended upon the earth. And
Rakoriaho and Ravao were their nurses. And these

-sons of God were lost, and could not be found, both
they and their nurses. And all things whatsoever sought
them; whether the stones that were below the ground, or

the trees that pervaded the earth, or the people who
^dwelt upon the earth, and the water and the beasts. Like-

wise the living creatures and the things without life

—

-each and all sought them—for the sons of God were lost.

Nevertheless, they were not found by any one of them
all. And' so they sentto inquire of God. And when
the messenger was come, God spake, saying, " Let each

one stop in his way." And some of the stones had gone

searching down below the ground, and pieces of the trees

that had also been buried in the ground (while searching)

Tiappened accidentally to meet the word of God, saying,

" Stop " ; and this, it is said, is the season why there are

some stones below the ground ; and the trees, with roots in

the earth, and stems appearing to view; but, if the roots

and the stems separate, the trees are dead. [Hence, por-

tions of trees found under the surface of the ground. t]

*LThe original of this is entitled Ny Zanak' Andriamanitra
VERY, and is found on pp. 267 and 268 of Specimens of Malagasy
.Folk-lore, edited by the Rev. L. Dahle, of the isorwegian
Mission in Madagascar (Antanaiiarivo, 1877), forming No. 28
of the therein-contained Angano na Arira (Legends or Fables).

This and the two following translations have been made with
Mr. Dahle's permission.]

t [The above words in brackets have been added by the
translator, who did not like to depart from the original in the
translation itself, but feels sure that this is the meaning of the
•" ancients."]
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And the people, moreover, it is said, dispersed them-
selves, going north and west and south seeking; and
finally going east. (Hence, it is believed, some pray
looking eastward.) And that is the reason why men
have been scattered abroad in different lands. And God
also spoke, saying, "Let not the name Rakoriaho fall

from your lips "* (from this, it is said, arose the greet-

ing to strangers, Akory Ravao, i.e., "How are you.?");

and the idea is as if to say, " Is Rakoriaho there ?" And
dogs were protectors of Ravao; and God spoke yet

again, saying, "Let not the name Ravao fall from your

lips." That is the reason of dogs always saying Vovo-

(barking) ; and the idea of this also is as though one

should say, "Is Ravao there?" And the cause of the

sons of God being lost, was connected with the waters.

And God spoke thus unto the waters, " Ye shall £nd no
rest by day or by night until Rakoriaho and Ravao are

found." And, for this reason, the waters go on day
and night,' still seeking for Rakoriaho and Ravao, for,

it is they who are the nurses of the sons (or children) of

God.

* [This, from the context, would appear to mean, "Let not
the name Rakoriaho be disused among you." Although the
translator has not herself met with a native bearing the name
Rakoriaho, the name of the other nurse, Ravao, is, this lady
informs us, as common among the Malagasy, as " Mary " among;
the English.]
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Rafotsibe and Ikotofetsy and Imahaka.

(Translated from the Rev. L. Dahle's Specimens of

Malagasy Folk-lore, by Miss Cameron.)*

There was an old woman {Rafotsibe), who tended

sheep in a certain dell ; and it is said that this old woman
had a disease in her eyes (probably inflammation of the

eyelids). And Ikotofetsy and Imahaka came to that place

and saluted Rafotsibe, and when they had ended the

salutation, they told her that she and they were

inhabitants of the same place (though they were in truth

strangers). And when the two men saw that Rafotsibe'

s

eyes were diseased, they said to her, " We are
.
physi-

cians." Rafotsibe was then excited, and asked them to

give her medicine for her eyes. To this they agreed;,

and they closed up her eyes with some glutinous sub-

stance so that she was unable to open her eyes in the least.

Then Rafotsibe spoke again, and said, " Take it away,,

gentlemen, I pray you, for I cannot see." But they said,

" Endure patiently for a while, for otherwise you cannot

be cured." Now the reason of their doing this was that

they might remove her sheep to a considerable distance.

And Rafotsibe, it is said, was quite unable to reach her

home, and some wood-gatherers took her by the hand (as

one blind), until she arrived at the town; but the sheep

had been taken away by the two men.

The Malagasy original of the above-given translation occurs

on pp. 2Q3 and 2g4 of Mr. Dahle's already-mentioned Sfecimens,

where it forms No. 43 of the Angano na Arira.

A much longer account of the adventures of Ikotofetsy and
Mahaka was presented by the late Mr. James Cameron in 1865,

and exists in manuscript in the Grey Library. Of this story,

which contains ten chapters, besides two in an appendix, one-

chapter (V.) was given by Dr. Bleek in Part I. of his paper

entitled, "African Folk-lore" (Cafe Monthly Magazine, Vol. I.,

pp. 174-176), and the remainder, with the exception of Chapter

VI., in Part II. of the same paper (C. M. M., Vol. III., pp..

334-344).
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The Manner in which Ikotofetsy and Imahaka

came by their death.

(Translated from the Rev. L. Dahle's Specimens of

Malagasy Folk-lore, by Miss Cameron.)*

It happened on a certain day that Ikotofetsy and
Imahaka were returning from a journey, and as they

passed by a valley they saw an old women {Rafotsibe)

plucking out the young rice-plants (for transplanting);

it is said that they approached her craftily, and began

to impose upon her ; and thus they spoke, saying, " See

here, O Grandmother ! Is it because you are childless

that you are plucking out the rice-plants in this great

heat ?" And Rafotsibe answered and said, " I am not

childless. Sons, but my daughter is dead; my son is

living." Then Ikotofetsy and Imahaka spoke again,

saying, " Where is he now ?" And Rafotsibe said, " He
is gone trading; ajid when one month is past he will be

Iiere." And when the two men heard that they were

pleased, and said to Rafotsibe, " Go home, then grand-

mother, and let us pluck out your rice-plants
;
you are

weary, and we have relations old as you are, and we like

not to see you at work." Then Rafotsibe replied, "I
thank you, children ; may you be blessed of the ancestors

and of God; and may you reach unto old age like mine."

So Rafotsibe went home, and cooked food for the two

men; but after she had been gone a little while, the two

men cut the young rice-plants with knives, instead of

plucking them up by hand. And when it was time for

the labourers in the rice-ground to go home, these two

men went up and came to Rafotsibe. Then she served

the rice and the fowl (for she had killed a cock for them).

* The Malagasy original of the above translation forms No. 23
of the Argano na Arira, and will be found on pp. 244-246 of Mr.
Dahle's Sfecunens. In the version communicated to Dr. Bleek
by the late Mr, James Cameron, Ikotofetsy and Mahaka have
a different end.
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And when they had eaten, they said to Rafotsibe, " Go>

along, grandmother, and look at your rice-plants." And
she said, "Yes; children," and went away. Then, as

soon as she had gone, these two men collected everything

they could carry away with them; and they took the

cooking pots and the dishes and covers, and placed them
inside a mat, which they put into Rafotsibe's bed. Now,
when Rafotsibe came in from the field she was angry,

and looked around towards the bed, and there, behold the

mat, with pots and dishes and covers; she thought that

Ikotofetsy and Imahaka were hidden there; so she took

the fanoto (the rice-pounding pole), and struck and beat

until all these things were crushed to pieces ; then she

opened the mat, and there she beheld the things broken

and smashed to pieces. Then Rafotsibe s distress in-

creased greatly. Notwithstanding all this, Ikotofetsy

and Imahaka ceased not from practising their deceit upon

this poor old woman, and again they returned. And one

day, it is said, Rafotsibe was weeding the manioc, and

these two men disguised themselves and came up to her.

And, as they came, they pretended to be lame, and

sobbed and cried, and they said, "We feel pity for you,

O grandmother!" while, at the same time they took the

spades into their hands. But she guessed what their in-

tentions were, and went away home to cook food for

them. And when she was come (to the house), she dug a

hole underneath the wall, near the sheep-pen, and laid

a heap of manure, &c., for she intended to burn those two

men together with the house that night; she would get

cut at the hole, while the door would be fastened on the

outside, so that the two men should be unable to get

out. And when all was arranged, Rafotsibe went

away and killed a nice pullet, and boiled a little rice.

And when these two men came in from the manioc-

ground (they had again rooted up and spoiled ihe

manioc-plants of Rafotsibe') the old woman said to them.
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" I have prepared only a little rice and a small fowl for

this meal, but, for to-night, I will kill you a fat-tailed

sheep, that you may have something to carry home to

your wives and children and servants." And when the

two men heard that they were very glad. They cut up
and divided the mutton, and when they had eaten

abundantly, they lay down to sleep. And, when their

slumber was deep, Rafotsibe crept away, and went out at

the hole; she set fire to the house, and the two men
perished there.
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A TRUE STORY.

(Contributed by the Rev. William Murray, of Ugie, St.

John's Territory.)*

"No; Mr , but say what you will against it

(against belief in ghosts), I believe in ghosts, for I have

seen one with my own eyes, and ' seeing is believing,' is

it not ?

" One night, I was on the road (with my waggon) from

Cradock to Port Elizabeth. There were quite a number

•of waggons, and mine was the foremost.
" Well, (as) the road was very good, and the night clear,

all the other fellows were (riding) on the waggons,

together with the leaders, and every one of them fast

asleep. Just I alone was awake, because my waggon was

the foremost.
" Well, just at midnight, when we were entering a

forest, I observed something white in the road before

me. It came up along the roadside. It was (like) a

great black and white ox; and as he approached the

oxen they became dreadfully terrified, until he passed

my waggon ; and, when he was passing the other

waggons, their oxen were just as afraid of him. So I

knew that it was a ghost, and no ox."*

*[In a letter, dated July 28tk, 1879, the Rev. Mr. Murray
-informs us that the above story was related to him by a Dutch
farmer in his district.]

* As another proof that South African ghosts do not always
adopt the human shape, my maid-servant insists that she once
saw a ghost, and on asking her to describe it, she said :

" Het
was net lijk een grootwit paard ; " just like a great big white

'

horse, which kept appearing and vanishing at intervals.
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South African Art.

(An extract from a letter written by Mr. C. S. Orpen.)

In a letter dated Smithfield (O.F.S.), i^th February,

1880, the above-named gentleman writes as follows:

" I was lately in Elands berg, over Caledon, looking;

for some caves, and a Boer lady, at whose house I was,

opened a door of an inner room and shewed me her

wall adorned by several hundred paintings, by a Mosuto
who had been brought up with Bushmen in the Maulti.

They were very well done. All sorts of game, Boers

on horseback, natives in costume and with arms, a hotel

and stable with horses being led in. I am trying to find

the Mosuto, who is named ' Ratel.' 'Ratel' drew 12 pet

diem, and considered that a day's work."

[If only this Mosuto could be found, something might

probably be ascertained from him regarding the method
of painting pursued by Bushman artists, at all events hy
those of more recent times.]
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THE LION AND THE JACKAL : A HOTTENTOT
STORY.

(Contributed by Mr. Thomas Bain.)*

The Lion and the Jackal agreed to hunt on shares, for

the purpose of laying in a stock of meat for the winter

months for their families.

As the Lion was by far the more expert hunter of the

two, the Jackal suggested that he [himself] should be

employed in transporting the game to their dens, and
that Mrs. Jackal and the little Jackals should prepare

and dry the meat ; adding that they would take care that

Mrs. Lion and her family should not want.

This was agreed to by the Lion, and the hunt com-
menced.

*[In a letter (dated Rondebosch, July i7tli, 1880), Mr. Bain
mentions that he has frequently heard the above story related
by Hottentots, " to show how clever and wily the Jackal is."

The incidents of pretending to draw up the lion by a thong
not intended to support his weight, and giving him a heated
stone to swallow, are also met with in two " Jackal Fables,"
given by Dr. Bleek on pp. 5-10 of his " Reynard the Fox in
South Africa; or, Hottentot Fables and Tales" (London, 1864).
These fables are respectively entitled, " The Lion's Share " (No.
3), and "The Jackal's Bride" (No. 4); the source of No. 3
being " a German original manuscript in Sir G. Grey's library,
viz., H. C. Knudsen's " Notes on the Hottentots," pp. ii, 12,"

and that of No. 4 the Hottentot original in " G. Krbnlein's
Manuscript " (also in Sir G. Grey's library), pp. 7, 8. The
killing of the lion by the jackal, by means of a heated stone,

while pretending to give him food, also occurs in a story formerly
related to the writer by the son of a Koranna Hottentot man
and a Bushman woman, printed on pp. 307 and 308 of the
Ca'pe Monthly Magazine for May, 1874 (in company with a
much modernised version of another story, widely spread in

South Africa, here stated to have been related by a Hottentot,
but regarding which no further particulars appeared at the time
of its ]jublication).

The mcident of feigning to draw up the lion to a height which
he wishes to attain, appears also, as a rather favourite one, in

Bushman folk-lore. Here, a thong made from the entrails of a

mouse is, in one instance at least, the means employed for this

purpose; and the story is narrated with pecular enjoyment by
the Bushmen, who appear to have little charity to spare for their

enemy the lion.]
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After a very successful hunt, which lasted for some
time, the Lion returned to see his family, and also to

enjoy, as he thought, a plentiful supply of his spoil

;

when, to his utter surprise, he found Mrs. Lion and all

the young Lions on the point of death, from sheer

hunger, and in a mangy state. The Jackal, it appeared,

had only given them a few entrails of the game, and in

such limited quantities as barely to keep them alive;

always telling them that they [i.e., the Lion and himself]

had been most unsuccessful in their hunting; while his

[own] family was revelling in abundance, and [each

member of it] was sleek and fat.

This was too much for the Lion to bear. He imme-

diately started off in a terrible fury, vowing certain death

to the Jackal and all his family, wherever he should

meet them. The Jackal was more or less prepared for a

storm, and had taken the precaution to remove all his

belongings to the top of a krantz {i.e., a cliff), acces-

sible only by a most difficult and circuitous path, which

he alone knew.

When the Lion saw him on the krantz, the Jackal

immediately greeted him by calling out " Good morning,

Uncle Lion." "How dare you call me Uncle? You
impudent scoundrel !" roared out the Lion, in a voice of

thunder, " after the way [in which] you have behaved

to my family ?" " Oh, Uncle ! Uncle ! How shall I

explain matters? That beast of a wife of mine!"

Whack ! Whack ! [was heard, as] he beat with a stick on

dry hide, which was a mere pretence for Mrs. Jackal's

back; while that lady was preinstructed to scream when-

ever he operated on the hide, which she did with a ven-

geance, joined by the little Jackals, who set up a

most doleful chorus. "That wretch! [said the Jackal].

It is all her doing! I shall kill her straight off!" and

away he again belaboured the hide, while his wife and

children uttered such a dismal howl that the Lion begged
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•of him to leave off flogging his wife. After cooling

down a little, he invited Uncle Lion to come up, and have
something 'o eat. The Lion, after several ineffectual

attempts to scale the precipice, had to give it up.

The Jackal, always ready for emergencies, suggested

that a riem* should be lowered to haul up his Uncle.

This was agreed to, and when the Lion was drawn about

half-way up, by the whole family of Jackals, the riem

was cleverly cut, and down went the Lion, with a tremen-

dous crash, which hurt him very much. Upon this, the

Jackal again performed upon the hide with tremendous

force, for [their] daring to give him such a rotten riem,

and Mrs. Jackal and the little ones responded with some
fearful screams and yells. He then called loudly out

to his wife for a strong buffola riem which would support

any weight. This again was lowered, and fastened to

the Lion, when all hands pulled away at their Uncle ; and,

just when he had reached so far that he could look over

the precipice into the pots, to see all the fat meat cooking,

and all the biltongst hanging out to dry, the riem was

again cut, and the poor Lion fell, with such a force that

he was fairly stunned for some time. After the Lion

had recovered his senses, the Jackal, in a most sympathis-

ing tone, suggested that he was afraid that it was of no

use to attempt to haul him up on the precipice, and recom-

mended, instead, that a nice fat piece of eland's breast be

roasted and dropped into the Lion's mouth. The Lion,

half famished with hunger, and much bruised, readily

accepted the offer, and sat eargerly awaiting the fat

morsel. In the meantime, the Jackal had a round stone

made red-hot, and wrapped a quantity of inside fat, or

suet, round it to make it appear like a ball of fat. When
the Lion saw it held out, he opened his capacious mouth

* i.e., a thong.

[t Biltongs, i.e., dried pieces of meat. The expression is here
-employed for meat cut into pieces for drying.]
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to the utmost extent, and the wily Jackal cleverly-

dropped the hot shot right into it, which ran through the
poor old beast, killing him on the spot.

It need hardly be told that there was great rejoicing-

on the precipice that night.
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A FRAGMENT ILLUSTRATIVE OF RELIGIOUS
IDEAS AMONG THE KAFIRS.

(Contributed by the Right Rev. Henry Callaway,

M.D., D.D., Bishop of St. John's.)*

We have the following saying:—
"He came; Usodumangoshe came; (i)

A barbarian ! (2)

He came without seeing him; (3)

A barbarian !

Concealed by the branch of a tree; (4)

A barbarian !

By the branch of a Yellow-wood Tree. (5)

A barbarian !"

This song was sung before the missionaries came ; when
Ave of the present time hear it we call it a fiction ; for the

sayings of those who have been, we who live now regard

as fictions. But they are not fictions, but the sayings of

men who existed before us. The above song was sung by
Gokozi. (6) Gokozi was one of the women who lived in

ancient times, and by Daus' and Nojiko and Nokika (7).

So the song was sung by the people of that time.

We had this word before the missionaries came ; we had
God (Utikxo) long ago; for a man when dying would

utter his last words, saying, " I am going home, I am
going up on high." (8) For there is a word in a song

which says,

* In a letter dated Umtaia, Dec. \st, iSyg, the Bishop of St.

John's writes regarding the above as follows :

—

" I have just translated what I regard as a native literary

gem. It contains two songs. I have had it by me for some
time, but could not translate it without a Kxosa Kafir, as there
were some archaisms in it, and allusions which [no?] one not
acquainted with the songs could explain. If I can get it copied
in time, I will send it by this mail." In justice to the Bishop,
now absent, on account of ill health, from South Africa, it should
be mentioned that the paper in question was copied for him
hy one who did not personally understand Kafir.
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" Guide me, O Hawk

!

That I may go heavenward,

To seek the one-hearted man, (9)

Away from the double-hearted men,

Who deal in blessing and cursing." (lo)

We see, then, that those people used to speak of a.

matter of the present time which we clearly understand

by the word which the missionaries teach us.

The God who is now, is the one who was from ever-

lasting, before the missionaries came. Before they came
we spoke of Kamata, and we spoke of Tiko; (11) the

word Kamata means Tiko. We trust that there were
some of our people in heaven before the missionaries

came. We had (12) righteousness and evil; there were

men-destroyers (13) and there were good men; the men-

destroyers were wicked men; we had life and death; and
the graves which are now, were long ago.

So we say there is no God who has just come to us. (14)

Let no man say The God which is, is the God of the

English. There are not many Gods. There is but one

God. We err when we say, " He is the God of the Eng-
lish." He is not the God of certain nations; just as man
is not English and Kosa; (15) he is not Fingo and Hot-
tentot ; he is one man v/ho came forth from one God.

Notes.

(i.) Usodumangashe ^ means " The Renowned One from be-
yond the sea." Ngashe is an archaic word for ngesheya.

(2.) Gantshilili ! a barbarian; one speaking an unintelligible-
language, requiring an interpreter. Uktigantshiliza to talk as a
barbarian.

(3.) Without our seeing him; i.e., he being enclosed in a ship
by which he came to our shore.

(4.) Branch of a tree, poetical for a plank.

(5.) Yellow-wood Tree; the tree which is most known amongst
them as a source of plank.

(6.) Gokosi, in the Kafir, Ugokqozi ; but as the first vowel
of Kafir Proper Names is always U , in taking them over intoi

English, U may as well be dropped : and as the clicks are not
easily pronounced by the generality of Europeans, it appears
best to drop the click, and write in English the consonant with,

which the click sound is associated in the Kafir word.
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(7.) Kafir, Unokqikqa.
(8.) " Uf on high," enyangweni; the Inyanpo is a miniature

hut raised on poles for stowing away maize, &c., and so any
high place; and heaven.

(g.) The one-hearted, man, that is, the sincere man, who is

reliable because of his truth.

(10.) Lit. By giving gifts and by witchcraft.

(11.) Lit. We had Ukqamata and we had Utikxo.
(12.) We had righteousness, &c., that is, we used the words,

and therefore there was that amongst us which the words meant.
(13.) Men-destroyers, Amagcwihha, which are the same as

Abatakati—Thugs, or men who are supposed to have a vicious

pleasure in secret killing and evildoing.

(14.) There is no God who has just come to its, viz.. That
God of whom the missionaries spealv is not a new God, but the

same God of whom we spoke by the terms Ukqamata and Utikxo.

(15.) Kosa, lit. Kxosa.
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SIX ZULU RIDDLES.

(Contributed by Mrs. Hugh Lancaster Carbutt.)

Tell me the name of the longest snake ?

—

A road.

Who if is that stands always and never sits ?—A tree.

I puzth you with a goatrrafli, which grazes with white

goats; it moves about mucb, but ihey eat in one place.—

The tongue and teeth.

What is if that grows before yoti, and froni which,

when you see, you move off ?—A pulff-adder.

What wide expanse holds more things than anything

else?—The sky.

What thing is it that is the mother of a people, and
they say to it, " Carry me," and it carries them ?—

A

horse.*

* Among the natives the horse frequently goes by the nick-
name of Unina wa Belungu, i.e., " The Mother of White Men,"
because of the horse carrying a man as a native vcoman carries
her child, on her back. It is said that in the late Zulu war, at
the commencement of a battle, the Zulus always shouted (after
their war cry), "Kill the mothers first, we'll kill the children
after !

"
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CUSTOMS OF THE OVAHERERO AT THE
BIRTH OF A CHILD.

(Contributed by the Rev. E. Dannert.)t

As probably more or less everywhere, so also among
the Ovaherero the birth of a child is considered as a
cause for rejoicing. The birth of a boy is usually con-

sidered as a more fortunate occurrence than that of a

girl; but, if there are already some boys, even an
Omuherero may wish for a girl. When, on the con-

trary, there are already two or three girls, and the fourth

[child] is again a little sister, the father can become very

angry ; because to have no son, is felt, in a certain degree,

to be a shame.

At the approach of birth, the husband leaves his wife

and house, and perhaps joins the other men of the

village. He waits outside, until the woman who acts as

midwife announces the happy birth. Should the new-

born child be a boy, the midwife calls out into the

werft, okauta ! to which the father, as a sign of his glad-

ness, answers, li. Should it be a girl, then she (the mid-

wife) calls out, okaseu ! which is answered with £«.*

Should the newborn child belong to the family, or

to the oruzo, of the Chief, the women of the village

hastily construct a hut for the lying-in woman, near the

[t In the translation of this paper, the original of which is in
the German language, the kind assistance of the Rev. J. Rath
is gratefully acknowledged.]

* Okauta means " bow " [Little Bow], and the use of this

word, on this occasion, means The newborn child will one day
help to defend the village, i.e., it is a boy. Okaseu means [Little

Earth-onion, or] " Uintje." This little root, in form and size

iresembliug a tiny onion, is a favourite field food, and the word
here used at the birth means. The newborn child must later

sseek for "uintjes"; because seeking for field food is the work
of the women.
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otyizero (sacred house), t At the birth of a boy this,

house must be built 1;owards the south, and at that of a

girl, towards the north, near the otyizero or Chief's house.

This house is called ondyho yomuuari (the house of the

lying-in woman). It must not be plastered with cow

dung as the pondoks of the Ovaherero usually are; but

must simply be covered with grass, bushes, bark, skins,,

etc. This hut for the lying-in woman is sacred {i zero),,

as well as the woman herself (it zero). For this reason,

the men are not allowed to see the lying-in woman, until

the navel string has separated from the child, otherwise

they would become weaklings, and when later they yum-
bana, that is, go to war with spear and bow, they would'

be shot.

The house of the lying-in woman has two doors, one-

towards the okuriio ([place of] the sacred &re), which

is always towards the west of the Chief's house, while

the other one is on the opposite side of her hut. These-

doors are, however, merely holes, which cannot be closed ;,

and besides these two larger ones, the house has innumer-

able small holes, so that the wind has full play; which

shows how little the Ovaherero understand the care of

health.

As soon as it is possible, usually from two to three

hours after [the birth], the lying-in woman is brought

into the house which has been prepared for her. She-

must enter, or rather, creep in, by the back door (that is,

by the one which is furthest from the sacred fire), and'

is only allowed to use this door for going out and coming

in ;—indeed, until the navel string of the child has

separated, she may not even look out through the other

door. In this house, the lying-in woman generally re-

mains for about four weeks; but, a poor woman, who has

t[This, as the Rev. Dr. C. H. Hahn informs us, is " the chief
house of the Chief, in front of which is the place of the holy
fire. The Chief has several houses, according to the number of.-

wives, each wife having her own hut."]
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no servants, by whom she can have her house looked,

after, may leave the hut sooner; in no case, however,

before the navel string has separated.

In order to render intelligible another custom ob-

served by the lying-in woman, it is necessary that a few
additional remarks should be made.

The Ovaherero allow their milk to ferment in cala-

bashes. Each calabash has a particular name, such as

okakengua, otyipanga, omuaha, etc.

The particular cows whose milk is poured into these-

calabashes, bear the same name. When the milk has fer-

mented, some of it is poured into wooden buckets for

drinking purposes. But everyone who wishes to drink:

milk must first take it to the Chief, who makeras it ; that

is, he lifts the bucket to his mouth, and tastes a little of

the milk ; after this, he gives it back, and then it may be

drunk. What may be the object of this makera it is diffi-

difficult to say [perhaps it is a kind of dedicating].

Should there be a lying-in woman on the place, she

must makera (taste, perhaps dedicate ?) the fermented

milk {omayere) instead of the Chief, until the navel string

of the child has separated ; but, even in this case, the

milk buckets must first be taken to the Chief, because he

first tovas the milk; that is, he puts his right forefinger

into the milk, and puts it back to his throat-pit. There-

upon the milk is taken to the lying-in woman, which she

then makeras. The milk for the lying-in woman is, how-

ever, only tova'd by the Chief, even after the navel string

of the child has separated, even should she remain for

four weeks or longer, in her temporary confinement

chamber.

On the day of the birth, a head of cattle is slaughtered,

which, according to the circumstances of the father, is

either a sheep or an ox. The neck, and the long ribs,

with the adjoining part of the back, is for the men; but

women, with the exception of the lying-in woman, are-
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also allowed to eat of it. Of the remaining meat, the

men are not allowed to eat. The meat for the lying-in

woman is called ongarangandye. The breast and a bone

of the upper part of the thigh are set aside, until the

navel string of the child has fallen off. The meat for

the lying-in woman, also, until this epoch, may only .be

cooked at the backdoor of her hut. When the 6rst meat

is boiled, a whirl-bone {pmbutnbuangoro) with a piece of

meat attached to it, is put into the pot. The lying-in

woman is, however, not allowed to eat of the meat left

on the whirl-bone, but it must be allowed to lie undis-

turbed in her dish, until the navel string of the child has

separated; it may then be eaten by one one. Even if

the , lying-in woman principally drinks only from the

soup, the meat dish {oiyiaka) must not become empty ([it

is] tyi zera,—is sacred). Also, she must likewise always

have 07nayere [fermented milk] in the milk bucket

{ehoro) standing near her.

From the meat (which is mainly boiled for the lying-in

woman), a few very small pieces are torn, and given to

the lying-in woman, who dedicates them by breathing

upon them, and afterwards touching with them the toes

of the new-born child. These pieces of meat are called

ondendura, and, after they have been dedicated, are set

aside until the evening. Should the new-born child be a

boy, this ondendura is given, after sunset, to any little

girl of the village to eat. In case that the newly born is

a girl, then a boy must eat these little pieces of meat.

The meaning of this custom appears to be no longer

clear; for, if some state that this is done, in order that

the next child may not be of the sa.me sex as the last

born, the others declare, " We know nothing about it."

After the navel string of the child has separated, it is

put into the 07'i\d'\yatu onene yomapando [Great bag of

the knots]. This is a large skin bag, which the Chief

keeps in his sacred house, and in which he conceals all
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the sacred objects. Thus, for example, at the birth

of a child, besides the navel string', the above-mentioned
whirl-bone is put into it ; because, in this case, this also is

sacred. The bag derives the name yomapando from a

strap which is likewise kept in it, and in which the head
of the family at the birth of each child makes a knot

{epando, pi. omapando). It is interesting that when one
of the children becomes a Christian, the knot, made at its

birth, in the strap, is undone, he being as if released

from heathenism.

From the time when the navel string of the child has

separated, the fire too is removed from the backdoor to

the front one, that is to say> the one towards the okuruo.

The first thing then to be boiled is the above-mentioned,

breast and the upper part of the thigh, which have been

reserved until now. Then, too, the happy father may-

come and see his wife and new-born offspring, but, even

now, he is not allowed to enter the house of the lyingp-in

woman. He now, also, makera's, or dedicates, the meat

of the breast, and of the upper part of the thigh, by tak-

in-g- water into his mouth, spurting this out irpon the

meat, and then biting off a little piece. At the same time,

he speaks as follows : Mba koateriia oniundu omurumen-

du (or omukazendu), monganda indyi; ndyi mua ntban-

dye; nga kare nana, Ai yanda ko; i.e., "A boy (or girl)

has been bom to me in the village, which ye (the ances-

tors, the fathers) have given to me. May it be well with

him (or her) ! [May] it {viz., the village) never come to

an end !"

The woman now remains, according to necessity, a

longer or shorter time in her temporary house, and, dur-

ing this time, the child also remains without a name.

When the time of her confinement comes to an end, she-

goes, for the first time, out through the front door, in

order to carry her child to the sacred fire, to be named.

It sits in the otyivereko, that is, in a skin tied to the back
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[of the mother]. On the way [to the okuruol she is fol-

lowed by omnatye ondangere, that is, the eldest unmar-
ried daughter of the Chief, who has charge of the sacred

fire, since this must never be allowed to go out. This

maiden priestess or vestal, however she may be called,

sprinkles, on the way to the okuruo, with water which she

-carries in a dish, the back of the mother and the child.

Arrived at the oknriio, the mother seats herself upon the

outspread skin of an ox. Then she takes her child off

her back, and sets it upon her right knee. The Chief and
the other men have already assembled themselves. The
first then takes a mouthful of water out of a dish stand-

ing near him, and spurts this over the bodies of the

mother and the child. Then, addressing his ancestors, he

says, " To ye is a child born in your village ; may this

\i.e., the village] never come to an end!" Thereupon he

ladles some fat out of a vessel standing near him, spits

upon it, and anoints his hands with it. When this is

done, he again takes fat and a mouthful of water, then

rubs the fat in his hands, spurts upon it the water con-

tained in his mouth, and besmears or anoints with it the

lying-in woman. In doing this, he must cross his arms,

so that he touches with his right hand the right [side]

-and with his left [hand] the left side of the woman. The
same ceremony, in the same manner, is then performed

upon the child, during which the Chief lays the child

upon his knees. After this, he takes the child into his

arms, and while he touches with his forehead the fore-

head of the child (which action is called by them oku-

kunga), he gives the child the name. Then men [who are]

present, thereupon repeat this okukunga, and utter every

time while doing this, the name which the father [ ?]

has given to the child, [*] or they themselves add another

*[The Rev. Mr. Dannert is too far distant for us to be able to

ask him, before printing, whether the Chief, or the father of the
child, is here meant.]
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.new one to it. Thus one can bear one and the same per-

-son often called by from hve to six different names.

These names are commonly derived from some event

which happened before, at, or after the birth. Thus a

man, now called Gideon, was formerly named Kamban-
dandurdbu, that is, in the onduinbu (coloured garment),

because he had been first wrapped in one after birth. One
Hosea, was formerly called Komombumbi, that is, " He
is in the dung," for, the child was carried, immediately

after birth, into the cattle pen, and there covered over

with [fine dry] manure; a practice by means of which

the Ovoherero protect their children from death. The
father of Hosea had, before this, lost three children in

succession. After the giving of the name, another

(young) head of cattle is taken to the okuruo, and to this

the young inhabitant of the world is likewise kungisdd;

that is, its forehead is brought into contact with that of

the head of cattle. By means of this action, he [the

child] is rendered an Omuherero, or nomad. The head

•of cattle is thereupon the property of the child. When
this ceremony has been accomplished, the mother returns

to her real dwelling-house. The house constructed for

the time of the confinement is then left to decay. It may
not be pulled down, nor may the wood of the same be

burnt, because it is, as has already been remarked, sacred

[i zera\.

In conclusion, it is still to be noticed that there are a

few otuzo (that is, families united by means of certain

food-ordinances) which deviate in some respects from the

rules described above; and that the customs to be ob-

served at the birth of twins are altogether different from

the foregoing.

Omburo, 22nd May, 1879.
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SOME SACRIFICIAL CUSTOMS AMONG THE
OVAMBO.

(Contributed by the Rev. M. Rautanen, Finnish

Missionary.*)

The Okula is a sacrifice or sacrificial meal to the spirits-

of the deceased (^
— Aasisi';. Oimtsisi (pi. aasisi) is prob-

ably the same as the Herero Ovakuru. The Omundonga
has a great dread of the aasisi, and from fear he also

honours them. It often happens that the aasisi trouble

people with illness, and as soon as this has been declared-

by the sorcerers, then, even the last cow will be slain as

a sacrifice to the aasisi.

When the Omundonga is ill, he must, with the excep-

tion of a very few and distinct diseases, either have aasisi

or be bewitched. The very rare illnesses which are not.

to be ascribed to the two causes named, are ascribed to

Kalunga.

In grave cases of illness, the cause of the illness is in-

quired into, which is done by the Onganga (" Sorcerer").

Should the illness have arisen from witchcraft, then, by
witchcraft it must also be cured, or driven away. Should

the person, however, have aasisi which trouble him in

him, the aasisi must be frightened away, or better, ap-

peased, by the bringing of a sacrifice, so that they de-

part from the patient. According to the nature of the-

illness, and the age of the patient, so the ohida differs.

The principal oohula [plur. of ohula'\ are of six different

kinds :
—

*[The manuscript original of the above, which is in the German
language, was sent from Ovambo land, through the Rev. Dr.
C. H. Hahn, by one of the Finnish Missionaries at work in that
country. The continuation of it (which has not yet reached us)

was to be the following : Uulosi " Witchcraft or Sorcery," and
Eanekelo, " Fortune-telling."

In the translation of the paper now published, the kind
assistance of the Rev. F. W. Kolbe is gratefully to' be acknow-
ledged.]
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I. Ohula y'ombtta y'omakunde, " Dog-Bean Sacri-

fice."

II. Ohula y'ombua y'omushila, or Ohula y'ombua-
mbua, "Tail-Dog, or Dog-Dog Sacrifice," i.e.,

the sacrifice of the real dog.

III. Ohula y'ongombe, " Ox Sacrifice."

IV. Ohula yondyuhua, " Fowl Sacrifice."

V. Ohida y'oshihombo, " Goat Sacrifice."

VI. Ohula y'onzui, " Sheep Sacrifice."

These six kinds of sacrifices can be divided into three

classes; the first and second kinds forming the First

Class, the third and fourth, the Second, and the fifth

and sixth, the Third Class.

In the First Class, the " Dog Sacrifice " occupies the

first rank; and the " Dog-Bean Sacrifice " the second. The
beans represent the dog, or rather the dog's flesh, hence

also this wonderful composition.

I. Ohula y'ombua y'omakunde, or "Dog-Bean

Sacrifice."

Here the dog has only so much to do [with it] that the

beans represent him.

The chief personages in the Ohula are, the omutomisi

or performer, and the omutomisoa or patient, for whom
the action is performed. The performer may be any one

of the male sex ; but, where this is possible, they summon
an onganga [sorcerer] or someone who is dexterous in

the matter. Here, as throughout the world, in the case

of the poor, things take place far more simply, and the

performer may be any relation of the patient's; whereas,

among the rich, who are in a position to pay the on-

ganga, all proceeds more solemnly. The main points,

however, are, and remain, the same. When a patient has

been examined by an onganga, and it is discovered that

aasisi are in the sick man, then the patient must eat
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okula,* and, in the case of children and of those who are

for the first time ill, ohula y'omakunde. The time when
this is usually done is before noon. The after-festivity

however continues until about four o'clock in the after-

noon.

When all preparations appertaining have been made,

the performance is proceeded with in the following man-
ner. Omakunde and oshisima (beans and pap) are

cooked, at the usual cooking-place; then the omutomisi

takes somewhat from the cooked beans, spits upon it, and
throws it out, with the words, E, kauteni aasisi amokunde
geni (" Here, take ye, aasisi, your beans ") ; and again

says, Okanona kandye ka tye naua, "My child, become

(good) well." Immediately upon this, the performer

takes a lump of pap, kneads a hollow in it, and puts

beans into it, and hands it to the sick person that he may
eat it; before this, however, the performer again takes

twice of the beans and pap, from the lump which has

been given to the sick person, and throws it out to the

aasisi, as before, with the words Kuateni, etc. After the

sick person has tasted of the beans and pap which have

been given to him, the company there present betakes

itself to the repast. At the Bean Ohula, there is not

exactly much to be eaten, and many persons do not come
to this solemnity; but, where, for example, an ox is

slaughtered, there are many guests. Each one who comes

on such an occasion must also bring with him, as a

present, corn or beans, if only ever so small a quantity.

No one dares to go out of the place who has not tasted

the Ohula.

If the sick person becomes better, this is a sign that the

aasisi were contented with the Bean Sacrifice, and have

gone away ; should, however, the patient not become

* It is not said that ohula is sacrificed for any one, but that
the sick person will eat, or has eaten, ohula.
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ietter, but still worse, then the Ohula y'ombua y'omushila

or Ohula y'ombua-mbua is offered to the aasisi.

II. Ohula y'ombua y'omustila or Ohula y'ombua-
mbua (Sacrifice of the Real Dog).

This takes place in a much more complicated manner.

The dog which is brought as a beast of sacrifi.ce is not

slaughtered, but beaten dead with an ondimbo (stick or
" kirrie "). The head is completely beaten to pieces. In

the blood of the head [thus] beaten to pieces, a little stick,

Tipon which strips of palm leaves have been bound, is

dipped, and with it, the forehead, breast, arms, and legs

of the sick person are daubed, or rather rubbed. After

the killing, the entrails (liver, heart, and kidneys) which

are the proper sacrificial pieces, are roasted on the em-

bers. Meanwhile, pap is boiled, for this must not be

wanting at an Ohula.

The offerings to the aasisi are made in same manner as

-at the Bean-Sacrifice, with only this difference, that meat

as well as pap (by means of the little stick which was

dipped in blood) are thrown away. The words, E, kau-

teni aasisi onyama yeni—and ashisima sheni; okanona

kandye ka tyen aua, are always the same. After the

omutomisi has made the first offering to the aasisi, he

puts from the entrails, which have been roasted upon the

embers, into the pap, and gives it to the sick person, who

lakes it with both hands. He may not, however, as yet

eat of it, because from his hands another offering must

be made, and again by means of the little stick which has

been dipped in the blood.

During the repast, the sick person may not touch the

meat with his hands ; but he must take the meat out of

the pap with his teeth, and bite if off. The words which

the omutomisi says to the sick person are remarkable ones,

-while he gives to him of the sacrificial meal. They are
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the following : Lia ohula yoye, ayo ya zipageloa 'ngoye !

" Eat thine ohula; it is killed for thee !"

The remaining meat is boiled as usual, and eaten by
the okida-z^&zts.

These two kinds of sacrifices, belonging to the First

Class, are almost exclusively used for children.

The sacrifices of the Second Class are used for all, for

the little ones and for adults.

III. Ohula y'ongombe, "Ox Sacrifice."

As already mentioned, the Ohula y'ongombe is offered

for young and old, and as that for the little ones takes

place in a particular manner, and is very interesting, I

will relate this first.

Should the sacrifices of the First Class not have availed,

then the patient must eat Ohula y'ongombe, and be washed
in blood. When the ox or cow (it may also be a large

calf) has been slain in the customary manner of the

country, and the skin has been taken off, the flanks in

the region of the heart are bored or pierced through, and
the patient must creep through, through the blood and the

entrails. This is the " Washing in blood," or " through

the blood " It is impossible that the patient can by him-

self contrive to creep through the ox; for this purpose,

however, the omiitomisl is there, who helps him to pass

through. While the patient is thus being pulled through,

the omutomisi says, Inda, inda, 'ngoye u naasisi ("Go, go,

thou hast aasisi").

When this has happened, the sacrifice is proceeded with

in quite the same manner as the other sacrifices.

The sacrificial piece, in the case of the ox, is the breast,

which is boiled.

As an after-solemnity for the children who have come,

there is still a Water-Baptism, or rather a Besprinkling

* The slaughtering of oxen among the Ovamho is performed
by a spear [tsuela = Herero tuera = " stecheu.")
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with the water. As they go out of the werft, all the
children are at the [place of > egress sprinkled with water.

What meaning, however, this may have, I have not (been
able to) ascertain. The people merely say that it hag
always been the custom to do so.

Should all of the meat not have been eaten at once, it is

permissible to save it until the next day; and the guests

may even take of the unboiled meat home with them;
of the boiled, however, not.

IV. Ohula y'ondyuhu.4, "Fowl S.^crifice."

This sacrifice corresponds to the Ox Sacrifice, as the

Beans do to that of the Dog. As in the case of the other

sacrifices, so also here is the chief part, i.e., the sacrificing

itself, quite the same; but, as in the case of the other

[sacrifices], so here also there is a difference. The fowl

(hen or cock) is taken hold of by its head and feet, and
held to the invalid, so that the fowl beats the patient with

its wings, and flutters over him, by which means the aasisi

are driven away. Finally, the head of the fowl is twisted,

and, without blood-shedding, it is roasted whole upon the

fire, after which the sacrificing with pap takes place.

V. Ohula y'oshikombo, " Goat Sacrifice."

The Goat Sacrifice is the rarest, because there are many
persons who do not eat the heart of a goat, which, how-

ever, as in the case of the dog, belongs to the sacrificial

morsels. The heart, the kidneys, and the liver are also

roasted upon the fire, and the sacrifice is made in the

usual manner to the aasisi.

To this Third Class belongs also a similar [sacrifice].

VI. Ohula y'onzui, " Sheep Sacrifice."

Ohula y'onzui (" Sheep Sacrifice "), however, like that

of the goat, is only practised by certain omasuimo (clans).

The method of conducting the sacrifice is quite the same

as in the case of the goat.
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THE FLEEING GIRLS AND THE ROCK
There is a tale [which runs thus (i)] : Girls were build-

ing houses in the river (2). And when they.had built the

houses, the werfts removed to new pastures. And when

they were on the way marching (3), the children spoke,

they said: "He who has a burden [let him] give [it] to

his mother! He who has a burden [let him] give [it] to

his mother !
" And they spoke to their mothers :

" Take
the burdens, the houses cause us pain [i.e., our heart is

attached to them]."

And when they had returned to the forsaken werft, they

assembled in a house in the river. Bergdamaras when

they went in the night * * * fell upon the door of the

house, they entered.

The " favourite one," the " big " girl, (4) was hidden

away by the other children. Her name [was] Onihova.

Now the Bergdamaras wanted to have all the children for

wives, saying, " This one is mine ! This one is mine !

"

When they had finished, there remained [still] a very old

Bergdamara ; it so happened that he saw this child, who
was hidden away, the " favourite one." So he said

:

"Mine this one is!" Then said the Bergdamara, the

Chief :
" Mine ! I who am Chief, the owner of the way.

(5) How then could she marry thee, thou who art old?"

Thereupon they slept.

On the following day, they went hunting. That old

Berkdamara was left behind. He said :
" I lay myself

crosswise before the door, I take care of you." There-

upon he said to the children :
" When I do not yet sleep,

I say Graa ! Graa ! (6) [then] sleep I not yet. After

that when I sleep, I say : Fun ! Fuu ! (7) [then] I sleep."

The children listened [to hear] if he really slept. Then

he said :
" Graa ! Graa !" [Then] they did not go out (of

the house). Thereupon, when he said: " Fun\ FuuV all

* [Rendered into English from the Rev. H. Beiderbecke's-
German translation by Miss L. Schunke.]
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the children, those [among them] who were wearing iron

[ornaments] fastened [them], those who were wearing

iron [ornaments] fastened them. (8) Then they stepped

over the old man, in order to get outside. Thereupon,

they went to take ashes, and painted one another upon
their foreheads. (9) Then they went, lifted up a large

stone, the seat of the Chief, (10) and threw [it] on the

head of the old Bergdamara. The brain came out. (11)

Thereupon, they arose and went. They followed the

track of their trekking parties [i.e., of those who were

marching]. As they were going along, they came to a

large flat rock [called " Platklip "], which was like a large

house. There the girl, the favourite, stood still, while she

said :
" Mbetnburukire yena urunibu ! Mbemburukire yena

uruinbu !" (12). The rock opened itself. Then the child,

the favourite girl, entered first with her younger sister.

Then all entered.

There is a little, poor girl, her name is Okahavandye.

And when all were inside, the rock closed [itself] upon

them. Thereupon, in the interior of the rock, Onikova

spoke to the others thus :
" When the rock pinches do not

call names!" They said [consenting]: "Yes." But Ka-
havandye said to others :

" He is bad, yes bad ! bad !

bad! if he pinches people; and why is it now said, one

must not call him names?" [Then it was] enough; they

were silent.

When the Bergdamaras were in the held, when they

were hunting, they killed game. Then the Bergdamara

Chief sent meat to the children ; because they are hungry

[he thought]. Then the Bergdamaras, who had brought

the meat for the children, found that the children had

run away, and that they had killed the old man ; and he

went back in order to tell [it] to his master. Then the

Bergdamaras left the meat. They stood up, and went to

follow the track of the children. And they followed the

children until they reached the rock. At the rock, how-
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ever, the track was lost, and so they remained standing,

asking themselves :
" Whither has the track gone ?"

It then happened that the bell of the child [the

"favourite one "] gave a sound in the interior of the rock.

(13) Then said the Bergdamaras :
" Ish ! [What was

that?] A little bird? An iron wire?" While they were

[thus] asking themselves [everyone in his own heart]

some said: " [It was] a little bird!" Others said: "It

was] an iron wire." Thereupon they put together their

assegais, bows, and quivers, and laid [these] on the top

of the rock; and they [who asserted that it was the sound

of iron] said: "You say ' [These are] lies.' Well, then,

let us go back, let us leave our things here, that [we may
see whether] we will find them when we return, or

[whether] the children will have taken them with them."

Then they went back, the Bergdamaras.

Then the favourite girl, Nikova, arose, she said

:

" Mbemburukire yena urumbuV ThereupwDn he, the rock,

opened himself. Now she went out with her younger

sister. Thereupon all went out ; Kahavandye was on the

point of going out among them all, when the rock closed.

The others said :
" Kahavandye, wait, that we may first

go out, and thou goest out after us." (14) Now the

others went out. Thereupon the rock closed [itself],

and Kahavandye was left in the rock. And the other

children picked up the assegais, bows, and quivers of the

Bergdamaras, and proceeded on their way ; they tried

[indeed] to implore the rock: "Mbemburukire yena

urumbu ! Have mercy ! The child has spoken in her

folly." (15) [But] the rock did not open itself.

Now the children went to follow the track of their

trekking parties, until they reached their werfts. Then
all the people cried over the favourite child Nihova,

who had so nearly perished. Thereupon her father

arranged a large festivity for her sake. Henceforth the

children remained in their werfts.
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During this, Kahavandye had remained behind in the

^rock, imploring the rock :
" Mbemburukire yena urumbu !

J have spoken in my folly." The rock [however] did
not listen to that. Then it happened that a lion went
[along] until he reached the rock. The lion then said to

the rock: " Mbetnbiintkire yena urumbu\" Thereupon
the rock opened itself. Now, when Kahavandye desired

to go out, the lion hunted after the child, who was fol-

lowing the track of the others. And on the way, while

it was being pursued by the lion, the child said :
" !• go

to die at the side of my mother's house !" Now the lion,

when the child was on the point of entering its mother's

house, took hold [and killed it]. Now the Bergdamaras

had come back to the rock. When they saw that the

children had taken their things with them, they began

to follow the track for a little distance, and [then] re-

turned to the rock. It happened that they fought,

striking one another, (16) and then they went home.

This is enough, the tale is finished.

NOTES TO THE FOREGOING LEGEND, BY THE
CONTRIBUTOR.

(i.) The translation is as literal as possible, but here and there

words have been put in parenthesis to make the sense more
intelligible.

(2.) The children are fond of playing in the sand, or under
the trees of the periodical rivers, which, during the greater part

of the year, are dry; and there they build huts for themselves,

similar to those which they see their mothers build in the werft.

(3.)
" Orutyindo " means a party of families which is removing

to another place. The Hereros, a pastoral nation, are nomads.

When, on one place, the water and grass for the cattle fail,

they remove to another. Hence they have only temporary

dwelling-places, osongania (werfts or kraals.)

(4.) The eldest unmarried daughter of a Chief is called "The
big girl," and " Favourite," occupying also a " privileged " posi-

tion. She is the guardian and carrier of the sacred fire.

(5.) i.e., the undertaker of the hunting expedition, to whom
his followers have to deliver all the proceeds of the hunt.

(6.) The guttural snoring sound called in German " Der

-Sager."
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(7-) The snoring sound called in German " Der Puster."

(8.) That they could not make a noise.

(g.) When the Hereros set out on dangerous expeditions they
are first painted on the forehead with the ashes of the sacred
fire, by the "big woman," or by the "big girl."

(10.) This stone lies near the sacred fire, the place of sacrifice.

Only the chief or priest sits down upon it.

(11.) Here it must be remarked, that the Ovaherero and Berg-
damaras are born enemies to each other, and that the Omuhererd
considers the Bergdamaras as not better than the baboons. Before
the Ovaherero had firearms, the Bergdamaras may have often
avenged themselves on their oppressors. At present, horrible
bloodshed is being committed by the Ovaherero (Damaras)
among the Bergdamars and the Bushmen ; besides making slaves
of children and adults. Unfortunately the Bergdamaras (them-
selves) sometimes sell some of their own people to the Ovaherero.

(12.) This magic sentence cannot be translated. Perhaps it is

very old Otyiherero. The people themselves at least say so.

Only the word yena (or end) is still clear, and means : Name.
The word mbemburuhire is not now met with in Otyiherero, but
it may possibly be a contraction of Ndyi (mbi) semburukira,
which means Remember me [who I am] ! or of Ndyi {mbi) pam-
burukira, which means : Open to me ! With respect to the third
word in the sentence, which is also not met with in Otyiherero,
I will only say that Ourumbu means drought, famine. The root
of this word means something yellow.

(13.) The Ovaherero girls have sometimes a small iron bell

fastened to their clothes.

(14.) It is the custom of the Ovaherero, when walking in a
line, to keep the order of their respective ages and rank.

(15.) Literally: "She has spoken the language of the-

youngest," which has no weight.

(16.) Being without their arms.



PROVERBS OF THE OVAHERERO.

(Contributed by the Rev. H. Beiderbecke.)*

1. It is in the tooth, it troubleth the tongue (i).

2. It climbed up the foot, it will climb up the shin-
bone (2).

3. The panther caused the stone to threaten (3).

4. He who looked at you from behind, look at him
from behind ; he who looked at you in front, loolc

at him in front (4).

5. A weak person goes where he is smiled at (5).

6. Misfortune ! Wait for growing older (6).

7. Family ! Give birth to females (that) they multiply

themselves (7).

8. Poor One ! Be given (or receive an offer), that you
may be frightened (or shrink back) (8).

9. (Literally intranslatable). See the explanations (9)..

10. Because thou hast eaten, when thou were travellings

therefore thou dost want to go again (10).

11. The world is something turning (or changeable), like-

the horn of the koodoo (n).

12. The hinder part wishes to sit down, but the foot will

run or wander about. (Difficult to translate

literally) (12).

* The omiano or proverbs and adages of the Ovaherero are-

stereotype, but intentionally obscure sayings ; and they are, on
this account, often difficult to translate. I give the following,
twelve as a specimen, just as they have been written down by
Cornelius Zeraua, the native schoolmaster at Otyimbingue. I

also give a few explanations, together with the translation.

[In the manuscript original, sent down by the Rev. H. Beider-
becke, the Otyiherero text was accompanied by a German trans-
lation only. For an English translation of the latter, we are
indebted to the kind assistance of the Revs. T- Rath and F.
Kolbe.]
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1. Said to one who has met with some misfortune or other,
and who gives himself the appearance that he does not care
about it.

2. The meaning is, for instance : A little war on the borders
may spread over the whole country.

3. Mountainous and rocky parts of the country are in disrepute
on account of the beasts of prey housing there ; hence people
fear the rocks, but they ought rather to fear and blame the
animals. Parents or elder brothers and sisters (the stone or
rocks of the proverb), are held responsible for the faults and
misdeeds of the younger members of the family, and should they
complain of it as being unfair, this proverb is given them as
an answer.

4. Meaning : Measure for measure ; Tit for tat.

5. Where a poor person has met with kindness, there he likes

to go again.

6. Misfortune waits for the becoming older. Children are
happy, because they know nothing of the troubles and misery
of life.

7. The meaning is : Through the females, the family or tribe
will increase.

8. When a bargain is offered to a poor man he becomes
frightened and shrinks back. This proverb is chiefly used when
a wife is offered to someone, and he shrinks at the thought of
the expenses and duties connected therewith.

Q. In common Otyiherer6 it would perhaps be : Otyitoneno tya
kaondya (iye risengisa) m'orutu = The stroke is hidden in the
body to appear again later. The natives are much inclined to
ascribe illness and pain to blows and knocks, formerly received,
or to a fall which may have occurred years previously.

10. Some one pays a visit, he is kindly received and well
treated. Coming home to his daily toil he longs to be abroad
again ; where, however, he has seen people only in their Sunday
dress, as he is reminded in this proverb by way of warning.

(I. Thii is firstly smooth and straight, but, further on, twisted
and bent backwards.

12. Difficult to translate literally. A traveller comes to a
'werft, and begs for something. The owner of the werft refuses

;

and the traveller says to him by means of this proverb : Just
at this moment perhaps thou thinkest that thou dost not need
to go round begging ; but one day thou also mayst be in my
position.
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SOME RELIGIOUS IDEAS AND CUSTOMS OF
THE OVAHERERO.

(Contributed by the Rev. H. Beiderbecke, Missionary at

Otyozondyupa.)*

Part I.

(Ideas about God, Creation, &c.)t
When seven years ago I was on a visit to Kamureti, a

Chief of considerable influence, who lived formerly in the

Kaoko, near the Ovambo, he was vexed when I asserted

in the course of conversation that the Ovaherero had no
God (Mukuru), and he said : No, we are not so bad as

that, we also have a God, whom we call Karunga. That
was the first time that I heard the name Karunga for God.
I thought, however, that these Ovaherero from the Kaoko
had taken over this appellation from the Ovambo; and
though I found afterwards that the name Karunga was
generally known by the Ovaherero, and that they con-

sider it to be a Herero name, I still am inclined to think

that they derived it from the Ovambo to whom they are

so nearly related, while they sojourned amongst them,

or were their neighbours.

When five years ago the heathen party had so far

prevailed, that the Ovaherero left Otyozondyupa and
some of them expressed to their Chief, Kambazembi,

their desire to remain with me and the Word of God
{Omambo oa Mukuru), they were answered: What can

Mukuru do ? We believe in Karunga. Look at our oxen

and sheep ; is it not Karunga who made us so rich ?

A standing form of speech for an Omuherero, when he

has been preserved from danger (for instance from a

snake in the path) is :
" Hi tu, mba kamburua, mba

takamisiua i Musisi na Karunga" (I do not die, I am
* This mission station, where I, some years ago, obtained and

wrote what I give here, was established in 1873, in a part of

Hereroland, which had not yet been under the influence of

civilisation and Christianity.

t [The notes in brackets have here been added by one who is

personally acquainted with the Ovaherero nation.]
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taken care of and held by Musisi and Karungd). On being

asked : Who is Musisi ? Who is Karunga ? they answer

:

Ndyambi; and upon being further asked: "But who is

then Ndyambi ? they say : The same that you call

Mukuru,* we Ovaherero call Karunga, who has also the

names Musisi and NdyambiA Upon inquiry :
" Where

does Karunga live? they have no answer; at least, not

the common people.

The etymology, if applicable at all to these proper

names, suggests but little. There can be no relation

between the words Karunga, God, and Erunga, thief, as

the former is considered a good being; we therefore look

to the word Omurunga, the fanpalm-tree, which is con-

sidered a holy (sacred) tree amongst the Ovambo, from

this palm-tree the Otunyare or the holy sacrificial dishes

of the Ovaherero are made.

In his Comparative Grammar of South African Lan-

guages,* Dr. Bleek shows the identity of some of the

words for God met with among the Eastern and Western

Bantu nations. Beginning from the Unkulunkulu of the

Zulu, he comes to the Mulungtilu in Inhambane, the

Mulungu in Ki-hidu, Ki-kdmba, and Ki-nika, the

* [There can be no doubt that Mukuru is in Otyiherero the

name for God. When the Herero nation immigrated, about a
hundred and iifty years ago, from the North, it had had for a
long time intercourse with the Western nations who call God
by the name Karunga. Such tribes of the Herero nation, who
remained in the neighbourhood of the Ovambo, adopted, with
many other Ovambo words, also that of Karunga. To these tribes

that of Kamureti and the Ozonguatyindu (Kambazembi's) belong.
The Ovambanderu and other Herero tribes strongly object to
the name Karunga being applied to God instead of Mukuru,
and maintain that the latter is the true Herero name. Quite
analogous is the case with the Kafirs, who lived in proximity
to the Hottentot tribes, from whom they took the name Tixo, for
God, and dropped the original appellation Unkulunkulu; which,
however, other Kafir tribes, living distant from the Hottentots,
retained.]

t Therefore we often also say : Mba hui>a K'Ondyambi na
Karunga " I am saved (because) Ndyambi and Karunga (is) with
me."

* Part I. Phonology. Cape Town, 1862. See pp. 88-92.
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Murungu of Sofala, and the Murungo ox Morungo of
Tette. Had he been acquainted with it, he might have
added the Kalunga of the Ovambo, and the Karunga of

the Ovaherero.

Now as regards the etymology of Musisi, I only know
here the two different verbs okusisa = to produce some-

thing similar (which word is for instance used if a child

takes after his father or mother), and oki{sisa = to winnow
in the wind {Munga in Kafir). A north-western branch

language has for God the word Obasi, which is probably

_plural, and the singular, therefore, possibly Musi or Most.

(In Otyiherero otyimbosi also means ghost.) In Sesuto,

the word liriti exists for " shadows of the dead," which,

with a different prefix, and changing the letters r and t

into s, becomes Musisi in Otyiherero. As to Ndyambi, it

naturally suggests a connection with ondyambi, reward,

payment.

Some of the Bantu languages to the north of the

Ovaherero and the Ovambo, viz., Benga, Kongo, and

Angola, respectively have for God or " the spirit above "

the words Anyambi, Nzambi-a-n-pungu, and oNsambi

•i^o-u-nzanibi, divinity), which appellations are obviously

identical with Ndyambi.
By Karunga, the Ovaherero understand a good being,

It is not he who kills or brings people into trouble.

The death of those Ovaherero who do not die from old

age, or by poison, is believed to be brought on by

-deceased parents or relatives. If the parents die, the

children do not inherit their riches, but are afterwards

often in need, and among strange people. Now, if such

a child (who may "already be grown up) dies, the

Ovaherero say : Its father or its mother has said : My
child is badly treated, it shall come here, so that we

may be together {Omuatye uandye u talumisiua u n'ond-

yara, nge ye nguno, tu kare famue, lit., Child-mine-it-

badly treated it-with hunger-that it-come here- [that] we-
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stay together^.

As, however, the ancestors [are also supposed to] have
power to punish the people for offences, e.g., the non-
observance of traditionary customs, the Ovaherero live

in constant dread of being brought into misfortune by
them {pkuhnhiia i iate = hemg ruined-by-father, ancestor).

Hence the many sacrifices, in order to appease the an-

cestors and to disenchant themselves. If an Omuherero
becomes ill, he must be disenchanted; and if after that

the patient recovers, it is said, Ua fenditrua i Musisi na

Karunga iheke n'omasa, i.e., he has been raised up or

made well by Musisi and Karunga; his father has no
power. From these words it might be inferred that the

ceremonies of the okuhuhura ( = disenchantment), with

which a sacrifice is connected, not only take place in order

to ward off the power of enchantment possessed by the

departed, but also in order to make Karunga propitious

to [the persons] themselves; although, otherwise, it would

seem that, as a rule, the offerings are not presented to

Karunga, but to the ancestors ; for, it is only against the

latter that one can sin and be guilty. That the people

can also transgress against Karunga, and that, on this

account, they should require [to make] atonement, I have

not heard.

Of those people who die in old age and [when] weary

of life, they say, Karunga has bid them come. The
old rich Chief, Kavingava, was mentioned to me by way
of illustration. Should anyone visit him now, and, in

astonishment at his great age, ask. How is it that you

have attained to such a great age ? he would answer, Tyi

ndyi ha tu, mba kamburua i Musisi na Karunga, i.e., I

do not die l^ecause Musisi and Karunga are taking care of

me; and were he to die in a few years he would say,

Now I am called by Karunga.

Karunga is the preserver of life, but, is he also regarded"

as its creator? To this question very unsatisfactory
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answers are received, and, indeed, the whole Ovaherero
tradition of creation is far from clear. It would seem
that Karunga has some influence on the powers of nature.

Now and then, it is said that the rain comes from him,

that his way is in the rolling thunder, and that it is he
who hurls the flashes of lightning. In a violent thunder-

storm, the chief person in a house or village may be heard

to pray, Karunga, Musisi, a ya nguno, katyene niovifuka
vioktUi na m'omiti, i.e., Karunga, Musisi, do not come
here, go flash into the animals of the fleld and into the

trees. They also pray to Karunga in other danger;

when, for example, among lions, they pray. See my dis-

tress and anguish; and help me; show that thou art

mighty and strong.*

Now let me make a few remarks on the Herero tradi-

tion of creation, and the notions of the Ovaherero about

the world and itr, history. As to the flrst-mentioned,

the Omumborombonga tree which stands on this side of

Ondonga, plays a great part. There is nothing particu-

lar in the tree, unless it may be its looking old and

antediluvian. The Ovaherero, in passing, bow them-

selves reverently, holding in the hand a bunch of green

twigs or grass, which they stick into it, or otherwise

throw down at its foot. They also enter into a conver-

sation with the tree, giving the answers themselves in a

somewhat altered voice.* The Ovambo, too, are said to

throw grass and twigs on it, but only because they believe

that a great woman is buried there, which reminds one

*[The prayers mentioned here might perhaps be traced to the

influence of Christianity, which was introduced into Hereroland
thirty-seven years ago.]

* [The Ovaherero generally have this form of salutation when
they come in sight of the identical Omumborombonga or other

sacred trees of the same species :
" Tate Mukuru or Muhururume

u sera!" which means: Father or grandfather Mukuru, thou

art holy; (Zera means to be forbidden, similar to the tabu of

the South Seas.) Formerly, the Ovaherero had such a reverence

for the tree that they even would not sit down in its shade; in

fact every Omumborombonga tree was " tabooed " to them.]
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of the Nama legend of Heitsi Eibip.

Now, out of this Omumborombonga—so the Ovaherero

relate—came forth in the beginning, a man and a woman.
The latter was called Kamangundu. From this Kaman-
gundu sprung the Ovaherero, the Ovambo, the Ovatyaona

( = Betshuana and kindred tribes), and the Nama. I may
just mention here, in passing, that' one of the clanships

{eandd) among the Ovaherero ascribes its origin to her,

calling her the amukuru (ancestress) of their eanda. The
Bergdamaras and the baboons [are said to have]

originated in the following manner. A discontented

Herero girl ran away into the field, and there fell on

a flat rock, upon which the Bergdamaras and the baboons

who live in the mountains on ozoseu (edible bulbs) were

born. The oxen also came out of the Omumborombonga;
whereas the sheep and the goats sprung from the flat rock

in the Kaoko (a northern district in Hereroland).

The different colours of men (restricted, of course, to

the neighbouring tribes), and their dispersion, have the

following causes.

When the children of Kamangundu were born, or, as

the other version has it, tyi tua piti m'omuti (when we
came out of the tree), the people killed an ox. Then
came a woman and fetched the liver (black) for her

children ; from these come the black people. Another

woman took the lungs and the blood for herself and her

children; from these come the red people.

Here, by the slaughtered ox, the people began to quarrel

as to who should have the skin, which the Ovaherero, con-

sidering themselves to be the first among the nations,

naturally seized upon. Now began the enmity and

separation of the people.

First of all, the Ovaherero beat and drove away the

Ovambo, who went to the north; afterwards they returned

and made peace with them.

The Ovatyaona (BetshuS,na) went to the east; where
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they remained quiet for a time. Subsequently they re-

turned, and robbed the Ovaherero; but were finally

repulsed by them.

Of the Ovakuena (Namas)* they relate the following
story. In olden times, it happened that the Ovakuena
wished to drive their oxen into a kraal, but as these were
j-efractory, they (the Namas) were foolish enough to shoot

at them with arrows. The oxen, terrified, ran into the

field, and as the people could not bring them back
again, the cattle became wild in the field; they became
the Koodoos, Gemsboks, Zebras, &c. The former pos-

sessors of the oxen now became Bushmen, who followed

the spoor of the wild beasts, and lived on omahj'e^ and
other wild plants. Later they came into contact

with the yellow {i.e., white) people,* whose servants they

became. From the white people they received firearms

with which they robbed the Ovaherero of their oxen. In

this way the Namas have again come into possession of

oxen and cows.

Also about the flood, there are allusions in their tales

to a time when the heavens fell upon the earth; and to

this day, the expression " the heavens fall down " mecins

with the Ovaherero an unusually heavy rain.t

* The Namaqua are called by the Ovaherero Cvakuena, and
also Ovaserandu; the Bushmen Oukiiruha (sing. Oiakurtiha).

t [A wild root containing much water.]
* [The Ovaherero call "white man," " yellow man," Ovirumbu.

The root of this word is tumba, which means : to be indistinct

or undefinable. The colour of white men being neither black

(as the Ovaherero or their kindred are), nor brown or red (as

that of the Hottentots and Bushmen is), nor white, they call us

white people "people of an undefinable colour."]

t [Their story runs thus : For ages past there came such an
immense rain (the heavens fell down) that nearly all the people

were killed. The few remaining, sacrificed upon that a black

sheep, upon which the Ovakuru meyuru, " Old ones in heaven,"

drew the heaven back and placed it in its former position. But

round about there, where heaven and earth meet, they placed

peculiar beings as guards to prevent people from climbing into

the heavens. These guards the Hereros describe as having each

but one eye, one ear, one leg, one arm, and no joints, either

in leg or arm, for which reason they also must feed each other.]
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I shall now mention something which was related to

me by an Orauambo who was at Otyozondyupa. Accord-

to him, Karunga, Musisi, and Ndyambi is not with the

Ovambo one and the same, but Kalimga has a wife who is

called Musisi. They have two children, a girl, Tyinond-

yambi {Shinondyambi), and a boy, Tyarura (Skalula).

The plural of omusisi : aasisi, also means, in general,-

" Spirits of the departed."

With the Ovambo, too, Kalunga is a good being, and
they say, like the Ovaherero, We are kept by Kalunga

and Musisi; Kalunga only kills very bad people. On
the other hand, he gives fertility to the fields, and makes

the oviria, omahangu (two kinds of Kafir corn), and
omakunde (beans) to grow. §

Kalunga, who lives in the ground near the chief village,,

appears at times with his wife Musisi to the people.

They have clothes on them, which resemble the clothes of

white people, Kalunga wearing black and Musisi white

stuff. Now, it often happens that a person is accosted

in the field, without being able to see the one who speaks

to him. The voice finally says to him. If thou wishest

to see me, go and fetch a black ox. The person who
heard the voice, now goes into the village and relates to

the chief what has happened to him. These say, It was
Kalunga who spoke to thee. Go and take the black ox
to the spot (where he spoke to thee). The man now
kills the ox at the place where he heard the voice;

Kalunga appears to him, strokes him with his hand over

his eyes, exhorts him to follow after that which is good,

and also gives him good admonitions for the king.

As to the Omuambo's tale about creation [which

follows here], it was as little clear as that told by the

Ovaherero.

Kalunga, coming out of the earth, created from ouna
§ [The Ovaherero chiefly attribute rain, fertility, &c., to their

ancestors, at the grave of whom they pray :
" Tu pa o ombura,.

nomahozu nomayere," &c. (Give unto us rain, grass, milk).]
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(little things), which he set up, three couples : from the
first man and woman came the Ovambo, from the second
couple the Bushmen, and from the third, the Ovaherero.

He also called the wife of the third couple Kamangundu.
Of the dispersion, and various means of support, of the

tribes, he related as follows : In the beginning, Kalunga
instituted a kind of race, the prizes offered being an etemo

(Ovambo field-pickaxe), an epingo (pointed stick for

digging up the products of the earth), and an ongombe
(bullock). The Ovambo seized the etemo, the Bushmen
the epingo, and the Ovaherero the bullock.

As the Ovaherero, if they want to kill a ghost, kill a

black sheep at the place where the ghost appeared, in

order that they may not be bewitched and killed, I asked

my Omuambo informant whether Kalunga was not per-

haps a ghost, to which he answered in the negative. They
also had ghosts, he said, but Kalunga was quite a distinct

and unique being.

Fart III.—Sacrifices, to follow.
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WORDS ABOUT SPIRITS.

(Contributed by Mr. W. R. Gordon.)*

We black people of the Zulu country have Amahlozi
which guide us and enable us to exist. Our Hlozi (i.e.,

Spirit) is the black Mamba (serpent). Myself being a.

person of good birth, with a kraal, I should turn into an
Imamba. A woman, or an ordinary man, turns into ajn

Umklwasi (that is a thin brown whip snake) ; a child

would do the same. A very old woman turns into

Mabibini (a little black snake of no importance). A
woman is always buried at some distance from the

kraal ; the owner (he must be a man) is buried in front

of his chief hut, close to the side of the calves' kraal.

A woman that his had no children has not a Hlozi

which can do any harm in the kraal. If it did enter the

* The accompanying ideas, as representing the belief of the
Zulu population about the spiritual world, are, it appears to me,
valuable as emanating from the natural uninfluenced reflections

of one of themselves, furnished also by an undeniably competent
authority.
The strained attempt of many whose wish is probably father

to the thought to make the native superstitions coincide with
the Christian ideas of an omnipotent creator is, I believe, more
misleading than useful. A. S. WINDHAM.

Pieterinaritzburg Natal.

* The accompanying dissertation on spirits was related to me
by an intelligent Native of Zulu origin, now resident in the
Colony of Natal. The narrator is an influential man, with a
large kraal; holding the position of Uinnuinusana (Headman)
in his own tribe, in the Tugela Division, under the Chief
" Makedama."
The account was noted verbatim in the Zulu language, and

subsequently translated by me into English. I do not think it

advisable to offer any comment on these peculiar superstitions,
but present them to those who feel interested in the welfare
of these people. I may say, in conclusion, that out of a popula-
tion of nearly 400,000 natives, more than two-thirds believe in
the transformation of the spirit into a snake (together with
many other fetish customs and beliefs) ; and, with the exception
of a very few who have been influenced by the Missionaries,
the Zulu nation believes in the Amahlosi (snakes) in the same
superstitious wav as the Natal Kafirs do.

W. R. GORDON.
Maritsburg, September i8th, 1880.
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kraal, it would associate with the little spirits (snakes) of

the minor people of the kraal who had died, which are

supposed to be always near the place ; all being afraid or

bashful of the big Hlozi of the chief hut, that is, the

spirit of the late deceased owner of the kraal, or father

of the present owner (who is supposed to breathe and
exist by the spirit of his late father, who has turned into

a spirit in the shape of a snake).

If a Hlozi is seen inside the kraal, it is merely passed.

Even if you brandish a stick at it, it is not frightened.

The people exclaim, " His father has entered ! His real

shadow!" And then a beast is slaughtered. He is

praised with praises, with the following exclamation,
" Eat, father, in your own kraal

;
you of the family of

Amaienjini; and call all the small spirits of our family

to partake of the food " (figuratively meaning meat in

this instance) ; and then the sick person will recover.

Mabibini (a snake or spirit) must not be struck; it is

an old woman; if you were asleep, it would merely walk

over you, and do you no harm, even if you were alarmed.

We say that we know nothing of TJtixo or Unyaniso

(God) spoken of by the white people. We know the

Hlozi, the shadow of the person which turns into a snake

called a Hlozi. If an ihlozi is killed unintentionally,

the people not knowing that it was one, cattle are

slaughtered, and the meat is offered as an immolation to

the great spirit, in order that the kraal may be saved from

destruction, by saying, We are sorry, Great One; it was

not killed purposely. Sometimes the amahlozi (spirits)

send the "Isiqatshagazana" (species of lizard), a little

thing like a lizard. If it arrives in the kraal, something

very serious befalls the inmates, and it is considered an

ill omen, such as a calf climbing on the top of a hut, or

even a dog ; it is said that an " Isiqatshagazana " has

arrived, and then a goat is killed, and praises are offered

to the great Hlozi (great spirit), and then the evil spirit
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goes away, which would have killed people.

When " Utyaka" died, the King of the Zulus, at

Duguza, black people did not go there, they were afraid

of his spirit. Even when passing, they fancied they

heard people talking at his grave, his spirits; and the

white people who first lived there left, through the

number of his spirits, the snakes that were there. The
fire never reached his grave ; it went out of its own accord,

because the grass never got dry there on account of his

shadow, the big shadow of Royalty ; because he was
greater than all the other black Kings ; he jumped over

them. His spirit is above all the other spirits on earth

which crawl on their stomachs; for, there are none in the

air above.
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THE CUSTOMS AND CEREMONIES OF THE
OVAHERERO AT THE BIRTH OF TWINS.

(Contributed by the Rev. E. Dannert*).

In connection with the foregoing [i.e., a paper con-
cerning the " Customs of the Ovaherero at the Birth of

a Child " published in Vol. II.—Part IV. of this Journal,

pp. 6i—68], a description of the customs of the Ova-
herero at the birth of twins may here follow; since these

are, as has already been observed, entirely different from
those ceremonies observed at the birth of a single child.

The birth of twins is the greatest and most fortunate

event which can happen to a mortal Omuherero. It

invests him with privileges which are, on the one hand,

altogether unattainable to any other child of earth, and,

on the other, only to be acquired by the prerogatives of

primogeniture. And not only the father, but also the

child, in so far as it is a boy and born a twin, receives, by
means of its birth, advantages which could in no other

way fall to its lot. From the moment of the birth, the

parents are sacredt ive zero), that is, they may not, up to

a certain period, address any one, nor may they be

addressed by any one ; they may not come into contact

with any one, without conjuring up a misfortune. (For

exceptions to this rule, see below.)

Likewise, no one may venture to elude any one rule,

or to neglect any duty with regard to the parents of the

"twins, if his life is dear to him. Every one who tres-

* [In the translation of this paper, the original of which is in

the German language, the kind assistance of the Rev. J. Rath
and Miss L. Schunke is gratefully acknowledged.]

t The idea [intended to be expressed by]."heilig" [holy,

sacred, ffodly] may here [be considered to] occupy a middle
position between the classical and the theological use of the

word. [The Rev. J. Rath adds here, that " The ' tabu ' of the

-South Sea Islanders seems to express the same idea as ' zera

'

in Otyiherero."]
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passes in this respect [is] ma huhua,* i.e., he becomes be-

witched, and therewith is his death certain.

As has already been said (in the description of the reli-

gious ceremonies at a single birth), at the approach of a

birth, the husband leaves his wife, and perhaps joins the

other men of the village ; since, generally only women may
be present at a birth. Should there be several women in

the house of an omufanduke (women in labor), these leave

the house as soon as they are aware that a twin birth is-

taking place; without, however, daring to speak a word.

Two women only, who render the necessary assistance, re-

main behind with the woman in labor. When the birth

has taken place, one of the women who have remained

behind, makes this known ; not, however, to the father,,

or to any other person (since no one may be addressed),

but to the field. Accordisg as the children are two boys,

two girls, or of both sexes, she calls out Kuti ! Kuti ! (o)

kautu avevari (or (o) kasen avevari, or kauta no kaseu),

that is to say " Field ! Field ! They are both boys !" &c.t

When the father hears this, he arises, and leaves the vil--

lage, without, however, daring to say a word. Two men
accompany him. About one or two hundred paces from

the village, according as he finds a suitable little spot,

he has a sleeping place (ondanda) made by the men who
have followed him (and who by this have become his

servants), in order to dwell there for the present. Should

* When I inquired of the Ovaherero what causes the death
of those people of whom they say va huhua, they said, " The-
dread of the crime which they have committed." As a crime
which cannot be expiated they, however, regard every neglect
of their religious ceremonies (ovirangera).

t [The literal translation has here been added by the Rev. J.
Rath as follows :

—
Kuti ! Kuti! okauta avevari; " Field ! Field ! Little Bow both !

"

(boys)

;

Kuti ! Kuti ! okaseii avevari; " Field ! Field ! Little Onion both !"

(girls)

;

Kut: ! Kuti ! okauta nokascu; " Field ! Field ! Little Bow and"
Onion!"]
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strangers be at the village when the birth of the twins is-

proclaimed, these at once arise and return to their own
village.

The lying-in woman, with both her poor little children,,

accompanied also by two female servants, follows at her

husband's heels, whether it be winter or summer, in rain

or sunshine. Her remaining in the village would bewitch,

it Existing elder children are, if possible, kept back in

the village, but, should they follow their parents, then

they also may not return before these do. The company
thus assembled in the ondanda, consisting generally of
eight persons, including the two new-born children, is

called E-paha [twin]. Every single person, however, is

also for himself Epaha, but this designation is particu-

larly applied to the twins. With those persons only who
are here assembled, may the parents speak, and have free

intercourse. In the ondanda (sleeping place), both the man
and the woman are undressed by their servants. Rings,

beads, shells, every ornament is taken from them. What
could be done in a hurry was already taken off the woman
while she was still in her house. If this undressing is not

done as quickly as possible, death comes over them. In

the ondanda they receive for their covering a few old

valueless skins, so that then, with regard to clothing, they

look shabbier than their servants. To the question, What
has occasioned this ceremony ? I received, as almost

always in such cases, the answer, " These are ovirangerar

(religious ceremonies) of the Ovoherero."

If the Epaha \^Omapaha'\, twins, are born in the morn-

ing, a head of cattle is sent from the village to the father

to be slaughtered. This, however, the people may not

take to the ondanda itself, but must tie it up at some dis-

tance from it; during which [operation], however, they

dare not speak. Then the men of the Epaha come to

fetch it and strangle it ; as blood may only in one case be-

shed by the Ovaherero. Should the children be born
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"towards evening, then, perhaps, only a small animal is

sent to the Efaka, which is treated in the same manner as

the head of cattle. An Epaha (the word is here applied

to the whole company in the ondafida) may only eat meat;

omayere [sour] milk [their usual repast] being for them

holy [or forbidden] ye zera. The two babies are, of

course, excepted from this rule. For them, milk is sent

from the village, still this, again, may not be taken to

the ondanda, but must be poured into a bucket placed by
"the Epaha at some distance from the ondanda; during

this, however, the bearer of the milk may not say a word.

When he has gone away, the milk is fetched by [one of]

the Epaha for the babies.

Before the people in the ondanda eat of the meat, each

one must first makera, i.e., taste, try [it]. Upon this

occasion, the meat is held to the baby's toes, instead of

to its mouth. When they have eaten the meat, and nothing

else has as yet been sent from the village the father calls

out, Kuti\ Kutil to nondyara\ i.e., "Field! Field! we
have hunger!" and immediately another head of cattle is

sent. Should it please the man to slaughter an animal

out of a flock passing his ondanda, he can confidently do
so. The owner will not venture to open his mouth con-

cerning it, even were he his bitterest enemy.

When the navel strings of the children have fallen off,

they are first of all kept, and, later, when the Epaha re-

turns to the village, they are put into the great bag,

ondyatu yomapando, the particulars of which have

already been related in the first section.

Immediately after the birth of the twins, messengers

are sent out, to call together all the members of the tribe.

Then every one has to appear, from the oldest man down
to the youngest child, even if they live ever so far away

;

and if the former, as well as the latter, should have to be

carried. And not the people only, but also all the cattle,

large and small, must come to the village where the Epaha
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has been born. He who does not appear will be bewitched
{ma huhua), and must on this account die. Should the

tribe be large, one can see, upon this occasion, the held,

covered, perhaps for hours of distance, with oxen and
sheep.

As soon as the people and cattle have assembled, this

is made known to the Epaha with the words, Knti ! Kuti !

ve ya, va ongara ! i.e., " Field ! Field ! They have come !

They are assembled!" Not until then may he (i.e., the-

Epaha) leave his ondanda. In order to announce his re-

turn to the people at the village, he blows upon an onya

yomenye (springbok horn). It is then said in the village^

" There comes the Epaha ! Up ! that we may turn it
!

"

and thereupon they go to meet it, seemingly as enemies,

taking dry manure, clods of earth, dry wood, &c., and
throwing therewith at those advancing (niave yumbana),

but without hitting them, while the women raise a terrible

lamentation (?)-howl (mave roro ondoro*). However, as

has been said, this is done merely for showt. The whole

Epaha then comes to the village, and sit down on the

right, and, therefore, the northern side, of the house which

stands in the otyizero. Then each one who is present,

from the eldest to the youngest, comes forward in order to

be consecrated. They must, however, hrst bring an

offering. For men, youths, and boys, this consists of two

iron beads, which are given to the Husband Epaha; and

for women, maidens, and girls, of two omitombe, which

are given to the Wife Epaha. The beads and omitombe

are placed in an oruako- (a large dish made of interlaced

roots, already placed for this purpose), to be worn later

* Only the women of the Ovaherero make the ondoro ; and this

they do by crying in rather a high tone of voice, urtiriirtiritru eu

urururururmir eu. &c., bringing out the single notes rather

shortly and sharply, and uttering the eu about five tones higher

than the iirururururu.

f [In the same manner as the Efaha has been, in seeming,

killed, so also is it, in seeming, bewailed. The Efaha, as an

Efaha (as was already observed at the beginning), may not

venture to come into the werft.]
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-as body ornaments. Persons of the male sex are cons«-

<:rated by the father, those of the female sex by the mother

of the twins. This is done by their taking between the

tips of the fingers a little of the powdered root of the

Omun[d])'oze Tree (which they have lying on a sandal,

and which has been already prepared in the ondanda),

and rubbing with it the one to be consecrated, on the left

side of the forehead and on the left arm, and then throw-

ing the remainder of it upon his chest. The ceremony is

called okukuua. In the casee of a man, his gun, spear,

lance, bow, or whatever other weapon he may carry, are

also consecrated. All the weapons must then be left be-

-hind and be kept, during the day, placed together near

the sacred house.

The first among the women who have been consecrated,

build, in the meantime, a hut for the Epaha, exactly like

the hut of an omuari, as has already been described in the

first part [Vol. II.—Part IV., see pp. 6 and 63]. The
house for an Epaha, however, is not built near the Sacred

House, but further to the right of it, near the thorn-kraal.

Likewise, some of the men who were first consecrated take

an ox, in order to slaughter it, as before this is done, the

cattle may not go out to the pasture. Meanwhile, the

consecration is completed ; and the meat of the slaughtered

ox is then laid down, near the Sacred House, upon a

branch {otyikuno). First of all, one of the two fore

quarters must be boiled, and when the meat is ready, all

the people are called together, in order to makera, i.e., to

taste [it] ; which however, as is evidence from what has

already been said, is not done for the sake of the tasting,

but is a religious ceremony. This okumakera again takes

place in the following order, that the father first, and
then the mother, takes a small piece of meat, then such

another is held to the toes of both the children (which

[operation] as distinguished from okumakera is called

okutovd), and after this all the members of the tribe may
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^ntakera. The slaves dwelling in the village are not

allovk'ed to inakera. After this ceremony is completed,

the remaining meat is taken to the hut which has been

built for the E-paha, into which this [latter] then enters.

During the following days, the Epaha goes round the

werft in procession, visiting two or three houses each day

;

where exactly the same takes place as on the first day of

its return to the village. They sit down at the right side

of the house, and again, at each single house ; all who are

at the werft gather together, each time bringing the above-

mentioned offerings, each time, being again consecrated

;

•«ach time a head of cattle is strangled from which a fore

quarter is again boiled, and makera'd, and the remaining

meat carried to the house of the Epaha. When, finally,

meat becomes too plentiful, the man says, " There is meat

enough ; bring me now living cattle "
; which he then adds

to his flock. However, from each living head of cattle

which is brought, half an ear must be cut, which is then,

in the place of the fore quarter, roasted in the ashes, and,

for the okumakera, is held to the teeth of those assembled

for the festivity. These earlaps are then put away, and

later strung upon a thin strap, and the milk-calabashes of

the father of the twins therewith adorned. After his

"death only one of these twins may inherit these cala-

bashes.

After these ceremonies have come to an end in their

own village, and among those belonging to his oruzo

" [tribe of the father], the Epaha goes round the country,

still clad in the same old garments that were put on

immediately after the birth of the children. Should the

father be a bold or impudent man {ependd), he passes no

village, even should it belong to a strange tribe and to

"him be quite unknown. At every village which he visits,

quite the same ceremonies as those described above are

repeated. No chief will dare to send him away, as this

Avould cause his death. When a chief wha just then has
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no cattle at the place, hears that an Efaha is coming, he-

probably has it called out to it, " Field ! field ! Wait a
little and then come! I have now no cattle here." He
will, however, not attempt to keep him \yiz., the Epaha\
away from his village, even if he should have to give him
his best milch cow. Such a procession [about the country]

sometimes last more than a year; and, as the Epaha
chiefly allows itself to be presented only with live-stock,,

it usually comes back rich. The servants who carry the

iron beads and omitombe have at last quite a load. When
the Epaha finally returns to its werf t from its expedition,

the twins are taken to the okumo^'' for the purpose of re-

ceiving their names; and exactly the same ceremonies

then take place, there, as have been already related in the

description of the namegiving which occurs in the previous

paper. From this epoch the Epaha is again common {ra

hahuruka^, and is no longer feared. The father and the

mother now also lose the title Epaha, the former is called

Omupandye, the latter Onyambari, whilst the children re-

main Epaha. The old rags are also laid aside, and better

clothes put on again; and, with the beads and omitombe

which have been collected, the bodies are adorned in

various ways.

Every Omupandye (father of twins) has the right to

act as the representative of the Chief of the werft in his

priestly functions, even should he be the Chief's youngest

son, or cousin. If the Chief is not present, an Omupandye
* [It will be of interest to students of native customs to add

here that a Missionary from one of the most northern stations
in Damaraland informs us that there is more than one holy fire
(okuruo) to be met with in an Ovaherero village. That one
which is the most highly thoug-ht of belongs to the atmirangere,
or priest of the village ; and to this fire are his own children,
as well as certain members of his own family, taken, to be
there named by himself. Each head of a family (that is to say
here of a household), however, possesses an ohiiriio of his own.;
considered to be inferior in importance to that of the priest ; and
here it is that the children, with the exception of those already
mentioned above, receive their names from the respective fathers,
each at his own ohuruo.l
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can, for example, disenchant a sick person, makera the

omayere, and so on. The twin child also already pos-

sesses all the priestly privileges. For a twin boy there

exists no forbidden meat, no forbidden milk ; also no one
would dare to curse an Epaha. Should any one kill an

E-paha, his werft would be destroyed from the face of the

earth. As a twin boy, he \yiz., the Efaha'\ inherits, if

the Chief dies, the priestly dignity; and even should an

elder brother succeed his father as owner of the werft,

it is still called by the name of the younger twin child,

who is invested with the priestly dignity.

When, shortly after the death of a man for whom the

ovirangera [religious ceremonies] have not yet been ac-

complished, a twin birth takes place, this is not sacred

{kari zero), that is to say, if the father of the twins is of

the same oruzo or ondukuo [*] as the deceased. There

are also a few otuzo [pi. of oruzo'\, such as the Ounguen-

dyanyde, Ounguenyuva, Ombongoro, who, as the Ova-

herero express it, " make no Efaka." Of the birth of

three children at once, none of the Ovaherer6 whom I

questioned had ever heard.

'Onduko ? The latter word has the same meaning as oruso.]
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Omburo, 23rd Sept., 1879.

A FEW WORDS CONCERNING THE REV. J. G.

CHRISTALLER'S RECENTLY PUBLISHED COL-

LECTION OF TSHI PROVERBS.

It will be cheering to those who amid the many practical

difficulties of daily life in South Africa are yet endea-

vouring to lend a helping hand in the work of recording

at least some specimens of the traditionary literature to

be met with among our South African Native races, to

read of a kind gift which has lately reached the Grey

Library, at Cape Town, from the Rev. J. G. Christaller

(late Missionary in Akuapem and Akem, now resident in

Germany). The work thus bestowed is a copy of the

Rev. Mr. Christaller's recently published " Collection of

Three Thousand and Six Hundred Tshi Proverbs in use

among the Negroes of the Gold Coast speaking the

Asante and Fante Language."* The Preface to this

volume, dated Schorndorf (February, 1879), is so full of

interest for other collectors of Native Lore, that, as the

majority of our South African fellow-workers are hardly

likely to meet with it otherwise, a few extracts from it

shall be given here.

After speaking of the "extraordinary exuberance" of

proverbs in Tshi, the " prevalent language of the coun-

tries lying on the Gold Coast between the rivers Assinie

and Volta and inland," and the numerous ways in which

proverbs are employed by the Negroes of the Gold Coast,

Mr. Christaller proceeds as follows:—
* " A collection of Three Thousand and Six Hundred Tshi

Proverbs in use among the Negroes of the Gold Coast speaking
the Asante and Fante Language, collected, together with their

variations, and alphabetically arranged by the Rev. J. G.
Christaller, late Missionary in Akuapem and Akem.—Basel :

187Q. Printed for the Basel German Evangelical Missionary
Society. Sold by the Missions-Buchhandlung, Basel, and
C. Buhl, Christiansberg, Gold Coast, W. Africa.*
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" That a collection of proverbs like the present will be of no
common value for all students of the language in which they
sprang up or of the peculiarities of the people who use them,
needs no proof. They contain almost inexhaustible materials for
the grammar and dictionary, and still more for those who aspire
to a sound and thorough knowledge of the Negro mind. So
the printing of this collection has been undertaken not only for
the benefit of the Natives who are able to read and write their
own language, and who will be glad to find them together, but
also for the benefit, of those Europeans who have to deal with
the Natives as missionaries, rulers, magistrates or judges, not
excepting the merchant, if his pursuits allows of sufficient time
being spent on gaining a real acquaintance with the people.

" To add a translation and exflanation to the proverbs has not
been possible to the Editor for the present. Not a few of the
proverbs given would lose much even in the best possible trans-
lation ; many would require a good deal of explanation. Perhaps
at some later time the Editor may find leisure to translate a
selection of them with a short commentary. Meanwhile this

collection points out 268 proverbs that have been translated and
explained by the Rev. H. N. Riis in his " Grammatical Outline
and Vocabulary of the Oji Language, Basel, 1854," pp. 111-136,
and Q2 more that are found translated in the Editor's Grammar
of the Asante and Fante Language called Tshi, Basel, 1875."
* * * Thus about 440 of our 3,680 proverbs may be said to be
already translated, and for the rest the student of the language
must be referred to the Editor's " Dictionary of the Asante and
Fante Language " (to be printed in i87g), or to the help of native
interpreters.

" I may add something about the way in which the -present

collection of Tshi froverhs has been obtained. » • * They were
taken down by the missionaries themselves from the oral com-
munication of certain elders or of other old and younger people,
or they were written by native assistants who increased their own
previous knowledge of learning from experienced country-
men. * * *

" May this collection give a new stimulus to the diligent

gathering of folk-lore and to the increasing cultivation of native

literature. May those Africans who are enjoying the benefit of

a Christian education, make the best of this privilege; but let

them not despise the sparks of truth entrusted to and preserved

by their own people; and let them not forget that by entering

into their way of thmking and by acknowledging what is good

and expounding what is wrong they will gain the more access

to the hearts and minds of their less favoured countrymen."
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